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ТHE МАRITIME ENTERPRISES OF A KENNEBUNK SHIPOWNER: 
WILLIAM LORD, 1820-1860
By Bonita A. Coro
An Abstract of the Thesis Presented in Partial Fulfillment 
of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts 
(in History). August, 1972
A study was made of the William Lord Collection of 
business papers in the Brick Store Museum, Kennebunk, Maine, 
relating to the activities of William Lord as a merchant and 
as a shipowner between 1820 and 1860. Lord ran a country 
store from 1820 to 1828 and from 1830 through 1840. He 
commenced to invest in ships in the early 1830's.
As a merchant, Lord sold goods shipped from Boston 
and returned some local produce for sale in Boston or for 
re shipment to southern ports. The Kennebunk offerings were 
mainly hay and lumber. Products purchased and sold were 
carried on coastal schooners running between Boston and 
Kennebunk.
In his shipowning endeavors Lord contracted for the 
construction of vessels at Kennebunk and sent them into the 
foreign trades, in particular the West Indies sugar trade 
and the combination New Orleans cotton— European emigrant 
business. His career as a shipowner was separated into thre 
main periods, varying with changes in United States trade 
patterns. In the 1830's his ships carried much sugar and 
some cotton; the 1840's brought a decline in the sugar 
traffic and an increase in the cotton and passenger traffic
2which went on to the early 1850's. After 1855 and 1854 
fewer passengers were carried; cotton remained with the 
supplement of heavy freights such as European coal.
Lord owned shares in primarily lvennebunk-bullt 
vessels in cooperation with their captains, with his own 
relatives, and with other business associates. His peak 
of ownership interests occurred in 1854 when he owned shares 
in eight vessels in service at once.
The study provided an illustration of how a business 
man in a small Maine port operated his local business and 
expanded to significant involvement in maritime trade 
routes.
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INTRODUCTION
Little study has been done concerning the maritime 
history of the small Maine port of Kennebunk, either in 
regard to the town or the local shipowners. As the nine­
teenth century opened, Kennebunk had a somewhat more signif­
icant position in comparison to other Maine ports in tonnage 
and commerce than she had in later years. As ships became 
larger they outgrew the small town of Kennebunk and the 
shallow local rivers. In addition, during the period from 
1820 to i860, the ports of Boston and New York became the 
centers for foreign entries and departures in American 
commerce. Maine remained an important shipbuilding state, 
but much of her commerce was carried on through Boston or a 
few of the larger Maine ports such as Portland.
The availability of the William Lord Collection at 
the Brick Store Museum in Kennebunk provided an opportunity 
to delve into the business of a noted local merchant and 
shipowner, and to illustrate how he operated his business in 
that small Maine port. The study was not meant to show how 
all merchants or shipowners in small ports functioned, but 
to show how Lord managed his affairs and was related to the 
town and to world trade routes. The focus was on the Lord 
Collection and did not attempt to compare or contrast Lord 
with figures in other ports.
William Lord's business career came during an active
7period in American sailin'1' commerce: 1820-1860. There were 
a number of possible foreign trades in which he might have 
engaged: the West Indian and Baltic routes, the South Ameri­
can, the Mediterranean, the Western European, and the Ear 
Eastern. The coastwise trades were also important in mari­
time affairs. It was necessary to look: at those general 
patterns of commerce, the major ports of the United States, 
the positions of Kennebunk and Maine, and to determine which, 
if any, general patterns were applicable to Lord. The sugar 
and cotton trades were vital during parts of the era and 
many ships concentrated on freighting of those products. 
Statistics for cotton exports showed cotton as a key item 
in American commerce. As-a small port, Kennebunk had limited 
possibilities. Tonnage statistics portrayed Kennebunk as a 
declining port in comparison to the rest of Maine. Boston, 
as the closer of the two major ports of Boston and Mew fork, 
was the better possibility of the two if Lord were to be 
related in business to one of them. In regard to the major 
trade routes, those on which .Boston and Maine concentrated 
were more likely to be his emphasis.
As a local merchant, Lord operated his business from 
1320 to 1840 with one brief interruotion0 l ie began to make 
Investments in shins around 1830 and then gradually confined 
his interests to ships until the Civil War. It was essential 
to study Lord's connection to the development of Kennebunk 
as a local merchant, and to determine whether his involve­
ment was primarily in local buying and selling or whether it
8expanded to Include other towns or states. The purchase of 
foreign imports for sale at Kennebunk was considered. In 
sum— whether Lord served as a middleman for domestic exports 
and foreign imports was a question. Files of the Kennebunk 
Gazette added to the picture of Lord as a merchant.
The study centered primarily on the Lord collection 
of business papers, including correspondence, invoices of 
various types, materials relating to the construction of 
ships such as bills and running accounts. The thousands of 
items were categorized according to their general nature.
A great deal of overlapping naturally was true as Lord was 
both a merchant and a shipowner; individual items referred 
to both pursuits. Letters received when Lord functioned only 
as a shipowner referred to construction, movement, cargos, 
management and ownership of vessels.
To form a picture of store activities newspaper ads, 
freight bills, and extracts from letters indicated his 
activities in buying and selling and methods of acquisition 
of local and Boston goods. The hay trade was both related 
to his store and to his ships and provided a case study of 
the combination of buying and selling.
As a shipowner Lord was concerned with construction, 
cooperative ownership, management, cargos and movements of 
his vessels. Inasmuch as Kennebunk was a small port— did 
he run his vessels from Kennebunk or from another larger 
port? Over the thirty-year span of time changes in any of 
those aspects of shipownership were important.
9Lord's activities were traced chronologically 
including all vessels in service, adding new ones as they 
were built. Each vessel was charted yearly with all cargos 
and known ports of call. Groupings were then drawn for all 
vessels in one year periods to look for general yearly 
activities for the number in operation. All were grouped 
for five and ten-year blocks to see trends for the longer 
time spans. Concurrent charts were kept on information 
relating to shares of ownership and masters for the various 
ships.
Letters provided much of the information on those 
factors as well as on methods of management. Genealogical 
material was studied to show family concerns in vessels.
Of any historical work on Kennebunk, Remich's History of 
Kennebunk was most useful on area trading and shipowning.
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Chapter 1
NEW ENGLAND MERCHANT TRADE AND THE LORD FAMILY
UNITED STATES
Commerce and shipbuilding in the United States 
between 1815 and I860 revolved around a trend toward the 
creation of pivotal centers for commerce and construction. 
Much of that era was of basic concern to this study. The 
development of New York City intheldBO's, the early rise 
of the cotton and coastal trades and their connection to 
shipbuilding v/ere key factors in maritime activity. In the 
peri od from 1815 to I860, Massachusetts and particularly 
Boston, with some of her key trade routes, the important 
coastal trade and its further development linking Boston 
and New York were vital to an understanding of this era, 
/'.Iso of special importance are the peak years of the cotton 
trade (I83O-I86O) and of the packet lines with their 
immigrant cargos.
William Lord operated within the Boston sphere of 
.influence, especially during the height of his business 
career. His Maine-built vessels followed the most notable 
routes of the day, engaging in the early coastal traffic, 
the foreign trades, and especially in the cotton and immi­
grant routes of the 1830's, 18^0's. and 1850's. His active 
business career ended with the onset of the Civil War,
11
Massachusetts was the leading shipowning state at
the onset of the War of 1812; among ports Boston and
New York: v/ere the most significant, with Portland, Maine
an important port as well. After the war, smaller ports
declined and even more concentration occurred in larger
ports, Massachusetts remained supreme as a shipowning
state until the 18^ -0's, but smaller ports had lost to
XBoston even further.
Tonnage however was not the only factor in maritime 
standings. By 1825» much of the trade was well centered in 
larger ports, and New York City led Boston by three to one. 
New York had hit upon the right combination of circum­
stances to clinch and enhance her position while the move 
west and the rather sluggish opening of British ports after 
the War of 1812 left Massachusetts in an unfavorable 
position. Dr. Robert G. Albion has provided a classic 
description of these changes in New York in The Rj.se of New 
York Port, When the War of 1812 ended, that port which could 
most quickly prepare itself for the resumption of trade 
would stand well in the battle for supremacy among the East 
Coast ports. Western goods were abundant and England was 
ready to sell her surplus cottons; she chose to "dump" those 
goods in New York. By passing leg!slation to promote auction 
sales of those imports, by establishing ocean packets, by
^Statistics for total owned tonnage are contained 
in Appendix G. Between 1815 and 1861 New York City was 
always in the lead, with Boston second.
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construction of the Erie Canal, and by developing coastal 
packets. New York was able to keep Britain's concentration
focused on that port.2
New York gained nearly complete control of the 
European textile exports to the United States which 
comprised 1/3 of United States imports. Auction sales in 
New York City more than doubled between 1820 and 1827 and 
the hordes of country traders they brought encouraged
other imports as well.3
The enterprise of New Yorkers took a second form in
the establishment of regular liners, or ocean packets, to
Liverpool with the commencement of the famed Black Ball Line
in 1818; by 1822, this line sent out h ships a month and
returned freight, immigrants and cabin passengers. After
an initial lag due to generally depressed economic
conditions, the line's regularity and good service helped
/4to give New York a commanding position for imports.
The completion of the Erie Canal (1825) and the 
development of the coastwise trade and coastwise lines of 
packets also influenced the "port race." Although perhaps *l
^Robert 0. Albion, "New York and Its Disappointed 
Rivals, 1815-1860,“ reprinted from the Journal of Economic 
and Business History, III (August, 193^ )> ?>06; see also, 
Robert G, Albion, The Rise of New York Port; I8I5-I860 
(New York; Charles Scribner's Sons, 1939), p/^lO,
^Albion, "New York and Its Rivals," p. 608; see also 
Albion, Rise of New York Port, pp. 1 3 , 58-6 3.
ll Ibid.; see also Carl C, Cutler, Queens of the 
Western Ocean: The Story of America's Mail and Passenger 
Sailing Lines (Annapolis, Maryland; United States Naval 
institute, I96I, pp. 103-105·
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sometimes overrated in the analysis of the growth of New 
York, the Erie Canal in combination with other benefits 
provided to shippers did have great effects. The coasting 
trades on steamers and sailing packets boomed in combination 
with the foreign trades; New York became an entrepot in the 
1820's, shipping southern cotton to Europe, and western 
produce (flour, grains) and European imports south or 
north.5 She channeled European trade into her own port 
benefiting from production all around her.6
Among East Coast ports, New York had more geograph­
ical advantages than some in the drive for development; her 
harbor was well-sheltered and ice was not generally a 
problem. Her location was not up-river but still provided 
good connections with the hinterland and with the Erie Canal, 
Ultimately a port must reach the ordinary farmers and this 
New York did with the canal and the coastal packets. The 
most imaginative merchants of Boston could not compensate 
for the favorable location and interior of New York, New 
England was geographically closer to Europe but further 
from the focus of the coasting trade. Hustling New York 
merchants arranged both imports and exports to their 
advantage and found navigation to handle them as well. New
'’Robert G. Albion, Sea Lane a in Wartime, The Amer­
ican Expcrience; 1770-194'j (2d ed .; (n. p.] : Archon Books,
I966), P* ' № t  see also Albion, Ri se of New York fort,
pp o 13-14; see also Albion, "New York and Its Rivals," p, 608.
^See Appendix H: comparative import-export statis­
tics for the U.S,, N.Y., Mass,, and Maine: 1821-1861,
York was never satisfied to be merely an import-export 
center and found vessels of her own and those of New 
England to carry goods for her profit, to the disadvantage 
of New England and the South.7
A specific major factor in the developing coastal 
trade and growth of New York in the 1820’s was cotton.
New York vessels might make voyages to Savannah, Mobile or 
New Orleans and then go in one of 2 directions: return to 
New York and then to Liverpool or Havre, or go direct to 
Europe. From Europe, the ships could return freight or 
passengers to New York and then go south with freight or 
ballast. Cotton was of key importance in New York’s 
transshipment scheme. Between 1822 and 1825 a rising 
portion of cotton exported from New Orleans went to New York 
for use or re-export:
Table 1 .1 Cotton Bales Exported from New Orleans
Shipped direct to
1822
(156,000 bales)
1825
(204,000 bales)
Great Britain 64,000 101,000
France 33.000 32,000
Coastwise 51.000 69,000
New York 28,000 51,000
Philadelphia 10,000 3,000
Boston 7,000 7,000
Source: Albion, Rise of New York Port, pp. 100-101,
^Albion, "New York and Its Disappointed Rivals," 
pp. 60If—605; see also Albion, Rise of New York Port, 
pp. 28-31 . 76-94. ............  ...
Ay shown, New York absorbed all of the increased coastwise 
shipments plus some from other ports.
Although the coastal fleet nearly doubled with small 
brigs (enrolled rather than registered) for the West Indies 
and coastal trades in greatest demand after the War of 1812, 
the greatest advances in shipbuilding and foreign trade did 
not occur until the 1830's. New England remained supreme in 
ship construction as the South had too few skilled laborers 
and greater interest in the profits of cotton and tobacco. 
Larger ports, such as Boston and New York, turned to 
outports to fill their needs; as compared to many small New 
England ports, the larger ports owned a greater ratio than 
they built. For example, in 1820, Boston built 1695 tons 
and purchased 3^97 elsewhere. The following sets of 
figures illustrate the sluggish nature of building in the 
1820*s as compared to the 1830's:
Table 1.2 Average Tonnage Built per Year
Years 1812-1019 69,989
Years 1820-1829 88,656
Years I83O-I839 112,696
Source: U. S., Bureau of Statistics under the Direction of
the Secretary of the Treasury, Statistical Abstract of the 
United States» 1886, Ninth No, (Washingtorn Government 
Printing Office, 1887), p. 1 6 3. Computed from statistics 
therein.
®John G. B. Hutchins, The American Maritime Indus­
tries and Public Policy, 1789-I9IA (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1941), PP· 189-191, 228-229. 245.
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The amount of tonnage owned presented an even more striking 
picture for the 1830's:
Table 1.3 Average Tonnage Owned
Years 1810-1819 1,337,400
Years 1820-1829 1,420,000
Years 1830-I839 1,695,000
Source: J.D. B. Debow, Statistical View of the United
S tates, Being a Compendium of the Seventh Census
(Washington: A.U.P. Nicholson, Public Printer, 1854),
p. 18 5. Computed from statistics therein.
The 1820's show only an increase of 83,000 tons over the 
previous decade; the 1830's, an increase of 275,000 tons 
over the 1820's.
in addition, the amount of registered sail tonnage
fell from 619*048 in 1820 to 575*856 in I830, but rose by
91840 to 895,610 registered tons. The concentration was
still on schooners and sloops. Comparing 18j0 and 1840,
2/3 of the tonnage increase was in enrolled or licensed
1 0
vessels for the coastal trade.
Concentrating more closely on Massachusetts and 
Boston as a port between 1815 and 1850 one finds that after 
the War of 1812 several problems existed. Western produce 
was being channeled through New York, New Orleans, and
^Boston Board of Trade, Eighth Annual Report of tiie 
Government, Presented to the Board at the Annual Meeting, on 
the 15th of January, 1862 Cßoston: Alfred Mudge and Son,
1862), p. 1 1 3 .
1 0 . . .Ibid., computed from statistics therein.
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Baltimore, Boston being further from the areas of population
concentration. The generally depressed economic condition
of the nation was especially bad in New England during the
1815-1817 period and even to 1822, Much available capital
was channeled into outlets besides navigation-such as
manufacturing. Over the long period 1815-1850, while
Boston was losing commerce to New York, shipbuilding did
increase in New England as a whole; vessels grew in size
(from 250 to 1000 tons average) as did total tonnage.
Larger vessels were considered easier to maintain than
several smaller ones. Total Massachusetts tonnage increased
from 316,069 tons in 1820 to 685,937 tons in 18,50. But by
the 18 50's more capital was being invested in railroads,
banking, and textiles; Massachusetts had become a.
manufacturing state and had lost her lead as a shipowning
state to New York, Remaining commerce centered in Boston,
with emphasis on oriental goods, Philadelphia coal.,
11southern cotton and domestic cotton production,
Boston benefited as did New York with the 
appearance of coastal sailing packets after the War of 1812 
and the improvement in the coastwise trades; Boston rose 
from fourth to second as a port in the remaining commerce. 
The availability of manufactured goods also provided 
a stimulus. There were no basic changes in patterns 
of commerce to I85O; after 1815 the West Indian, South
Samuel Eliot Mori son, The Maritime History of
Massachusetts: 1?83-1886 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1921), pp. 213-215. 398.
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American, Mediterranean, Baltic, East India, China and
coastwise trades were begun again. The trade with New
Orleans increased somewhat. Even as New York was taking
the general lead, Boston held an edge in some fields. For
example, Boston led New York in the China trade but more
and more of the China cargos, even on Boston vessels, were
sold in New York as time passed. In 1857 there were 41
arrivals from China at New York and 6 at Bos tonj New York
12had better re-sale facilities.
In the Baltic and Mediterranean trades, Boston also 
overshadowed New York between 1820 and 1850, For the 
Mediterranean market, Bostonians gathered cargos of South 
American woods, East India goods, sugar and coffee, as well 
as their ov/n rum and fit this indirect trade together for 
outward cargos; Boston led New York until 1850 in imports 
of Mediterranean fruits and wines, J
Boston built up a triangular trade based on 
shipbuilding and sugar for the Baltic market. The ships of 
William Lord often followed these routes. Northern cargos 
to Havana were used to purchase sugar which was exchanged 
for Baltic hemp and iron for sale to New England and New 
York shipbuilders. With shipbuilding concentrated in New 
England, Boston was the logical place for distribution of
*2Morison, ibid., pp. 255» 273-279, 396; see also 
Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean, pp. II3- H 6; see also 
Albion, Rise of Now York Port, p. 200,
•^ [viGrison, Maritime History of Massachusetts, 
pp. 287-291. ~~ .. . *...~~
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these cargos. Some Boston merchants (such as William Ropes) 
further cemented their position in the Baltic trade by 
establishing trading houses abroad. In 1857 Boston still 
had 23 arrivals from Russia, compared to 8 for New York.14
The new ice trade also was primarily based in
Massachusetts. Commencing with a few shipments to the West
Indies before the War of 1812, it expanded to ports in the
southern United States between 181? and 1820, and finally
even to Calcutta by I833. Up to I850, the trade in ice
continued in the major ports of South America and the Far
East. Although others were somewhat involved, Frederic
Tudor was the most famed of the ice shippers; even William
1 5Lord carried some of his ice.
Coastal, trades were doing well in New England after 
1820, with 2592 coastal arrivals in Boston in I825. 
Prosperity was returning; freights were up; the population 
was growing, stimulated by immigration; canals were being 
built and steamboats were becoming more common (even Maine 
built 2 on the Kennebec River in 1821); there was plenty of 
pork, beef, corn and wheat from the west to ship. Packets 
were becoming common all over New England, from Connecticut 
to New York, from Maine (especially Portland) to Boston, and 
from Boston to New York.1^
l^Ibid., pp. 294-5, 396 . 15fb:id., pp. 282-283.
l°Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean, p. 146; see 
also Edward Chase Kirkland, Men,, Cities an? Transportation:
A Study in New England History, I (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1948) pp. 7-9*
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In the 1820's and 1830's Boston was the only major
competition for New York in import shipping and commerce»
The coastal trade between the two was also of major
importance and they often traded their special imports until
Boston began to route many vessels direct to New York. For
example, Boston often exchanged her Baltic and Mediterranean
goods for French imports. In her attempt to maintain second
place, Boston sent shoes and boots to New York in return for
leather and flour. In I835 there were 494 coastal arrivals
at New York from Boston, more than from any other single
port. There were 410 from all of Maine. Lacking salable
exports, Boston fell behind and New York had a larger fleet
and more commerce by 1845. The practice of sending Boston
vessels to New York from abroad actually aided the growth
of New York. What success Boston had was based on her
shipping; she carried or owned much of New York's imports,
but still carried 83% of her own. Maine also helped Boston
by carrying her own raw materials to New York, but
17purchasing her imports at Boston. '
In an article entitled "Yankee Domination of New 
York Port," Dr. Robert Albion wrote of an important link 
between New Englanders and New York enterprise. He 
described the movement of many Yankees to New York between 
1820 and I860 and their participation in the growth and
-^Albion, Rise of New York Port, pp. 126-127; see 
also Morison, Maritime History of Massachusetts, pp. 227-228.
21
control of New York commerce. Many were involved in
shipping and often had their vessels built in New England.
Those from Maine were often captains. Maine vessels made
up half of those used in major trades, even though Maine’s
portion of the trade was small.18 Boston commission houses
selling local dry goods established at least 19 branch
houses in New York between 1849 and 1859. These houses,
with sales of $25 million a year, found it advantageous to
use New York's superior shipping facilities.19
All over the United States, cotton cargos stimulated
a tremendous boom between 1830 and 1860, affecting
shipbuilding and general commerce— -both foreign and
coastwise. This boom, most notable in the 1840's and 1850's
put 47% of the registered fleet into the foreign portion
20of the cotton trade in 1852. As noted above, New York
had previously received most of the coastwise cargos, but
by the l840's, more was going to Boston, mostly for local
manufacture; in I836-X8 3 7, Boston received 39,000 bales
from New Orleans as compared to 23,000 for New York, Also
21more was going to Europe, by-passing New York,^  *V,
1 PAlbion, Robert G. "Yankee Domination of New York 
Port, 1820-1865»'* reprinted from The New England Quarterly,
V, 4 (1932), Southworth Press, 1932, p p * 665-684,
*^Hamilton Andrews Hill, "Boston's Trade and Com­
merce for Forty Years.· 1.846-1884," pamphlet printed for the 
American Statistical Association (Boston: Press of 
T. R. Marvin and Son, 1884), p. 9·
^Hutchins, Maritime industries, pp. 264-265.
^Albion, Rise of New York Port, pp. 99-116.
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The following chart shows the growth of cotton 
exports, noting the percentage made up by cotton:
Table 1.4 Quantity and Value of Cotton Exports
Source: Boston Board of Trade, Eighth Report, pp. 114-116.
The growth shown can be further appreciated in 
noting that the percentage of cotton exports in 1821 was 
31% , and 51% in 1851.22 Thus the growth of cotton in the 
1840's and 1850's was in large part responsible for the 
success of American commerce; however, the decline from 
51% to 14% in 1861 was just as spectacular when the civi1 
War brought a crashing halt to the boom.
Between 1815 and I860, transatlantic packets and 
immigrant vessels also played a part in American commerce.
^^Rebow, Statictical View of the U.S., pp. 185-188. 
Computed from statistics therein. A more complete chart 
(1821-1861) is presented in Appendix I.
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According to Carl C. Cutler, 90% of the American sailing
lines were begun and ended between 1820 and 1840, numbering
about 60 transatlantic and 500 coastal lines.^3 Their
success during this era was based on good service and
capture of the best freight from some of the regular
traders. New York's transatlantic packets had the greatest
success; she also built most of these packets. The
toughest of all vessels, they grew from 300 or 400 tons
24to 1000 tons by I838.
After their initial success, the lines were hurt
by competition from steamers between I838 and 1858 which
took over the mails, but left the passengers and some of
the valuable freights. After a brief depression (1837-1843)
coupled with an oversupply of tonnage, economic conditions
improved and a boom occurred, spurred on partially by
immigrants escaping the Irish famine and general crop
failures. Larger and more tramps and packets were needed;
few vessels had been able to carry more than 300 passengers
due to an 1819 law limiting vessels to 2 passengers per 5
2 9registered tons. ^
During the 1847-1854 passenger boom, commercial 
houses often chartered the "between decks" area of a ship 
and filled it v/ith steerage passengers. Actually the
^Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean, xiii. His 
appendix is a gold mine of information about these lines,
24Albion, Rise of New York Port, pp, 43-47,
^Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean, pp. 222-233, 259.
immigrant lines did not deserve the name, because they often 
sent vessels only one way, and had no ownership or control 
of the chartered vessels as did the regular packet lines.
A series of vessels were merely dispatched with some 
semblance of successive sailings; some vessels only served 
a line once or twice.
After 2 high marks for immigration in 1847 
(235,000) and 1854 (42 5,000) business failures, southern 
crop shortages and yellow fever brought 7 had years, 
dropping immigration to 92,000 by 1861. Most immigrants 
had come by sail, but by 1858 steamers had won. The 
sailing packets had lost even the immigrants and were 
reduced to the ignoble business of heavy freight, leaving 
them undeserving of the title of packets at all. 27
in summarizing developments up to 1860, New York 
continued to consolidate her position as a focal point for 
imports, exports and tonnage cleared, for example, in 1 8 6 1, 
New York had about:
5 times Massachusetts8 imports 
123 times Maine’s imports 
10 times Massachusetts* exports 
60 times Maine's exports
Newr York cleared about 5h times as much tonnage as
^'ibid., p. 375; nee also Albion, Rise of New York 
Port, p. 3A0,
2?Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean, pp. 222-223» 
3 1 7, 325; see also Albion, Rise of New York Port, p. A3.
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Massachusetts, and about 13 times as much as Maine, Of the 
U . S . total, New York had about 63% of the exports, 70% of 
the imports, and 62% of the clearances.28 New York had 
surpassed Massachusetts in owned registered tonnage, but 
still lagged significantly behind Maine and Massachusetts 
in shipbuilding.
In all cases, the commerce, tonnage and shipbuilding 
of Maine and Massachusetts accounted for the most of that 
in New England, in many cases, as much as 90% New York 
had gained rapidly in the area of foreign commerce, nearly 
doubling her percentage in 40 years. As far as actual 
building went, Maine was of major importance as a single 
state, accounting for the majority of vessels in 1851 .
New York never challenged Maine or Massachusetts in that 
field.29 As a single port, Boston had about 8-10% of the 
registered and enrolled tonnage of the U.S . in the period 
I850 through I860,®0
The Civil War affected the merchant marine in 
several ways. The actual physical damage done by
. S., House, Executive Documents, 37th Congress, 
2nd Session Vol. XII, 1861-1862, Commerce and Navigation, 
Part II, No, 13 (jjWashingtonJ; Government Printing Office, 
1862), pp, AdO-bbl. See Appendix H , i rnpor t-export statis­
tics: 1821-1861 ,
7'Albion, "Yankee Domination of New York Port."
®°Boston Board of Trade, Eighth Report, p. 103.
See Appendix G, owned tonnage: 1815-1861,
Confederate vessels is sometimes over-rated. Some of the 
side effects, however, lasted into the twentieth century. 
Losses were greatest for New York, Massachusetts, and Maine, 
those states owning the most vessels. High insurance rates 
(up to 10%) drove many shippers to the use of neutral 
vessels, and many shipowners to a foreign registry, a 
one-way street.31 for example, among registered and 
enrolled vessels between 1862 and 1865, tonnage was sold 
foreign at alarming rates:
Table 1.5 Tonnage Sold Foreign: 1861-1866
1861 26,649 1864 300 ,865
1862 117,756 1865 133 ,832
1 863 222,199 1866 22 ,117
Source: Hamilton Hill (sec.) , Seventeenth Annual Report of
the Boston Board of Tr ade, for the year endi ng J;arm ary 11 ,CO (Boston: Barker, Cot ter and Co., 1871) • p * 21 0.
More normal rates are shown in
1866.
the statistics for 1861 and
The Civil War ended an important era for the 
American merchant marine. Many major trade routes had 
been altered. The China trade had moved to New York, 
Boston clung to the East India and Mediterranean trades, 
but she, as well, as other ports, were hurt by the advent 
of steam and the onset of war. Sailing packet lines 
declined and the war signalled the end of the combination
^Albion, Sea Lanes in Wartime, pp, 150-170.
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cotton and immigrant ships. Only Maine managed to keep 
sail alive. The cotton trade had peaked in i860, hut war, 
steam, blockade and foreign competition crippled a major 
American carrying trade, never to fully recover. The 
decline of Boston was further hastened by these developments. 
New York had become without question the center of commerce 
and ownership of vessels.
MAINE
Moses Greenleaf, in two early works providing 
statistics and summaries concerning the economic status of 
Maine, presented a picture which remained basically true 
during the age of sail in relation to the shipbuilding and 
commerce, foreign and coastwise, of Maine. Although some­
what chauvinistic in tendency, his conclusions were essen­
tially correct, Greenleaf summarized his findings in a work 
published in 1829 by stating that his study had shown:
. . . the superior importance of Maine to the 
general commerce of the Union, in relation to the 
proportion of its tonnage to its population. And if 
we suppose that Maine consumes an average proportion 
of foreign commodities, as is probably nearly the case, 
it shows also that much of the largest proportion of 
foreign imports to Maine is made coastwise from other 
ports in other States, where they were originally 
entered; and the amount of duties accruing on them which 
are paid, eventually by the consumers in Maine, appears 
wholly to the predit of the commerce of theJoriginalj 
states. . . .3^
32moscs Greenleaf, A Survey of the State of Maine, 
In Reference to Its Geographical Features, Statistics and 
Political Economy (Portland, Me.: Shirley and Hyde, I829), 
pp. 266-267.
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He implied that direct foreign imports were abnormally low.
An earlier report presented much the same 
conclusion. Greenleaf's 1816 report to the Massachusetts 
legislature, A Statistical View of the Pistrict of Maine, 
stated that the exports and imports of Maine were largely 
carried, directly or indirectly, through other ports. Ho 
explained that the coasting trade was therefore inextricably 
intertwined with the foreign trade. Boston was singled out 
as the focus for reshipinent of Maine imports and exports.33
Thus the 1829 publication reiterated his basic 
premise, stating that customs house records showed only 
Maine's direct trade with foreign ports, not taking into 
account immediate reshipments. Greenleaf added New York 
and a few other ports to Boston as key markets for foreign 
imports brought on Maine vessels. The inference was that 
Maine vessels were going further afield. Admitting that 
a proper ratio would be only an estimate, Greenleaf 
believed that the Maine vessels used in the foreign trade 
of otiier states would balance the tonnage used elsewhere 
to import goods for Maine consumption, thus perhaps 
showing that Maine tonnage registered in the overseas 
trade did best show the actual concern of Maine. ^
33Moses Greenleaf, A statistical View of the 
District of Maine (Boston: Gumming and Hilliard, 1816), 
pp. 6p-6iT.
3^Greenleaf, A Survey of the State of Maine, 
po· 218-219. See Appendix G, chart on owned tonnage: 
1 8 1 5 - 1 8 6 1 .
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Maine had about 3% of the population of the United 
States in 1830, but had a greater proportion of its citizens 
involved in commercial activity than any state except 
Massachusetts. Maine had about 4 times her share of the 
total tonnage, of the coasting and fishing tonnage, and of 
the registered tonnage of the United States. Computations 
based on the 1830 census were made to illustrate Maine’s 
share in commerce and tonnage:
Table 1.6 Maine's Position in 183I
a1831 had unusually low clearances of foreign vessels—  
generally would have been 2-3 points higher.
bLow year— Average foreign exports for 1830's about 5, 
average domestic exports about $2 .50.
Source: U. S.,Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics 
of the United States, Colonial Lines to 1957 (Washington: 
[n.n.] 1 9 6 0 ,  7» 13s see also Debow, Statistical View 
of the U. S ■, p. 185; see also Commerce and Navigation 
Reports, tonnage owned for Me., Mass., N.Y., 1831» as cited 
in Albion, Rise of New York Port, p. 403; see also J. Smith 
Homans, Jr., An Historical and Statistical Account of the 
United States (New York: G, P. Putnam and Co., 1857), 
pp. 9 , 15» 21. 64.
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Maine was most certainly a seafaring state as shown 
by the ratios and statistics, most pointedly those for 
amounts of tonnage cleared and those for owned tonnage. 
Maine owned and used her vessels for foreign voyages; 
however, the ratios for imports from foreign ports were 
quite low in comparison, indicating that returning vessels 
entered other U. S. ports, most probably New York; or Boston. 
As Greenleaf described, many of Maine’s imports were first 
entered elsewhere and came to Maine on coastal vessels.
Maine needed foreign goods other than those she could 
buy with her own exports. Her exports were low as well.
Thus the large number of Maine vessels were not being 
employed in her own trade but more in that of New York 
or Boston— New York had surplus domestic exports brought 
through the Erie Canal and needed more tonnage than she 
owned.
Thus although the total tonnage of Maine was small, 
it represented a great deal of commercial activity for a 
sparsely populated state. Nevertheless Maine still 
imported goods through other ports. Her export trade was 
rather specialized and the coastal trade helped Maine to 
purchase goods imported from regions which had no need for 
Maine products»
Maine revolved primarily in Boston's orbit in 
early as well as later years. Coastwise vessels often took 
products from Maine to New York, but returned to Boston, 
perhaps with flour, to buy Boston"s foreign imports with
profits made in Mew York. No Maine port had as much 
potential as New York or Boston for becoming a major 
American port. Factors needed for acquisition of such a 
status included central location, deep water, good 
hinterland with connections to the port, and sufficient 
depth of channel. Neither Portland nor Boston had bars to 
hinder traffic; both had sufficient depth. The Portland and 
New York channels were good, while fair at Boston, Ice was 
sometimes a problem at Portland.However, two vital 
factors kept Portland from achieving the status of New York 
or Boston: off-center location and lack of a sufficient 
hinterland to furnish markets and goods. This did not 
mean that Portland was not a major port, but that it could 
not hope to rival New York; there was speculation in some 
quarters at various times that Boston could be surpassed.
Attempts wore made to create an entrepot at 
Portland for goods brought from New York. Although Boston 
already had steam service to Portland, an attempt was made 
to by-pass Boston with schooner packets to New York in 1825; 
however, the attempt failed. Maine materials (lumber, 
granite and lime) continued to go to New York, and Portland 
often sent some of her molasses imports; but basically 
Boston held on to the trade of Maine in general, especially
-^Albion, Rise of New York Port, pp. 23-30.
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See below, pp. 35-36
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her imports. Tradition played a part in this coastal 
traffic, based on long-standing family and business 
relationships built up with Boston firms.
An ex-governor of Maine, in an address to the Maine 
House of Representatives, referred to the Maine of 1812 as 
a commercial state with 150,000 tons of shipping and exports 
of nearly $1 million a year. He added that the War of 1812 
had served as a stimulus for local industries such as wool, 
cotton, glass, and metal; when peace was renewed, and 
foreign competition returned, the spurt of manufacturing 
and the market for raw materials from the farms ended.37
This development was comparable to other states, but 
others were more able to sustain their manufacturing,
Maine tried to return to the old West Indies trade 
after the war; she quickly brought out vessels which had 
been hidden away and even stripped of gear and mast. But 
except for the very earliest arrivals in the West Indies, 
commerce was poor as compared to the post-Revolutionary War 
years.38 In the West India trade between 1815 and I860, 
profits were slim and even pirates were a problem. The 
problem of piracy, worst between 1018 and 1 8 2 5, was 
difficult to pinpoint; there were roving bands which 
engaged in murder, torture and burnings, spurred on for
3?iVjaine, Journal of the House of Representatives, 
Address of Ex-governor Chamberlain to the House on the State 
of Maine, February 6, 1877* 56th Legislature (Augusta,
Maine: Owen and Nash, Printers to the State, 18?7).
-^William Hutchinson Rowe. The Maritime History of 
Maine; Three Centuries of Shipbuildl.ng and Seafaring 
(New York: W, W. Norton and Co,, 19*18), pp. 106-110.
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revenge against Spain after independence movements in Latin
America. Cuba was a haven for pirates, expanding the
difficulties of a major trade route. The pirates were more
interested in gold, dry goods and sugar than in Maine hay
and lumber, but there are cases of torture and burnings
of Maine vessels, Kennebunkers included. By 1825, the
39United States Navy had essentially ended the menace.
Not until 18*40 did commerce become dependable 
again, but the goods exported remained chiefly the same: 
lumber in numerous forms, fish, apples, and potatoes. 
Actually Maine trades in general in the 1820's consisted 
of the export of those goods, as well as other frontier 
offerings such as leather, oats, and hay. Maine was still 
a prime source of pine and had not yet reached its peak, 
nor had Bangor yet become a "lumber capital." Many of 
Maine's foreign returns came to Portland where a good deal 
was reshipped to Boston or New York.^
The 1830's and 18*1-0's were good year's for Maine 
commerce, and Maine, as well as other states, had seen the 
value of a productive hinterland, well-connected to the 
seaports. Between 1820 and 18*10, twenty-five charters 
for canals were granted to connect the frontier regions.
Of considerable importance was the Cumberland and Oxford 
Canal, completed in I830, enabling the Sebago Lake region
39Albion, Sea Lanes in Wartime, pp0 139-1*4-6»
^Kirkland, Men, Cities and Transportation, I, 
pp. 10-1*1,
to send goods to Portland for the West Indies trade.
Portland, in return, imported and distributed rum, coffee 
and molasses from the West Indies. Businessmen in Maine 
soon saw profit opportunities in local rum production, and 
molasses rose to the status of "chief import," Cuban 
coffee imports reached their death in 1844 after destructive 
hurricanes in Cuba--so molasses remained and rum was 
consumed by "Mainers" in great quantities. By 1845,
Portland had its own "sugar house" to refine sugar: by the 
1860's, it had three.41
Rowe, in his Maritime History of Maine, indicates 
that 10% of the vessels which entered Havana in 1826 wore 
from Maine--bringing the high quality lumber needed in Cuba 
as the sugar and molasses trade was recovering. By the 
1850*s Portland had managed to gain a monopoly on the shook 
trade which provided the needed boxes, hogsheads, and other 
containers used in shipping Cuban sugar and molasses. ‘~
Return imports of molasses to Portland in I860 gave her 
second place, after New York, for national imports of the 
popular sweetening.^3 in addition, the total rum production 
of the United States for I860 took place in three states: 
Massachusetts (2,300,000 gallons), New York (1,300,000 
gallons), and Maine (450,000 gallons).^
^Rowe, Maritime History of Maine, pp, 112-116.
^^Shooks are pre-cut, partially assembled containers.
43Rowe, Maritime History of Maine, pp. 116-118,
^Albion, Rise of New York Port, p. 180.
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Maine, as well as Massachusetts, had a part in the 
ice trade, expecially after 1840, The first ice shipment 
took Kennebec River ice from Gardiner to Baltimore on the 
brig Orion in 1824. Kennebec River ice gained a great 
reputation for its purity in the pre-pollution days. Large 
amounts of ice were sold for the account of Frederick Tudor, 
the famous "ice-man" of Massachusetts, who built ice houses 
at Gardiner in the late 1820's and early 1830' s . The boom 
years of the ice trade fell between 1840 and 1900, most 
notably after 1860; ice was shipped to Port au Prince, 
Jamaica, Trinidad, Savannah, and many other large cities in 
the United States.45
The advent of railroads in other parts of the 
nation was not ignored in Maine as a means of supplementing 
the coastal and foreign trades. In the 1830's the Eastern 
Railroad and the Boston and Maine Railroad connected Boston 
to Portland through Portsmouth and Saco; however, the 
coastal trade was already served by sail and steam.
Portland was looking for an opportunity to rival 
Boston as a port; it was the largest city in Maine and had 
a good, usually ice-free harbor. Portland was closer to 
Liverpool, if only by about 40 miles. The idea of a 
railway system to connect Montreal was embodied in an
^Ernest Marriner, "Frozen Gold: The Ice Industry on 
the Kennebec," A History of Maine, A Collection of Readings 
intheHistory of Maine: 1600-1970» ed. Ronald Banks 
UJubuque, f o wa 7ft e n d a IT- Hunt Publishing Co., 1 9 6 9), 
pp. 23^-237; see also Rowe, Maritime History of Maine,
pp. 258-260»
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1845 charter for Portland; the odds against this line 
included topographical problems and a planned route through 
a relatively unproductive area. In addition, fearing 
competition, Boston attempted to stymie the project.^ The 
speculation of Portlanders was well-expressed in the 
following excerpt from a letter to William Lord in 1845:
The enthusiasm runs high here on account of the 
projected Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad— the 
million is already subscribed, and all the men, women, 
children and babes are in extacies JsicJ-~some are 
sanguine enough to suppose that at no very distant day 
Portland will outstrip Boston or New York.^7
The line opened in 1853; Boston sulked; trade 
increased to the west and some Liverpool business did come 
to Portland in the 1850's. It could not be said that the 
great expectations were fully realized
The consolidation of railroads, begun in limited 
fashion in the 18 5 0's, did not really hurt the sailing 
peickets; railroads and steam continued but bulky goods 
such as granite, lime, pine and ice were far easier and 
cheaper to gather and transport by sea.
The ’West Indies and the coastal trades gave Maine 
ports a great deal of business in the 1830's and 1840*s 
between actual trading and shipbuilding, another major
^Kirkland, Men, Cities and Transportation, I, 
pp. 3 92-198, 20*1-214.
^William Lord Collection (MSS in Brick Store 
Museum, Kennebunk, Maine), letter, Joseph Curtis to 
William Lord, September 1, 1845.
^Kirkland, Men, Cities and Transportation, I, 
pp. 204-214.
3?
activity of Maine businessmen. The simplicity of rigging, 
easy shifting of sails, and the smaller crews had made 
schooners dominant in Boston arrivals by and after I8 3 5, 
with brigs in the coastal trade being their nearest rival. 
The State of Maine built up a near monopoly in the 
construction of those small brigs after the War of 1812.^9 
Those brigs bound for the West Indies generally made 2 
trips a year, leaving Maine in late December, arriving out 
the first of January, and home about the end of February.
A second voyage would bring them home in late April, 
whereupon they would lay for the summer during hurricane 
season0 However, some ambitious owners would send their 
brigs out coastwise in October, Some merchants had made 
connections with West Indies merchants, to insure more 
reliable markets and return cargos, but most owners merely 
dispatched their vessels to the general area.5° This 
thriving business of the yoas and 40's provided a great 
stimulus to shipbuilding in small and large ports alike. 
Other states began to look to Maine for vessels 
as early as 1815? even New York got most of her brigs 
from Maine between 1815 and I860 for the coastal,
Caribbean, or even Latin American trade routes.
Shipbuilding did well in the 1820's, and surpassed both 
Massachusetts and New York in succeeding years. The entire
/+9ibid., pp. 187-188.
5°Rowe, Maritime History of Maine, pp. 108-109·
30-year span from 1830 to 1860 made building a lucrative 
industry. Generally increased demands for tonnage, promoted 
by the more efficient connection to west, the focusing of 
industry and foreign commerce in the larger ports, and the 
huge cotton exports helped promote building in Maine yards, 
the outports, to meet needs elsewhere. Maine's construction 
of the less glamorous, but tough, freighting vessels for 
Boston and New York accounts was her forte, especially in 
the 1840's.51
Carl C. Cutler, in Queens of the Western Ocean, 
stated that Maine's building boom of the 18^0's was perhaps 
overemphasized by maritime authors. He did believe that 
there was a good increase in shipbuilding, encouraged 
partially by the coastal coal trade from Pennsylvania and 
Maryland in the 18*40"s in addition to factors noted above. 
Cutler concluded that New York did not look to Maine for 
many vessels until the coal trade, the Irish famine, and 
the gold rush forced her to go further afield. Cutler 
explained that Maine vessels were made from poor types of 
timber, often receiving poor ratings by Lloyd's of London 
as "soft-wood" ships. '
.Ln choosing timbers for shipbuilding, numerous 
qualities had to be balanced: resistance to strains,
51lbid., p. 1*12; see also Albion, Rise of New i'ork 
Port, p. 306; see also Hutchins, Maritime Industries, p. 285.
^Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean, pp. 200-261 .
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hardness, stiffness, lightness- if for speedy vessels, 
resistance to dry rot, ability to hold fastenings well, 
and workability of the timber. If a vessel of the highest 
quality was desired, live oak from the Gulf states was the 
strongest; however, the white oaks of Virginia or New 
Hampshire were also principal timbers. The use of white 
oak was largely eliminated by the I8608s due to weight and 
expense. Secondary woods such as beech, maple, other oaks, 
hackmatack, hickory, and spruce also had their places.
The pine and especially the spruce of Maine which did not 
last well and had a poor reputation as "soft" were sometimes 
used, but only for certain sections of vessels. For 
planking, white oak was preferred and southern pine was also 
used; for decks, white pine and spruce were sufficient.
Maine builders often used rock maple, beech, birch, and 
hackmatack notwithstanding their inferiority to live oak. 
Those woods were widely used in the many tramps and 
schooners in various combinations, but not in first-class 
ships such as transatlantic packets. $3
In the early days, building had been spread over 
wide areas and in many small villages; the cost of vessels 
built with lumber a few hundred yards away was certainly 
cheaper. As vessels grew larger and certain local supplies 
were not so abundant, more yards tended to be concentrated 
closer to the open sea, where lumber from other regions
53lbid.; see also Hutchins, Maritime Industries,
pp. 78-81,  93-9^o
could be more easily imported, Maine supplies were, of 
course, still less costly.
In 1855 Maine vessels accounted for over 1/3 of 
U. S. production but they sold for less than those of other 
states. Comparative prices quoted for the mid-1850's show 
the following costs per ton for several building areas:
New York $60-70 Portsmouth $50-60
Boston $55-65 Maine $45-65
Cheaper labor in Maine was estimated to have accounted for 
2/3 of the difference in costs.^
Regardless of Maine's leadership in shipbuilding 
in the 1840's, she remained conservative in the craze for 
sharper vessels; not until the early 18 50's was this trend 
seen in Maine, and its duration was short, primarily 
covering the period from I85I to 1854. In 1855 with 
American and Maine shipbuilding at its height, with Maine 
leading, the urge for speed began to diminish. The 
decline continued, and the panic and depression of 
1857 ended the Maine clippers, never a large part of her 
construction. There was an 80% decline in Maine building 
between 1855 and 1859. Tonnage owned in Maine declined 
from 739,840 tons in 1859 to 274,468 tons in 1866. Bath, 
Portland and Waldoboro owned the majority of the tonnage 
in both cases. A report on shipping in Maine, given to 
the Maine legislature in 1868, expressed concern for the
^Hutchins, ibid., pp. 281-282; see also Albion, 
Rise of New York Port, p. 406; see also Rowe, Maritime 
History of Maine, pp. I88-I8 9.
decline; the lower revenues received by the state were 
vitally needed in the state economy. The report quoted 
the costs for new tonnage at $75 a ton in 1865 and 1866, 
as contrasted with $48 a ton in 1859-1861. Some action 
was needed to save the industry, due to the tremendous 
decline in tonnage; Bath had 22.3% of her tonnage left; 
Saco had 4.6%; and Kennebunk had 10.8% of her tonnage left 
as compared to 18 59 .55
KENNEBUNK
To place in context the description of William Lord’ 
activities as a Kennebunk shipowner, one must trace the 
growth in trade (especially the West Indies trade) and its 
eventual decline in the small Maine port which brought a 
greater concentration on shipbuilding in Kennebunk as well 
as in Maine in general as described above. As a port, 
Kennebunk had the disadvantages of a small population, poor 
hinterland, location up-river and on shallow water besides. 
Kennebunk could not collect sufficient goods or find large 
enough markets to be a major distributing center.
Kennebunk is located about 4 miles up-river from the open 
sea at Kennebunkport; the Mousam and Kennebunk Rivers, both 
leading to Kennebunk, are shallow and winding and have poor 
outlets to the ocean. However, Kennebunk shipbuilding
55[viaine, House, Documents Printed by Order of The 
Legislature During Its Eos's I on' A .L) ♦ i868,""47th Leg! s la Lure, 
House Document No. 30 on Shipping Interest of Maine (Augusta 
Maines Owen and Nash, Printers to the State, 1868).
covered an 80-year time span on the Kennebunk River, a good 
deal of it at the Kennebunk Landing, an area on the river 
downstream from the village, so-called due to the meadows 
along the banks at the Landing, Much of the timber for the 
West Indies trade and for shipbuilding came downstream on 
gondolas and rafts and was landed on the banks.
By the late 1700’s Wells, Maine (Kennebunk was 
about 5 miles "down east" of Wells and was then included 
in Wells) had a fleet of vessels engaged in the West Indies 
trade. At that time these vessels were mainly sloops,
2-mas ted schooners and small brigs. Fish, farm produce 
and timber goods, including hoops and shooks, wore 
exchanged for molasses and molasses products. Shipbuilding 
had commenced on the Kennebunk River in the 1750*s 
with building and the coastal trade of Kennebunk havin', 
been transferred around 1755 to this river from the Mousam 
River (a smaller river in the southern side of town).
The people near the Mousam formed a company in 179?- to 
make a new outlet and a canal to change the course of the 
river and improve their competitive position in the thriving
West Indies trade but a ledge ended the attempt and
56reserved the river for only very small vessels. liven the 
Kennebunk River saw only relatively small vessels, a brig 
launched in 1775 being the first over 100 tons. But by 1798
-^Daniel Remich, History of Kennebunk From Its 
Far lie si Settlement to I8yu (Kennebunk’, Maine: By the 
trustees, Carrie K . Hemick and Walter Dane, 1911), 
pp, 169-170.
^3
there were 36 Kennebunk River vessels in the West Indies 
trade. A new pier at the mouth of the Kennebunk River in 1798 
had helped the river and the whole town of Kennebunk to take 
better advantage of this trade after the Revolution, 
bringing great prosperity to builders and owners. Through 
the construction of this pier vessels did not have to go 
over the bar at the mouth of the river to load cargo.
Until 1800 Biddeford had served as the collection 
and entry port for a customs district including Kennebunk 
and Wells. By 1799, with 36 vessels in the West Indies trade, 
petition was made to Congress for the establishment of a 
new customs district for the sake of convenience. In 1800 
the Port and District of Kennebunk was established including 
Wells, Kennebunk, and Kennebunkport. ^  Between 1800 and 1820 
the West Indies trade was active and much building was done, 
with the exception of the period of the War of 1812 which 
brought a gx-eat decline; over 200 vessels were built in the 
Kennebunk District between 1800 and 1820, from a 20-ton boat 
to a 439-ton ship. Indeed the leading industries of 
Kennebunk were navigation and building, giving income to 
farmers, mechanics, lumbermen and traders who exchanged 
their wares and services for rum, molasses and sugar.
Actually much of the return cargo was discharged in Boston, 
not all being necessary for consumption in this Down East 
port. This cost Kennebunk about half of the duties which
585?Ibid., pp, 169-173· Ibid., pp0 173-17^
her vessels might have brought in, even though $500,000 was 
collected between 1800 and 1810, mostly from the West Indies 
trade, regardless of the embargo. Much of the tonnage of 
Kennebunk (about 8550 tons in 1810) was in freighters 
which carried lumber to the West Indies, and returned to 
Kennebunk in ballast or entered at Boston and made sales
and purchases there.
As Maine was achieving statehood in 1820, Kennebunk 
was established as a town separate from Weils, the 
culmination of long movement. Kennebunk, the Second Parish 
in Wells, had begun a move toward division in 1799 in order 
to better promote her own interests. By 1814 the Second 
Parish had seen more growth than the First Parish of Wells; 
Kennebunk had grown from a population of 800 to 2100 and 
business could be more efficiently handled if Kennebunk 
people did not have to go to the village of Wells. Although 
the expenses of apportioning the assets and expenses of 
Wells put separation off until after the War and recovery, 
the division was a reality after the town had come to an 
agreement and the first session of the Maine legislature 
in 1820 had approved the move.^° 9
i9Ibid,, pp. 174-177; see also S. E. Bryant (comp,). 
District of Kennebunk; A List of Yessels BuiIt, From 1800 
to 1873, With a Supplement from 18/4 to 188'7, Published by 
the Brick Store Museum from the original documents, 1874, 
(Kennebunk, Maine: Press of Arundel, 1950), pp. 1-4
^°Remich„ History of Kennebunk, pp. 291-294.
In reference to the move to separate Maine from
Massachusetts, begun as early as 1785* Wells had been one
of the several Maine towns which had opposed Maine
statehood. The inhabitants of the First and Second
Parishes in Wells* as well as some other coastal towns*
found it more convenient to retain their connections with
the Boston legislature as the seat of government rather
than with one at Augusta or even Portland. The commerce
of these towns had long been involved with the extensive
coasting trades to Boston and useful personal connections
had been established, giving profits to farmers and millers
which would have been negligible without navigation. The
people of V/ells had even considered petitioning New
Hampshire for annexation, but it came to nothing and
Maine was admitted to the Union in 1820. After the new
government was set up there was relatively little trouble
between the minority Federalists who had opposed separation
and their Republican adversaries.^1
By 1820 Kennebunk had a population of 21^5 people
and the main business of her larger vessels was wi th the
West Indies lumber trade. In 1820 there were 71 clearances
for foreign ports, 57 entries from foreign ports, 53
, 62coastwise clearances and h8 coastwise entries. There
^Ibid,* pp. 286-289; see also Kennebunk Sesqui- 
centennial Edition* York County Coast Star* June 2 !K  1970, 
Sec. V* p,^.
^2Remich0 History of Kennebunk, p. 2 0 h.
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and many schoonerswere 5 ships, 43 brigs  and sloops owned 
by Kennebunkers, manned almost entirely by Kennebunk 
seamen.63 The total, tonnage fell as follows in December 
of 1820 for the Kennebunk District:
Table 1.7 Total Tonnage of Kennebunk, 1820
7279 15/95 Permanent Registered
238 82/95 Temporary Registered
951 71/95 Permanent Enrolled and Licensed
29 41/95 Licensed Coasting Under 20 Tons
72 68/95 Licensed Cod Fishing Under 20 Tons
Source: U. S., Congress, American State Papers: Documents, 
Legislative and Executive of the United Sates, 1789-1823, 
Class IV, Vol. II, Commerce and Navigation (Washington: 
Gales and Seaton, 1834), p. 5 1 8. See Appendix G for 
tonnage owned in the U, S. and selected Maine sorts,
181 5-I86I .
Charts prepared by Moses Greenleaf for his 1829
study of Maine show Kennebunk in 1820 as third among Maine
customs districts after Portland and Bath in duties
collected on merchandise, gross amount of revenue, and net
amount of revenue collected. The collections amounted to
about 1/3 of the totals for Portland and a little more
than 1/2 of the amounts for Bath; Kennebunk accounted for
65about 10% of the state totals in those categories,'
W. G. Sal tons tall, in Ports of Pi s c at aa u a, referred 
to the limited revival and then decline of the West Indies
^3york County Coast Star, June 25, 1970, Sec. V, p. 2.
^Greenleaf, A Survey of the State of Maine, 
pp- 228-229.
trade after the War of 1812 as the "Ghost of the Dead West 
Indies Trade (1815-1845)" and described the decline of 
foreign trade in general after 1815 in the Piscataqua
district of New Hampshire.65 Maine was no exception to 
this problem; by 1840, arrivals from the West Indies were 
few indeed for both Piscataqua and Kennebunk. Boston and 
New York were taking precedence in entries from nearly all 
foreign ports. Based on 851 tons in coasting vessels 
in 1825, an estimate of $87»400 was made for Kennobunk 
exports in 1 8 2 6; these exports, as shown by the experience 
of the previous few years, would be primarily shipments of
wood to Boston. These coasters made about 10 trips a year
66and had cargos valued at about $221 per 100 tons of wood, 
Remich, in his History of Kennebunk, explains that the 
death of the West Indies trade in Kennebunk by 1840 wiis 
due to a decline in the quantity and quality of lumber 
after years of cutting off pine; formerly gondolas had 
brought timber to Kennebunkport from the interior towns 
and the Landing until the merchants could not get enough 
good lumber to ship. Thus the old export of "lumber 
suitable for the Havana market" was dying and wood that- 
remained was shipped to mainly Boston, By 1840 the great- 
decline had left only the firm of Capt, Ejiphalet Perkins,
6 v^/, G . Saltonstall, Ports of Piscataqua: Soundings 
in the Maritime History of the" Portsmouth, N. H. Oustorns 
Ui s trie t (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1941), 
pp. 192-196.
0GnGreenleaf, A Survey of the State of Maine, p, 207
Sr. and Sons in the West Indies trade. With their 3 brigs 
they usually made 3 trips a year shipping lumber to 
Puerto Rico, and unloading return cargos at New York,
Boston or Philadelphia, often returning to Kennebunk in 
ballast.^
Between 1841 and 184.5 foreign exports from the 
Kennebunk Customs District were limited, A few cargos went 
to Ponce, Puerto Rico, the British West indies and Cuba, 
totaling $35»500 and consisting of 2 ,300,000 feet of 
boards, other lumber and hoops, shooks, shingles, spars,
967 quintals of dried fish and 1680 barrels of potatoes. 
Very little cleared after 1845. Foreign entries were also 
few between 1841 and 1845; in 1841 and 1842 several brigs 
with sugar and molasses entered, partly due to good crops 
at Puerto Rico and a depressed state of trade at the lax'ge 
cities with low prices. Captain Eliohalet Perkins entered 
those cargos to store for later marketing. A total of 4 
foreign cargos entered in 1841 and 4 more in 1842, one of 
which was a cargo of Cadiz salt. Two more cargos of salt, 
from Turks Island and Cadiz, entered in 1843, but after
/5 0
1845 few foreign entries came to Kennebunk.
Thus by 1840 Kennebunk was reduced primarily to the 
coasting trade, and especially with Boston which took some 
Kennebunk produce and provided foreign imports in return, *68
^Remich, History of Kennebunk, pp. 262-26 3, 383,
68Ibid,, pp. 393-394.
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There had been a flurry of granite speculation in the 
1830's when it was discovered that several quarries were 
available at Kennebunkport with good granite for building.
Local and outside investors established several companies 
which operated for a few years, shipping granite to 
Portland, Boston, New York and a few other markets.
However, the expenses of getting the granite to the wharves
essentially ended the operation by 1840 and only local 
buyers remained.69
While foreign commerce was breathing its last, 
s h i p b u i l d i n g  flourished between 1815 and 18T0. The coasting 
trade had increased after 1820 as had fishing; the advent 
of textile mills helped to improve the coastwise trade in 
cotton. Schooners and brigs were popular in the coastwise 
trades and stood highest on the lists of arrivals at Boston 
by the mid-1830‘s; Maine built a large number of these 
vessels, especially the brigs. Freighting to and from
foreign ports was increasing in the United States after 
1815 and larger vessels v/ere needed on those routes. The 
Kennebunk builders did not begin to build more of these 
larger craft until, the 18'jO's but were fully involved by 
the early 18^0's.^
There were seven yards operating in the 1820*5 at
Kennebunk Landing, run by:
Nathaniel Gilpatrick 69
69ibid., ppn H03-40T„ ?0Ibid.„ p. 382
John Bourne (later George Bourne, then Bourne 
Kingsbury)
Jacob Perkins (later Titcomb's Yard)
George and Ivory Lord (later Robert Smith Jr., 
then Mark Poole)
Isaac Kilham
Hugh McCulloch
David Little71
In the 1820's a village water power site was 
available for manufacturing, and in 1826 The Kennebunk 
Manufacturing Company was incorporated to build a large 
cotton mill, Before incorporation several owners had 
purchased the water power rights on the Mousam River and 
standing mill property (1825)· This mill had a problem 
in the difficulties of transporting purchased material and 
in delivering goods to market because the open ocean at 
Kennebunkport was four miles away, down the shallow Mousam 
Rivero Although the company was declared bankrupt In 1828 
plans were proposed to improve the river. They came to 
little until an 18^6 petition to the state for the 
incorporation of The Mousam River Navigation Company to 
straighten the river and open a new outlet to the sea, to 
enable larger vessels to come up river. Two of the ten 
incorporators were William Lord (who became president) and 71
71 The yard of the Lord's and Smith was taken over 
by James and George Titcomb and Nathaniel Lord Thompson, 
making it the largest; see Margaret J. Thompson, Captain 
No than!el Lord Thompson of Kennobunk, Maine and the Bhips 
H c. Bui It 7 1 51.1 -188 9 ("boston: Charles K. Lauriat and Co,, 
1937). p7 nr; ””
his nephew, William F. Lord. The Mousam River Navigation 
Act allowed the Company to cut bends, build dams, 
embankments, wharves, piers and otherwise act to improve 
the channel. They held the right of steam navigation for 
three years and could charge tolls on vessels of over 10 
tons. Capital of $5,000 was raised at $25 a share to build
a canal, but even that did little good as the river was too
n oshallow. 72
Far more important to the future of Kennebunk 
shipbuilding was the Kennebunk River where building 
centered at the Landing. As vessels had grown larger and 
the Kennebunk River had not grown deeper, causing larger 
vessels to wait several tides to get over a small falls, 
a lock was proposed to hold the tide water back. The 
Kennebunk River Company was incorporated in I84y for the 
purpose of constructing this lock, to be at the lower falls, 
about 3/4 of a mile above the wharves. The lock was 
completed in 1849 at an expense of $5500* and proved to be 
an essential part of the shipbuilding business of the 
Landing for the next 18 years until vessels became too 
wide and deep for the river. During the period of the 
lock's operation, it was still necessary to launch a vessel 
upstream, stern first, due to the narrowness of the river. 
The vessel was then turned at a bend in the river and from 
there towed to the lock; actually the vessel was "warped"
7‘cReinich, History of Kennebunk, pp. 371-377; see 
also Wi11iam E . Barry, Stroll By a Familiar River 
(Kennebunk, Maine: Enterprise Press, 191H T  PP" 59-74«
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down river with at least 4 1 ides needed for a large hull, 
a pilot and crew of about 25 men being employed for this 
arduous job of towing the vessel down the narrow, winding 
river. The hull had first been tested for leaks and a 
"salting" process, consisting of pouring salt into the 
frames, was used to resist decay. As was usually the case 
with launchings anywhere, the Kennebunk vessels went down 
without masts; they were rigged and furnished at 
Kennebunkport. The rigging and outfitting might be done 
by the builder, owner or even a master; many owners 
preferred to buy a bare hull and do this themselves, 
getting the sails, rigging, blocks, chain, anchors and 
other articles from independent contractors in Kennebunkport 
or Boston, or even Portsmouth. Sometimes a builder would 
construct a vessel on speculation and hold it for sale. 
Kennebunk was not really a seaport, and it became more and 
more of a problem for the builders at the Landing to get 
the increasingly larger vessels down the river. The iock 
had proved its value, but had simply been outgrown,?3
Captain Nathaniel Lord Thompson was the first 
shipbuilder to leave Kennebunk Landing and move down-river 
to Kennebunkport. Before his move, he had entered a 
partnership at the Landing with James and George Titcomb, 
and had taken over the yard once operated by George and
^Remich, History of Kennebunk, pp. 38*4— 385; see 
also Thompson, Captain Nathaniel hor5~Thomnson, pp. 2*4-28; 
see also Rowe, Maritime History of Maine, pp. 122-123; see 
also Hutchins, lviari.time Tndostries, p. 119*
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Ivory Lord and Robert Smith Jr.; Thompson had made it into 
the largest and most prominent yard. His move from that 
yard was motivated by the increasing dangers of moving 
vessels down river; in 1 8 $ ? . , a week had been necessary 
to get Thompson's Golden Eagle (12?3 tons» the largest 
built to that date) down the river. In addition yards at 
Kennebunkport v/ere better situated to get timber from the 
south. Captain Thompson severed his connections with the 
Titcombs and set up his own yard at the Port in 185^ and
nipkept it running until 1881.·
Kennebunkport was definitely more convenient after 
1 8 6 5» due to the larger size of vessels, and the lack of 
lumber from the interior forcing the Landing builders to 
bring timber up river. By 186? almost all of the building 
at the old site had ceased and no large vessels were built 
there after 186?.^
Maine had gained and held its shipbuilding 
leadership before the Civil War; timber had decreased but 
low wages helped to maintain a competitive position. For the 
longer trades, skilled Kennebunk builders had provided 
kettle-bottoms, which had deep, flat-bottomed holds which 
bulged at the water line and then narrowed up to the deck.
By the old method of determining tonnage the capacity of 
the hold was obtained in tons of 40 cubic feet each and
"^Thompson, Captain Nathaniel Lord Thompson, 
pp. 14-18.
?^RemLch» History of Kennebunk, pp. 384-385»
these kettle-bottoms were built quite deep with a beam 
continuing at the same width for a longer section of the 
length than usual; they were bluff-bowed and square-sterned 
and could carry more cargo than expected by the registered 
tonnage. This made a good vessel for the coastwise trade 
and a very good freighter for southern cotton voyages. 
However the square-rigger essentially came to an end with 
the Civil War. The pre-war depression beginning in 1857, 
as well as the war itself, combined with other problems to 
drastically reduce foreign trade. The tonnage of Kennebunk 
was reduced 8 9.2'$ between 1859 and 1866, the second largest 
drop in the state after Saco.^ From a position of 6th 
in owned tonnage in Maine in 1820, Kenncbunk had dropped 
to 11th, Maine did not turn as rapidly to industry, being 
possessed with few raw materials except timber; her only 
hope was to concentrate on shipbuilding. Now she 
emphasized the coastal trade even more with larger 
fore-and-aft rigged vessels. The large schooners were 
built for bulky cargos such as lumber and coal.
The narrow Kennebunk River and poor timber supplies 
also hurt Kennebunkport as a building site but some vessels 
were still launched after the Civil War. .David Clark was 
the foremost builder to keep Kennebunkport building alive 
at the mouth of the Kenncbunk River, especially with
"^Charles S. Morgan, Shipbuilding on the Kennebunk; 
The Closing Chanter, Publication No. 1 of The Historical 
Society"of Kennebunkport (Boston: Fidelity Press, 1952), 
pp. 8-10; see also Maine, House Document No. 30 on Shipping 
Interest of Maine, 1868.
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three-masted and four-masted schooners. His building 
covered a span of nearly 50 years and over 100 vessels, 
ending with the four-masted schooner Savannah in 1901,  the 
year before his death.77 The only builder of major status 
left was Charles Ward and with his four-masted schooner 
Kennebunk (1 9 1 8), the last vessel of any size had been 
launched on the Kennebunk River.
Thus it can be seen that the shipbuilding era in 
Kennebunk covered over an 80 year span of time. This small 
village had been involved in the West Indies trade and to 
some extent the European trade up to 1840. After 1820, 
hov/ever, more concentration on the building of vessels, 
especially larger vessels for primary use from other 
larger ports such as Boston or New York was the rule, 
Kennebunk had tried to enhance her position with improvements 
on her rivers but geography could not be completely 
overcome, nor could the ciecline :i.n the prime export, of 
lumber which had kept business going up to the 18b0's»
The West Indies trade ended as did the European trade for 
locally registered vessels, and Kennebunk had to build for 
the use of other ports to bring in income. The District of 
Kennebunk remained primarily conservative in shipbuilding 
partly by choice and and partly by necessity. 'Within the
77p/(organ, Shipbuilding on the Kennebunk, pp. 11-12»
^Kenneth Joy, The Kennebunks; Out of the Past 
(Freeport, Maine: Bond Wheelwrlght Co,, i 967% pp. 65-66.
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District, Kennebunk maintained an important position as a 
building town until just after the Civil War, but built 
almost nothing after that time. Kennebunkpcrt had gradually 
replaced Kennebunk Landing as the center of building 
activity for the District after the Civil War and kept 
tradition alive until the turn of the century.
As will be shown, ’William Lord fit v;ell into the 
pattern of this period: engaging in the old West Indies
trade, building vessels at Kennebunk for the tramp trades 
out of Boston and southern and foreign ports. As the 
West Indies trade was dying Lord was adjusting his navi­
gation to the southern cotton trade which he continued 
until no longer involved in business.
LORD FAMILY
The ancestors of William Lord settled in Maine 
during the Colonial period and were independent farmers 
for X jO years before many of his generation turned to the 
building and owning of ships as a way of life. As the 
fortunes of the colonies and of Maine improved, so did 
those of the Lords. The many children spread out, increased 
their land holdings, and invested in various businesses.
The Lords were one of many families who had a part in the 
growth of Kennebunk and the surrounding area.
William Lord was a sixth-generation Lord; his 
family can be traced back to Nathan Lord who emigrated 
to the colonies from the County of Kent, Lngland shortly
57
after 1650.
Nathan settled in Old Kittery, Maine upon receiving 
a grant of 60 acres on December 16, 165 2; he continued to 
add to his land holdings in what is now Eliot and South 
Berwick (both part of Old Kittery), At the time of his 
death(1690), Nathan held about 200 acres.
The line of descent from his son, Nathan Lord Jr. 
is the concern of this study (Nathan Jr. continued to 
reside in the Berwick area). As provided in his will, land 
from the family holdings was set aside upon his death in 
1733 for a Lord family cemetery at Rocky Hill in Berwick, 
Always called "Old Fields," this land remained in the
81hands of the Lord family until the twentieth century.
The Kennebunk Lords were descended from Nathan Lord Jr.,
82his son John, and grandson Captain Tobias Lord,
 79
79 See genealogical chart, Appendix A.
80George E . Lord, A History of the Descendants of 
Nathan Lord of Ancient Kittery, Maine. Arranged for 
publication from material compiled by C . C, Lord (Concord, 
N, H.: The Rumford Press, 1912), pp. 1-th. George K. Lord 
notes that the town records of early Ki.ttery mention tracts 
of land granted to Lord as well as numerous purchases. See 
also Charles Edward Lord, The Ancestors and Descendants of 
Lieutenant Tobias Lord (CT1*P*J: privately' printed, i9iS ) · 
p. 11 .
HI' Lieut. John A. Lord, Historical Address: 
Dedication of Boulder and Bronze Tablet Erected to the 
Memory of Nathan Lord and Descendants— Ancient Kittery, 
Maine, I652. Old Fields, South Berwick, Maine, on the 
28th Annual Reunion of the Sons and Daughters of Nathan 
Lord," unpublished speech: August 17. 1922, carbon copy 
(MSS in Maine Historical Society), pp, 1-3-
8 0■'See Appendix A,
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Captain Tobias Lord (born in 1724 in Berwick) 
moved eastward in 1747 with the family and a cousin, 
Benjamin M. Lord. They built their homesteads in Arundel 
(bordering Kennebunk), in an area opened for settlement in 
1728; by the time the Lords settled there, Arundel had 300 
inhabitants— York County had 12,000 residents. Captain 
Tobias became a prosperous farmer and brick-maker, and 
was listed as a proprietor of A r u n d e l . ^3 Captain Tobias 
acquired his military title during the American Revolution; 
six of his sons also served in the army during the war.
One son, Jeremiah, served with Benedict Arnold at Quebec 
and died in prison there. Another son, Tobias Jr., served 
with his father during part of the war and achieved the
0^ 1rank of lieutenant.
Tobias Jr. fathered the generation of Lords 
which is of prime concern in this paper. The children 
of Tobias Jr, and their spouses provided the primary 
base for the wealth and influence of this branch of the 
Lord family through numerous succeeding generations. 
Kennebunk was developing as a port and they took advantage 
of its growth. Tobias was born on February 11, 1748 or
83a proprietor was one who had purchased land from 
the original grantees of the British Crown or one who lived 
in the town when the Massachusetts government presented the 
deed for the town to the people. The proprietors owned the 
undivided land of the town and could sell it. See 
Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord, pp. l68-170c
8^Ibid.
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1749.85 At the age of 15, he was sent to Sanford, Maine to 
learn milling* He was drafted from that town for the 
Revolutionary army. Following the war, Lieut. Lord returned 
to Kennebunk and built up a business and reputation as a 
merchant; he built what was later known as the Gillespie
House and constructed a small store nearby.86 Tobias began 
what was to be the most important concern of the later 
Lords--shipbuilding; his small vessels were constructed on 
the Mousam River. In 1873, a list of vessels launched in 
Kennebunk was compiled by S. E. Bryant, a customs collector; 
the Bryant list, an invaluable aid in this study, lists the 
launching of the following vessels for Tobias Jr. as main 
owners 1801, scow Concord and brig Alliance; 1803, schooner 
Patriot; 1806, ship General Green and brig Somers; 1807, 
brig Advance.87 Eventually finding his business affairs 
too demanding, Tobias went into semi-retirement in 1803 
and moved to Alfred from Kennebunk Landing where he had 
lived since 1790, At the time of his death his holdings 
included 2 lots totaling 190 acres in Alfred and Kennebunk, 
1000 acres of woodlots, a saw mill, a pew in Alfred,
85 If his gravestone in Hope Cemetery in Kennebunk 
can be considered authoritative (his death is marked as 
occurring January 16, I8ur> at the afro of > ins date of 
birth Wild id have been in 17LH. Charles E. Lord lists ills 
date of birth as 17^8 on pages 15 and 171. it is listed 
as I7L9 on p. 101. but the correct date of death is given, 
George E, Lord lists 17^8 on p, 68 and on p* 72*
^Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord,
pp. 171-177,
8?Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, pp, 1 - 2 .
interests in a pier and wharf in Kennebunk, farm equipment, 
the brig A.11 iance and part-ownership in the brig Merchant.®®
Lieut. Lord thus began the tradition of shipbuilding 
and ownership carried on by later Lords; he left a family of 
sons who became even more significant in building and 
navigation; he left daughters whose marriages helped to 
bring other businessmen into the family circle. Lieut. 
Lord's first wife, Mehitable Scammon, gave him 3 sons 
before her death: Nathaniel, Samuel, and Tobias III.
Tobias' second wife, Hephzabah Conant, bore him 9 children; 
three of her sons, most important to this study were George, 
Ivory, and William.®^
The following sketches of some of the members of 
this generation sired by Tobias Lord Jr. will establish 
more clearly the growth of the Lord family practice of 
shipbuilding, ownership, and management. The Lords v/ere 
quite selective in their business associations. Generally 
persons closely related by blood or marriage were involved 
as the major partners in ventures in building or operating 
vessels. Often Lords or relatives were chosen as ship *89
®®Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord, 
pp. 172-17*5; William Lord as one of twelve children of 
Lieut. Lord, being eight years old at the time of his 
father's death, received his fair share of his father's 
estate after an allotment was made to Mrs. Lord who 
continued to reside in the town of Kennebunk.
89Ibid,, pp. 19-20, 101-102, 172. Mehitable Scammon 
was a great-great-great-great granddaughter of William 
Brewster of the Mayflower.
captains as well: Lords, Thompsons, Williamses. The
relationships and importance to William Lord of the indiv­
iduals mentioned below are indicated. In addition to the 
brothers of William, certain other relatives (Nathaniel L. 
Thompson, Charles Williams, William Lord Jr.) have been 
chosen to further show the concentration on family business
connections.50
William's three half-brothers (Samuel, Nathaniel, 
Tobias III) were all more than 20 years older than himself, 
thus nearly constituting another generation; of the three, 
record could be found of transactions or communications with 
only Tobias, the youngest of the three.
Samuel Lord (1774-1851) served as his father's 
bookkeeper from 1795 through 1800 and then commenced a 
career as a shipowner, having a few vessels constructed 
at Kennebunk Landing. The Bryant list notes the following 
vessels launched for Samuel as principal owner: 1802, brig
William: 1804, brig Agenoria and schooner Confidence;
1806, brig Rover; 1823, sloop Betsey^  Samuel Lord was 
also part-owner of many other vessels but after losing 
much of his money, he moved to New York and began trading; 
he entered his son's (Samuel Jr.) ship brokerage business
5°Genealogical charts are provided in the appendices 
for selected persons, showing some of William's nephews 
more contemporary in age to himself.
^Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, pp. 1-4; see also 
Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord. p. 202.
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in New York for a 10 month period in 1834 until his son’s 
health failed and the business was dissolved. In January 
of 1 8 3 5, he entered the wholesale grocery business with 
his brother Tobias III at New York; he returned to
92Kennebunk in 1848 whence he remained until his death. 
William did some business with the ship brokerage firm of 
Samuel Jr. prior to the failure but no other clear
connections could be made between William and Samuel Lord.93
Nathaniel Lord (1776-1815) of Arundel was also a
prosperous shipowner. Charles E. Lord, in his work on the
Lord family, records Nathaniel's reputation as an excellent
businessman who found account books superfluous, being
able to remember the details of his widespread shipping
concerns. Also mentioned are Kennebunkport custom bouse
records with Nathaniel listed as consignee of cargos from
9 4the West Indies and London. Nathaniel, is listed as main
owner of the following vessels launched in Kennebunk: 1808,
 
brig Neutrality; 1804, brig Merchant; 1811, bark American.
92Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord, 
pp. 202-204.
93Samuel Lord Jr. obtained another position in 
1829, with V.. N. and C. B, Gregory and Company (purchasing, 
shipping and commission merchants in New York) and 
requested William Lord to send him some business, but there 
are no indications that William complied. William Lord 
Collection (MSS in Brick Store Museum), letter, Samuel 
Lord Jr, to William Lord, March 28, 1835. Hereinafter this 
collection is cited as Lord Collection.
^Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias lord, 
pp. 204-206.
^Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, pp. 1 -3»
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William’s third half-brother, Tobias III (1778-1854 )  
presents an interesting and varied career. A transcript 
of an unpublished biography in the Lord genealogical files 
of the Brick Store Museum indicated that Tobias had a brief
career at sea during his youth, unmentioned in all other
96sources. Letters from Tobias to William illustrate more 
clearly than those from other relatives the close family 
connections, intertwining business and personal, which were 
often the rule.
By the time the War of 1812 broke out, Tobias was
already engaged in building up a business in Kennebunk
and following the war his active business involved him in
major interests in a number of vessels. He is listed as
principal owner of the following vessels launched and
registered at Kennebunk;
1810: brig Forest
1811: sloop Alert, brig Dromo
1813: boat Trim--one of only 5 small vessels 
launched that year.
181 k : sloop Trim--one of 2 sloops launched that 
year. Only two schooners were launched.
/
1815: boat Raven, sloop Alert, brig Thetis 
18l6: sloop Hope
Between 1810 and 1816 Tobias Lord III was the only Lord to 
be engaged in launching vessels with the exception of the
9^Lord Genealogical File (MSS in Brick Store 
Museum, Kennebunk, Maine) Tobias Lord III , "Unpublished 
Biography: 1816-1825," stipulation that it never be 
published, pp, 2-9*
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bark American launched by his brother Nathaniel Lord 
in 1811.97 About 1810 Tobias had moved to Boston and had
become engaged in the West Indies trade, and a general
commission business, with concentation on the ownership and
operation of vessels. Between 1818 and 1828 he was one of
98the most prominent shipping merchants of Boston. He 
continued to have vessels built in Kennebunk for Boston 
registry, including the following brigs: 1 8 1 9, Howard;
1821, Bud; 1822, Vineyard; 1823, Somers; 1825, Vine;
1825, Grape; 1826, Reward; 1826, Carroll. The Vine was
built by George and Ivory Lord, their first vessel; they
99also built the Reward for Tobias Lord. In his Boston
office, Tobias Lord employed young George Callender who 
eventually became a well-known and successful shipping 
merchant, handling William Lord's shipping; accounts in his 
own office. After serious business problems in Boston,
Tobias Lord moved to New York City in 1830 and started
a new commission business; he bought and sold corn, oats
100and other grains. Throughout the 1830's, Tobias’
business problems persisted; he varied location and tried 
farming, running a country store and a wholesale grocery
97Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, pp. 2-3·
98 Edith Cleaves Barry (comp.), "The Fairfield, 
Cleaves and Lord Families of Saco, Biddeford and Kennebunk, 
Maine: As Seen through Old Records and Pictures" (MCC in 
Brick Store Museum, Kennebunk, Maine, 1939 Typescript),
pp. 1 -2 .
99Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, op. 2-3·
10()Kdith Barry, "The Fairfield, Cleaves and Lord 
Karn i 1 i. es, ” pp, 1 -2.
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business. During most of these business ventures, William
had business dealings with Tobias. Tobias' letters to
"Brother William" seemed to have a more cordial tone than
those received from other relatives, perhaps due to the
101financial, aid he received from William.101 Tobias was not 
particularly content with his financial reverses and at 
times chided William for the latter’s prosperity— asking 
at one time whether William would like to buy some ploughs 
or harrows for his store or whether that was ".. . too
small for a man who has a ship making 6 0 0 0 dollars in a 
few months?"102 Tobias wrote in 1837 that some persons had
recommended " . . . coming to Kennebunk to live in peace and
happiness ...." but that it was a bad thing to be poor 
among rich relations when one has been well-known.103 He had 
become more pointed in regard to William’s business by 1839:
”. . . I hope you will rest now the M .C . (Marcia Cleaves) is 
off— I fear you are a little too avaricious--that is, labour 
more than is prudent or necessary— you have enough already 
for your family also for me + some other poor relations,"105 
William Lord's two brothers, George and Ivory Lord, 
were prominent Kennebunk merchants and shipowners. The firm
103 Lord Collection, letter, Tobias Lord to William 
Lord, September 8, 183 7 ·
l04 Lord Collection, letter, Tobias Lord to William 
Lord, February 10, 1839·
*^Charles 'л. Lord , Ancestor:.: of Tobias Lord, p. 211; 
nee also Lord Collie ti on, letters, i’obiai lord to William 
lord, October 27, I8 3I, September 8 , З.8 3Я.
better, ibid,, September 8 , I8 3 2 .
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of G. and I. Lord built and managed several vessels with 
family members concerned in their ownership. William and 
his two brothers occasionally had shares in each others 
vessels; William, however, did not contract with the firm 
formed by his two brothers for any vessel of which he was 
the main owner; their yard was operated by Robert Smith Jr. 
by the time William was actively having vessels constructed 
for his account (William did have several contracts with 
Smith).
George Lord (1791-1861) had an extensive career,
serving as master of the brig Alliance launched in 1815 for
his brother-in-law, Francis Watts, and later building
several vessels himself. George left the sea in 181? and
went into partnership with his brother, Ivory, forming the
shipbuilding firm of G. and I. Lord; they also ran a country
store at the Landing. Between 1825 and 1828, G. and I. Lord
launched the brigs Vine, York, Reward and Hudson. The
brothers let their shipbuilding lapse and the yard go to
weeds with the election of President Andrew Jackson--
typical of the fear held by builders, shippers, and
merchants for future prosperity under “King Andrew." They
105did venture to launch the brig Lima in I830.
George Lord continued to hold large shares in 
vessels— mostly larger ones than those he and Ivory had 
built; in his later years their vessels were managed by
--------------- i
1^Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord,
pp. 219-220.
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his son, George C. Lord 1 0 6 George Lord was the main owner
of the following vessels, all launched in Kennebunk between
181 7 and 1847: schooner Beluga; brigs Francis, George, and
Ivory Lord; barks Bohemia and Finland; ships York, Riga,
1 07Ancons and Henry Ware.107 The Bryant list of Kennebunk 
vessels agrees with the above listing of Charles E. Lord 
with the exception of the schooner Beluga, which was listed 
at the time of registry as principally owned by Ivory Lord. 
The Bryant list also lists George Lord as main owner at time
of registry of the brig Plato, ship Ashland, and ship
George W . Bourne.
Ivory Lord (1794-1868), shipmaster, merchant, 
shipowner, and second partner in the firm of G. and I. Lord, 
went to sea as master of the brig Favorite in 1815 only a 
few months before George Lord sailed on the Alliance. In 
1816 he was master of another West India trader, the ship
Hebrus. Both of these vessels were launched in Kennebunk 
for Hugh McCulloch as main owner.109 An important family *1
1 06 Ibid., p. 221. George 0. Lord began as a clerk 
in the dry goods house of Holbrook and Bowman and Co. in 
1847 he formed George G. Lord and Co. shipping merchants, 
with his brother Charles H. Lord. Edward Chase Kirkland 
adds that George C, Lord later became President of the Boston 
and Maine Railroad in the 1880*c after having become noted 
as a major Boston merchant in dry goods and in groceries. See 
Kirkland, Men, Cities .and Transportation, IIP p, *J-58C
1 ^ Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord,
pp. 219-220.
1°8Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, pp, 3-8»
109lbid., p. 3; see also Charles F. Lord, Ancestors 
of Tobias Lord, pp. 22$-226,
connection already made w.i th the Thompsons of Kennebunk 
(see below) was further strengthened by the marriage of 
Ivory Lord’s daughter, Elizabeth W. Lord, to Capt. Nathaniel 
Lord Thompson, shipbuilder of Kennebunk and frequent master 
of Lord vessels, including those of George, Ivory, and
n oWilliam,
Further mention should be made of Captain Nathaniel 
L. Thompson (I8II-I889), a well-known New England 
shipbuilder, shipowner, and member of the Lord family by 
descent and marriage. Captain Thompson was the great 
grandson of Captain Tobias Lord whose daughter Elizabeth 
Lord married Benjamin Thompson Jr. a fellow soldier in the 
American Revolution. As well as being married to William 
Lord's niece, he was William's second cousin; Captain 
Thompson was no exception to the practice of family 
shipping concerns and numerous examples might be given 
showing his connections to Lord shipping. At the age 
of fifteen, young Nathaniel, went to sea with his brother, 
Charles, as a cabin boy in the brig York under Captain 
William Lord Jr. Four years later, in 1830, he sailed 
on the brig Lima for Liverpool under Captain John Lord, 
a cousin of William. Both vessels were built, owned and 
commanded by Lords. By 1834 Thompson was a master himself, 
commanding the bark Nimrod. Captain Thompson served as master 
on some of the vessels run by William Lord (the ship 10
110See Appendix В showing descent of Thompson.
Captain
Thompson retired from the sea in 1850 (at the age of 
thirty-nine) whereupon he began to build vessels himself.
Over a thirty-five year time span he build 101 vessels as
• 111 main owner or contractor.
Another business connection made through marriage 
into the Lord family was that with Charles W . William, -who 
was married to William Lord’s sister, Abigail. He was a 
shipowner, and several of his sons were part owners in 
William Lord's vessels and masters of them in addition.
One son, Captain Charles V/illiams (1807-1 892) was a 
major partner of William Lord's. He went to sea at 
eighteen as supercargo for his father and became a master 
by the time he was twenty-one; he was part-owner* of many of 
the vessels which he commanded before he retired from the 
sea to concentrate more completely on his activities as an 
owner. Captain Williams commanded and had shares in several 
of V.'i lliam Lord's vessels.
Another important member of the Lord family who 
contributed to the development of family shipownership and 
management was Captain William Lord Jr. (1803-1860), an 
illegitimate son of William Lord's half-brother, Nathaniel 
Lord, Capt. Lord had many business connections with William
R u t h e lia , brig Caroline and ship Marcia Cleaves).
Ш Margaret J. Thompson, Captain Nathaniel Lord 
Thompson, pp. 1-3
^Charles E, Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord, 
pp. 213-21Λ. See chart, Appendix F.
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and was even more closely connected with George and Ivory
Lord, William Lord Jr. was a master by the time he was
twenty-one years of age and continued in this phase of his
career for about 10 years. He was master of at least three
vessels built by George and Ivory Lord: the brigs York and
Bohemia and the ship York. Captain Lord then worked for
George Callender and Company of Boston (William"s main
agent) and George C. Lord and Company among others,
contracting for and running Kennebunk vessels, Captain Lord
is listed as principal owner of four barks, 6 ships, a. brig
and a schooner— all launched at Kennebunk between 1840
and 1858* He became one of the wealthiest men in the area,
owner of the famous Wedding Cake House in Kennebunk and a
i ndirector of the Ocean Bank.
William Lord, the merchant and shipowner under con­
sideration in this study, was born on July 3, 1799 at 
Kennebunk, the sixth son of Lieut. Tobias Lord Jr. As a 
child he attended school at Kennebunk Landing under the 
tutelage of Hugh McCulloch (also a shipowner); later he 
attended Limerick Academy and finally Thornton Academy, 
after having served his brother-in lav/ Robert V.'aterston 
(husband of sister Hephzebah) as clerk. On October 23, 1820 
young William married Sarah Cleaves who was the daughter of 
a deceased (1817) but once prominent Biddeford man,
pP , 39-40„ 210; see also Bryant,
Kennebunk Vessels, pp. 5-9; see also Lord Genealogical 
File (MSS in Brick Store Museum).
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Daniel G l o a v e s G o i n g  to sea and rising to the position 
of master was a common beginning for shipowners and 
shipbuilders; however William never went to sea. His 
beginning was achieved through another common means, his 
education and apprenticeship as a clerk0 In an age of 
family-run businesses and shipping houses where many family 
members were concerned in ownership and management of 
vessels it was not at all unusual for William to become 
interested in becoming a merchant or shipowner; his father, 
Tobias Lord Jr. had been the originator of a merchant and 
shipowning tradition, and William was given an early 
oportunity to learn business practices and purchase small 
shares in vessels» The Lord family was already being 
launched into a prominent position that was to last for 
several generations in Maine, Massachusetts and even 
New York in shipowning and eventually manufacturing and 
railroading. In the 1 9th century Kennebunk offered many 
opportunities for a young merchant and aspiring shipowner; 
although not a large port nor endowed with the advantages 
of the larger commercial centers, Kennebunk became prominent 
as a shipbuilding center and afforded the Lords an 
opportunity to engage in shipping and in building for the 
longer trades, *
* ^ Kennebunk Weekly Visitor, October 27, 1820.
Chapter 2
LORD OF KENNEBUNK: 1820-1840
EARLY ACTIVITIES: 1820-1828
True to family tradition and example, William
Lord embarked early upon a career of activity as a merchant
shipper, shipowner, and investor in other promising
enterprises. He opened a country store, then began to
hale and export hay and finally made major investments in 
, 1vessels.
After his education at Kennebunk Landing, Limerick 
Academy, and Thornton Academy, William was employed as a 
clerk by a young merchant, Robert Waterston. First 
established in South Berwick in 1805. Waterston and Pray 
and Company was later removed by Waterston to Kennebunk.
While in Kennebunk, Waterston married William’s sister,
2Hephzebah (Hepsea). After announcement in the Kennebunk 
Weekly Visi ter, the stock owned by the company was sold at 
auction in 1815. and Waterston and Pray moved to Boston to 1
1Lord also became involved in a company formed to 
make cotton cloth. He was a director of the York Bank at 
Saco; had factory interests including mill privileges, 
buildings and land; he also owned several farms in the 
Kennebunk area.
‘"“Charles Edward Lord, The Ancestors and Descendants 
of Lieutenant Tobias Lord (gn.p.j: Privately Printed, 1913) 
pp. 2 15-2157
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establish a wholesale dry goods b u s i n e s s . 3 The dates of
service to his brother-in-law in Boston were not clear,
but William received a Boston tax bill in 1819 for
. kcommonwealth, town and county taxes totaling $3 .1 0 . 
Apparently Waterston employed William in the Boston 
location. Shortly thereafter Lord returned to Kennebunk to 
commence his own career as a merchant. When he was setting 
up his first store, he was not yet 21 years of age.
Charles E. Lord wrote of William opening a store 
with Henry Kingsbury in 1820; however, no indication was 
found of any partnership between the two until 1 8 2 5* 
According to Remich's History of Kennebunk, the Kennebunk 
business directory for 1820 indicated that William Lord—  
not Lord and Kingsbury— was 1 of 15 traders in the village 
of Kennebunk (his brothers, G. and I. Lord, ran 1 of 6 
businesses at Kennebunk Landing). Further, Remich wrote 
of a public notice in the Kennebunk Weekly Visiter for 
April 14, 1820 announcing that Lord had taken the store of 
J. M. Hayes and offered a large stock of goods for sale.^
3Daniel Remich, History of Kennebunk From Its Ear­
liest Settlement to 1890 (Kennebunk, Maine: By the Trustees, 
Carrie E. Remich and Walter E. Dane, 1911), p. 245.
^William Lord Collection (MSS in Brick Store 
Museum, Kennebunk. Maine), Invoices Before I830, Boston 
tax bill, Ward ft9, October 25, 1819. Hereinafter material 
in this collection is cited as LC, followed by folder title, 
if not obvious by nature of item cited. See bibliography 
for description of the Lord Collection,
^Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord, p. 228.
^Remich, History of Kennebunk, pp. 411-412.
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Lord must have prospered adequately as he was also 
the owner of a store in Saco by 1824. Insurance policies 
with Merchants Insurance Co. of Boston note its location 
at the eastern end of Cutt's bridge and occupied by lessee, 
Mark; Huntress. Lord took out a policy of $800. on this 
store in February of 1824, and increased the amounts in 
1825 and 1 8 2 6 . 7
There were no records available showing the 
particular firms supplying merchandise handled by Lord up 
to 1828; nevertheless, it was fairly clear that goods 
were ordered from Boston and probably arrived via coastal 
schooners. Insurance policies for store and stock were 
written by Boston firms. During this early period of his 
career, Lord’s business functioned as a country store, 
distributing imports and domestic goods purchased in 
Boston. There were no indications of Lord's buying local 
produce for export until he embarked on the hay trade in 
the late 1820's.
By 1824 William Lord had located his store in the 
center of the Kennebunk business district across the street 
from the Unitarian Church. In an advertisement in the 
Kennebunk Gazette for October 16, 1824, Lord announced 
that a shipment of fall and winter goods were ready for 
sale "very cheap for cash"; fabrics, blankets, handker­
chiefs, gloves>shawls, scarfs, groceries, and crockery
?LC, Insurance Papers, policies on Saco store, 
1824-1826.
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were among his listings. Presumably the shipment was from 
Boston; William had lived and worked in Boston, had 
relatives there, so was more likely to make his business 
connections in that port than in Portland which was somewhat 
closer. Numerous coasters sailed between Kennebunk and 
Boston.
A partnership between William Lord and Henry
Kingsbury was foreshadowed in a public notice of November,
1824 indicating that Lord, " . . .  being about to make a new
arrangement in his business begs leave to inform his friends
and customers, that he will sell off his present stock of
9goods at very reduced prices." The copartnership
agreement, provided for a partnership:
, . . for a term of time not exceeding three 
years from the date of the agreement nor less 
than the above term of time, unless it is judged 
by the parties conducive to their mutual interest.
Lord agreed to turn in his current stock of goods, valued
at $6000, The stock constituted the entire capital of the
new business. William placed 1/3 of the stock’s value in
Kingsbury's name, as the junior partner's 1/3 share, and
charged interest on the amount ($2000.) as Kingsbury made
no actual monetary investment.'*'1 1' A public notice of the
^Kennebunk Gazette, October 16, 1824,
^Kennebunk Gazette, November 20, 1824.
1 nLC, Brick Store File, copartnership agreement 
between William Lord and Henry Kingsbury, December 13» 1824.
1 1 Ibid.
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partnership appeared in the January 1, 1825 issue of the 
Kennebunk Gazette, with an advertisement for English, India, 
and West India goods newly received, as well as domestic 
goods such as Genessee and Alexandria superfine flour-- 
all to be sold for cash or country produce* The flour, 
with the New York State place names, probably came down the 
Erie Canal and then to Boston for reshipment via coastal 
schooners, combined with the foreign goods. Although Lord 
offered to accept local produce in payment, there was no 
indication at that time that he intended to reship it.
By 1825 Maine had been a state, and Kennebunk a
town, for five years. The growing community had a pound,
public support for the poor, schools, public snow removal,
a public hall, an apothecary, and a lawyer. There was
a print shop run by James Remich, who published the local
12newspaper (the Kennebunk Gazette). The development of 
the town and surrounding countryside presented many 
opportunities for a country trader. Consequently it was 
understandable that as an enterprising young merchant, Lord 
would choose to build a substantial store for himself.
He made a series of agreements early in 1825 to have a 
brick store built on Main Street. William contracted 
with Jere Roberts to furnish the timbers. Hosea Goodwin 
agreed to do the mason work, build the store, dig the 
cellar, lay the wall for the cellar and line it with brick. 
The store was to be 32/ by ^ 2 / , have 2 stories, walls one 12
12Remich, History of Kennebunk. p. 21?.
foot thick and 3 chimneys. Lord even bought a brickmaking 
machine from David Flagg of Saco in order to make his own 
bricks.
The bottom floor of the "brick store" was built
with a safe built into the wall; the attic had only a trap
door with a large wheel and windlass above it to haul goods
up for storage. Lord used the store until about 1840, when
it was leased; after that time Lord devoted himself to his
14interests in shipping and shipowning.
Meanwhile, Lord and Kingsbury pursued their busines 
in the old location, entering periodic ads in the local 
paper for such items as herds grass and clover seed. An 
April (1825) ad offered the largest variety of goods to
date, new items including various sugar products, brandy,
1 5gin, rum, wines, oranges and lemons. Kuropean, 
Mediterranean, and West Indies products were included in 
this list--all common foreign imports of Boston.
In preparation for moving to the new store, the 
partners insured the store and stock for 000 with 
Merchants insurance Company of Boston (September 30, 1825
^3t/ ’ t Brick Store File, contracts with Jere Roberts 
January 17, 1825; Hosea Goodwin, April 13, 1825; Adam Clark 
David Flagg, April 2 5, 1825-
1 UThe building remained in the hands of his 
descendants until 19'!·7 when it was given to the newly 
incorporated Brick Store Museum which now possesses a 
weaith of material relating to the history of Kennebunk, 
including the Lord Collection. 1
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1 ^Kennebunk Gazette, March 12— July 29, 1825.
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to September 30, 1826). Later policies illustrate 
comparative levels of activity at the store:
1827-------------- ------— for ,4“3500
1 8 3 1—  — ------ — --------- for 2700
1033---------------------- for 4500.,
I834------------------ ----for 4500i°
The partners were winding down their business in 182? in 
preparation for ending the partnership; in 1828 and 1 8 2 9» 
the store was not in operation; and in I830 and I83I Lord 
was re-opening the store, and building up its operation 
again in the early 1830's.
Lord and Kingsbury gave notice in the Kennebunk 
Gazette on October 1, 1825 that they were in the new brick 
store built by the senior partner and that their fall and 
winter goods were ready for sale. They continued to 
advertise, two notices out of the ordinary being a request 
for 100 bushels of black cherries in September of 1826 and 
an offer of Vermont cheese for sale in March of 1827. True 
to their earlier agreement they gave notice of the end of 
their partnership by mutual consent in January of 1828; 
their concerns to be handled by Lord, who would continue in 
business for a short, unspecified time. In March of 1828, 
William advertised that his store was available for rent, 
and that remaining stock would be auctioned in April,
Henry Kingsbury, his former partner, was to be one of the
■^LC, Insurance Papers, September 30, 1825;
December 9, 1826; December 7, 1830; December 7» 1832; 
December 7, 1833*
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two auctioneers.* 1·? Kingsbury soon turned to shipbuilding.
The first record of Lord’s source of supply of goods 
appeared in an account current for these last few months of 
the store's early operation, then by Lord alone. The 
account was carried with his half-brother, Tobias, a major
Boston merchant, who had shipped $750 worth of general
1 ftmerchandise from Boston.
The Kennebunk Gazette noted other affairs until he 
began to reopen the store; a few advertisements for the 
sale of general merchandise began to appear with a December, 
1829 notice offering 120 hogsheads of St. Ubes (Setubal, 
Portugal) salt for sale; the next month an ad offered flour 
and domestic goods.·’·7
This first phase of William's career came to a close. 
He had established himself as a merchant, selling foreign 
and domestic goods bought in Boston, and buying limited 
amounts of local goods for probable resale in the community 
rather than outside the state at that time.
After 1828 and the closing of the brick store Lord 
began to take up new and different interests— shipping 
activities concentrating on hay and his first early ventures
*^Kennebunk Gazette, October 1, 1825; September 9* 
1826; March 10~, l627s January 19, 1828; March 29, 1828,
1 ftLC, Invoices Before 1830, account current between 
Tobias and Wm, Lord, June 21, 1828. This account was 
signed by George Callender, Tobias’ clerk, later the 
principal Boston agent of William Lord.
I83O.
·*·^ Kennebunk Gazette, December 26, 1829; January 2 3 ,
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in ownership of shares of vessels for investments and for 
his own shipping.
The purchase and shipment of hay within Maine and 
the other states was one of Lord's first connections to 
shipping, shipownership and management of vessels.
Compared to the early period of his store's operation 
(1.830-1828), more involvement with the development of the 
Kennebunk coastal trade could be seen with the 1ocal 
purchase of hay for sale elsewhere. Lord's involvement 
with the hay trade overlapped the second phase of his 
country store (I830-I8U0) and the launching of his first 
vessel in 183?. His hay shipping was concentrated between 
1828 and I832 and was an introduction or prelude to his 
later, more widespread shipowning endeavors. William did 
continue to ship some hay for a few years after I832 but 
he gradually confined himself to his investments in vessels 
and his country store. His interest in the store and 
vessels after I830 have been differentiated for discussion 
in the later parts of Chapter 2. Generally Lord did not 
own parts of the vessels used in this hay trade (1828-32), 
although there were a. few exceptions.
Lord's Interest in the coastal hay trade led him 
in later years to an expansion into other trade routes. He 
shipped his hay to many ports along the Hast coast where 
demand existed and prices were good, as indicated by price 
currents and letters received.
As hay purchases were being initiated in 1828 an
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insurance policy was written insuring hay in a barn owned
by a Mr, Kelly of Kennebunk. Further two policies covering
August, 1829 through August, I83I insured a barn, hay, and
apparatus for screwing (pressing) hay. Rem.ich reported
in his History of Kennebunk that the Kennebunk Gazette.
in March of I830, noted the purchase by Lord of a patent
hay pressing machine, whereby he would press local hay to
ship to the South; Remich indicated that he did not know
whether this was a profitable venture for Lord, but that
21it did help local growers.
William entered an ad in the Kennebunk Gazette in 
November of 1829 indicating that; "The subscriber continues 
to purchase h a y , " 2 2  That illustrated his main means of 
acquiring hay. In disposing of his hay, Lord sent it far 
afield: (see Table 2.1 on page 82»)
The table shows I83O as the obvious peak, with 1508 
bales shipped south. All of the vessels were brigs, with 
3 exceptions: the schooners Louisa and Floughboy, whose 
voyages were part of their usual coastal runs to Boston; 
and the bark Augusta. All names appeared in the Bryant list
^°LC, Insurance Papers, policies of Protection Ins. 
Co. on hay, Manufacturers Ins. Co. on barn, hay and 
screwing machine.
21Remich, History of Kennebunk, p, 4-21. The Lord 
papers included a deed (1826) from Nathan Whitney of 
Augusta for the rights to make and use Whitney's Press, a 
patent pressing machine; apparently Lord did not do so.
See LC, Deeds— Papers, Deed for Whitney's Press, February
1 5 . 1826,
22Kennebunk Gazette, November 7, 1829,
Table 2.1 Hay Shipments by William Lord.23
23 L C , Account Sales of Hay, passim.
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of Kennebunk-built vessels, except the Lou.isa. and were
o jl·probably the same vessels; at time of launching they 
were Kennebunk-owned. About half of the vessels definitely 
departed from Kennebunk; others departed from Boston. The 
Agenoria's ports of call in 1829 were part of the same 
voyage. Generally the southbound vessels arrived out in 
November or Decembers those only going to Boston delivered 
their hay in February, March or April.
Upon arrival out, various methods of selling the 
cargo appeared. Captain Nowell, brig Agenoria, sold the 
hay on his own account; he and Lord were owners of that 
vessel. Some accounts merely noted as sold for the account 
of the vessel. Most of the shipments to New Orleans were 
consigned by Lord in his own name to local agents (Cockayne 
and Watts, Harrow and Quarles) who later sold the hay and 
credited the proceeds to Lord,
The prices quoted for the hay generally ranged 
from 3/9 of 1^4 to 10 per pound. Each bale of hay averaged 
about 365 pounds, but bundles showed more variation (3I8 to 
376 pounds each). Before arriving at net proceeds, freight *1
24The Ploughboy appeared to be an exception; a 
schooner Ploughboy, hail Kennebunkport, ship's husband and 
master, Oliver Walker, was issued a coasting license (#2) 
on March 30, I83O, This was more likely the Ploughboy in 
question. A schooner Louisa, hail Kennebunk, ship's 
husband and master, Stephen Ward, held coasting license //22 
as of November 17, 1829« See Records of the Collector 
of the Dictrict of Kennebunk, Kennebunk, Maine (1817-1862),
1 Vol. of licenses (MSS 251 of Marine Industries in 
Baker Library, Graduate School of Business, Harvard 
University).
charges were deducted: generally 60-650 each on bales, and 
500 on bundles to New Orleans, and somewhat less to Boston, 
The net proceeds fell between $1,39 and $2,09 per bale, 
after freight charges and commission for sales.
Although the hay was probably combined with other 
cargo, only the records for the 1833 and I834 voyages to 
New Orleans show shipments combined with potatoes, casks, 
and boards.^
The Agenoria, listed above in Table 2.1, represented
an attempt to combine the shipping of hay with ownership
of the vessel, and trading with freighting. Lord and
Thomas Nowell purchased the Kennebunk~bui1t vessel in
October of 1829 from Tobias Lord, Horace Porter and
George Wheelright; registry was to be under Nowell's name
2 6and the vessel placed under joint management.'' For her
first voyage the brig was loaded with some hay plus some
meat and fish; loading took place at Boston under direction
27of Francis Watts (William's brother-in-law).' Captain 
Nowell sailed on October 27, 1829 for Norfolk and Richmond, 
and wrote to Lord after selling the hay in those ports; 
however, the captain found expenses left little from the *2
2-^ LC, Account Sales of Hay, passim.
2^LC, Letters Before I830, bill of sale for brig 
Agenoria, October 6, 1829. The brig made voyages for her 
former owners to the West Indies, Charleston, Antwerp, 
Amsterdam, New "Orleans and Havre. See Kennebunk Gazette, 
December 3*. 1825— June 13, 1829.
Invoices Before I830, Account current,
Francis Watts with brig Agenoria, October 10, 1829—  
December 1, 1829«
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proceeds. From Richmond, Captain Nowell made a tramp 
voyage to Cadiz, Spain; after laying for 2 months looking 
for freight at Cadiz, the captain took salt for ballast and 
left for New York, touching at St, Thomas on the way. 
Captain Nowell also carried some specie in the form of 
Spanish dollars, that part of the cargo being insured for 
$1 5 0 0 , 28 29
In June of I83O, after arriving back in New York 
with $1000 in freight, Nowell acknowledged Lord’s 
consideration of selling the brig rather than investing 
the sum needed to fit her out again. Finding neither a 
buyer nor freight, the captain wrote that he had chartered 
the brig to go to Nova Scotia under Captain John Hill of 
Bath for half of his profits (about $700). The vessel was 
soon sold.2  ^ Thus a vessel in which Lord had an interest 
was sent out on a hay shipping voyage, made a trarnp voyage 
and was sold. Apparently the profit was too small to 
continue trading on the owners' account, partly due to the 
condition of the brig.
William continued to purchase hay; between October
28Kermebunk Gazette, November 7— November 28, 
December 19," 1829-May 15, I83O; see aLso LC, Letters,from 
Thomas Nowell to Wm. Lord, December 12, 1829; February 10, 
I83O; see also LC, Insurance Papers, Franklin Insurance Co, 
on specie on Agenoria. May 6, I83O,
29LC, Letters, Thomas Nowell to Wm, Lord, June 30, 
I830, and June 19, I83O, The record of the sale of the 
brig was not available but it was in the hands of 
Rhode Island owners by I83I. See Agenoria. Alphabetical 
Ship File (Brick Store Museum, KennebunkTT
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1, 1829 and September 10, 1830 he paid for the weighing 
of 269 loads of hay @ 1 7  each. He purchased his own hay 
scales in January of 1830 but also used those of others. 
Frequent ads in the local newspaper requested hay but- 
appeared to have had an unfortunate result in one case. A 
notice appeared as follows!
The person who unloaded a quantity of rocks 
in my barn . . . instead of hay, is requested to call 
and have the business settled, otherwise he will be 
prosecuted forthwith.3*
After the peak year of I830, evidences of hay
shipments and purchases for I83I were minimal? William's
store had re-opened and showed a greater volume of trade.
He also became more involved in general shipownership.
Some references were made to hay shipments in letters from
George Callender, Lord's Boston agent, Callender's account
current for October, I83I to April, I832 listed as one
expense insurance on hay on the Caroline to New Orleans
(a brig partly owned by Lord),
In March of I832 Lord was advised by Callender that
no vessel was available to take hay to New Orleans, except
at the high rate of 750 to $1 a bundle. Lord did shin hay
to Boston, 33 Lord must have been purchasing a large amount
3^ 1,C, Invoices Before I83O, bill for weighing hay, 
Timothy Frost to Wm. Lord? see also bill for hay scales,
Edward Greenough to Wm. Lord, January U-, I830.
3*Kennebunk Gazette, May 8, I83O.
3^LC, Invoices I832, account current between 
George Callender and Wm. Lord, April 7, 1832.
33i,c, Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, March 3« I832,
8 7
of hay; a letter from Horace Porter of Augusta referred 
to the state giving encouragement to agricultural societies 
and the writer referred to Lord as a ”. . .  great purchaser 
of hay . . . . "  and asked Lord to stimulate the local 
people to start a petition to incorporate a county 
agricultural society.34
Lord had difficulties with his hay scales in 1832 
(perhaps from overwork!); the company of manufacture in 
St. Johnsbury, Vermont, rather incredulous that something 
could be wrong with their scales, agreed to have their 
agent call to examine the scales. The problem must have 
existed for some time as Lord paid a bill to another 
proprietor of hay scales covering a full year— October, I83I 
to October, 1832.^
In I832 hay shipments were made to Bangor and to 
Boston, The coastal schooner Grape and brig Hershel 
took 299 bales to Boston in April, in addition to shipments 
noted in Table 2.1. In June, hay went to Thomas Drew in 
Bangor via Captain James Piper on his way north from 
B o s t o n , S o m e  hay was sent to Boston in the fall to be 
shipped out by George Callender, Lord's agent.
3^LC, Letter, Horace Porter to Wm. Lord, February.
1 , 1 8 3 2 .
35lC, Letter, E. Fairbanks to Wm. Lord, August 3t 
1832; see also Invoices I832, receipt for hay scales,
October 1, I832.
36LC, Invoices 1832, freight bills from Grape and 
Hershel, to Wm. Lord; see also Letter, Thomas Drew to 
Wm. Lord, June 5, 1832; see also Letter, Capt. James Piper 
to Wm. Lord, June 1, 1832.
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The year I833 brought large purchases of hay. but 
few records of its shipment remain. One shipment to 
New Orleans on the brig Hebron, Captain Lecraw, was meant 
to open a connection with Harrow and Quarles in that city. 
The captain carried a letter to the firm asking them to 
take the consignment of hay and handle other future 
business of Lord's vessels.3?
The year 1834 was poor for business in general: 
hay, store, and shipping. William even imported hay from 
New York; his nephew Samuel Lord Jr, arranged for a 
shipment to Boston for reshipment to Kennebunk.^
Business at the store improved but hay was scarce
in I835. Lord added some lumber shipping in that year.
Hay was offered from nearby Wells, to be delivered for
pressing at $18 a ton, Israel Stone (a dabbler in land and
lumber) in Bangor reported the scarcity of hay in his area
and requested 20 or 30 tons, being willing to pay the
current Bangor price of $20 in cash. By March the Boston
39market held at $14 for hay of the best quality.
During the remainder of the 1830's Lord purchased 
some hay and lumber. A local workman dug and stoned a *6
3?LC, Letters I833, Letter and invoice of hay (copy) 
on brig Hebron fno months, see also letter, Wm. Lord to 
Harrow and Quarles (copy), January 7, I832.
^LC, Letter, Samuel Lord, Jr. to Wm. Lord,
March 20, I834. See Appendix C.
39l c, Letter, Theodore Clark to Wm, Lord, January
6, 1835; see also Letter, Israel Stone to Wm, Lord, February 
25, 1835; see also Letter, Samuel Cutter to Wm. Lord,
March 2?, I835.
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cellar for hay scales in I836, but William's barn and 
scales burned shortly thereafter (the exact date was not 
clear),^0 That event seemed to have influenced the turning 
of his attention more to his investments in vessels, rather 
than in trading hay.
Lord had commenced his shipping by buying local 
hay, pressing it, and shipping it to Boston, New Orleans, 
Bangor and other ports. Although available records 
indicated I830 as a peak year for hay shipments, 
indications existed that trading was extensive into I832 
and then began to decline. Although Kennebunk was involved 
in this coastal trade, Boston was as often the focal point 
for shipments— as Boston agents could frequently find more 
freight to fill vessels lacking sufficient Kennebunk 
produce. After re-opening the store in I830, hay purchases 
helped to unify Lord’s spreading activities. He bought and 
shipped local hay and bought goods for his store for local 
sale. This combined with his new interest in construction 
and ownership of vessels. The case study of hay drew 
together purchases, sales, shipping and ships.
EARLY EXPANSION OF THE 
KENNEBUNK OPERATION:
1830-18^ 4-0
In I83O William Lord resumed a position as a country
^°LC, Invoices I836, receipt from J. Gilpatric to 
Win. Lord £no month or dayjf „
trader and continued to pursue that trade in the brick 
store until 18^0. In addition, in combination with his 
store, Lord served some of the local banking needs after 
I83O and into the 18*10's. He began a few ventures in 
owning shares of vessels in 1828 and by I83I became more 
involved in shipownership, which gradually became his major 
concern. His own vessels continued the hay trade as a 
supplementary aspect of his shipowning, rather than as the 
major concern of the period 1828 through I832.
For purposes of discussion, the merchant,banking, 
and shipowning aspects of Lord's affairs between I830 and 
18*K) have been differentiated; nevertheless, they are 
closely intertwined. Bills of lading often included goods 
for his store as well as materials ordered for a vessel 
under construction. Advertisements in the Kennebunk Gazette 
were as likely to be connected to shipping activities as 
with goods for sale at the store; requests for " . . . 500
hibushels of potatoes; suitable for shipping ........x
hogshead hoops, or hay might appear; or offers to sell
*+2flour, dry goods, and even palm leaf hats were placed. 
Contrasted with Lord's earlier period as a local merchant, 
the extensive coastal trade serving a larger volume of 
trade at the store and carrying more local produce bought
^ Kennebunk Gazette. November 22, 183*)·.
^ K e nnebunk Gazette, January 23, 1830; December 2 k ,  
I83I; January 7, 1B32; April 21, I832.
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for shipment south or to foreign ports constituted the 
primary differences.
For export Lord purchased goods from Kennebunk and 
nearby communities; he bought grain, and after 18'j.l 
amounts of hay, hoops and shooks, and lumber for shipment. 
For sale in Kennebunk, extensive amounts of goods were 
bought in Boston and some in New York.
Essentially the story of Lord as a merchant after 
I83O was a story of the coastal traffic. The schooners 
plying betv/een Boston and Kennebunk formed a vital link 
between Lord's purchases and sales. Boston jobbers bought 
goods and shipped them north on Kennebunk or Wells coasters, 
many of them regular packets, Boston commission merchants 
handled running accounts for purchases arm sales made in 
that way. Some packet captains even made purchases on 
their own accounts and sold the goods to Lord. In some 
cases, Boston was by-passed in favor of direct shipments 
to Kennebunk from New York, particularly from brother 
Tobias. He often shipped New York flour to Boston for 
reshipment as well.
One other aspect of Lord’s financial dealings 
involved investments in local interests such as a grist 
mill and the Mousam Manufacturing Company. A fleeting 
interest in a short wave of local, speculation in granite 
also appeared.
Lord’s business activities as a merchant were 
traced on a year to year basis, showing periodic prosperity
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and decline. National business trends and problems were
related to Lord's fluctuations in volume of trade and
specific problems in some cases.
in the last few months of 1829. Lord prepared to
resume business! by January 1, I83O, he already owed $700
d3to Boston merchants, Waterston and Pray.  ^ Invoices for 
purchases in I83O also show some trading with other local 
merchants: molasses from John Emery, tobacco from 
Enoch Hardy, 1^· molasses barrels from William Jefferds. 
Numerous Boston firms were represented in receipts for all 
manner of goods:
Hitchcock and Nash: sugar, coffee, tea, indigo, 
cloves
Isaac Parker: crockery, tinware 
Means and Clark: flour, grass seed 
Grant and Leaves: cloth, gloves, shawls 
Whitwell and Bond and Co.: shawls, handkerchiefs, 
taffeta
Isaac Wise: spoons, looking glasses, spectacles 
Waterston and Pray: general merchandise of all sorts
Goods were shipped from Boston via small coastal schooners
for example, two freight bills from the schooner Packet
(Captain John G. Perkins) in October and November showed
shipments of hollow ware, brooms, flour and paper.
Letters written to Lord in I830 showed that Boston
merchants sometimes included goods on the assumption that
^ L C , Letters I83O, note to Waterston and Pray, 
January 1, I830.
d4LG, Invoices I830, passim.
^.LC, Letters I83O, freight bills from schooner 
Packet, October 2?, December, I830.
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they were desired and could be sold; letters also served
to notify Lord on the availability of goods, Joshua Sears
apologized for having sent bad sugar and noted that an order
for goods, including a high-priced bag of coffee, was being
shipped on Captain Ward's schooner. Hitchcock and Nash
wrote that they also were sending goods by Captain Ward;
tea was being added, with the provision that it could be
returned if the price was too high. They noted that they
had white sugar at a low price.
Invoices in I83I showed larger lots of merchandise
from over twice as many Boston merchants, including
previous shippers. Goods came to Kennebunk on the
schooners Louisa, Ploughboy, Mary, Grape (a new one), and
on the brig Watchman (Capt, Daniel Nason, Kennebunk). All
but the Louisa were built in Kennebunk; the schooners
Grape. Louisa, and Mary were all handled by local agent
h r?Stephen Ward, master of the Grape, <  Waterston and Pray
continued to handle finances for Lord in Boston; with Lord's
remittances, they paid bills to merchants Hitchcock and
48Nash and also John Fosdick.
Other letters in I83I illustrated a direct shipment *25
^LC, Letter, Joshua Sears to Wm. Lord, November
25, I83O; see also Letter, Hitchcock and Nash to 
Wm. Lord, December 18, I830.
^?LC, Invoices I83I, passim. See Appendix J for 
Major Schooners in Boston-Kennebunk Traffic.
^®LC, Letter, Waterston and Pray to Wm. Lord,
[no month!, I83I,
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from New York to Kennebunk and purchases by Lord from nearby 
towns for export or local sale. Letters from Tobias Lord 
(in the New York commission business then) reported the 
price of corn @ 73 or 74  and the impending shipment of 
100 bushels plus 50 barrels of flour with Captain 
Littlefield on the Eliza Ann (Kennebunk-built, Wells-owned 
schooner).^ William was also offered 100 bushels of corn 
by Alfred, Maine grower, David Hall.^ 0
A series of letters from William Hackett of 
Limerick (Maine) notified Lord that rye had been sent, and 
inquired whether he wished more hay hoops and shooks-- 
the shooks being of two qualities, for the Portland or 
Havana markets. ^
In I832 Lord continued to buy hoops and shooks 
from Hackett. Corn was also offered if Lord would pay a 
price equal to the Portland market. Lumber (2 loads) was 
available if desired.^2
^9r,c, Letters, Tobias Lord to Wm. Lord, June 9, I83I. 
5°LC, Letter, David Hall to Wm. Lord, January 26,
1831.
^LC, Letters, William Hackett to Wm. Lord, May 28; 
June; December 29, I8')l, William Hackett was a partner of 
merchant Nathaniel Frost until 1809 in the building next to 
the brick store in Kennebunk. In Limerick, he opened a 
store and also bought lumber, grain, and dairy goods, which 
he sent to Kennebunk and Kennebunkport. See Remich, History 
of Kennebunk, p, 339·
52LC, Letters (3), William Hackett to Wm. Lord, 
January jlno days]], I832.
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During 1832, Lord continued to order large amounts 
of merchandise from Boston firms. He also purchased some 
goods directly from a few schooner masters, particularly 
Captain Stephen Ward of Kennebunk. Some hay sales in 
Boston were evident,53 jn 1 8 3 2, Tobias Lord moved to 
Johnstown, New York, but Samuel Lord Jr. (nephew) sent 
reports on business; for example he wrote concerning the 
availability of flour, the demand for West India goods, and 
the scarcity of coffee and sugar. He even requested that 
William ship molasses to him, if available at Kennebunk,^
Two evidences of Lord's investment in other local 
enterprises appeared in I832. He received an’account for 
the local grist mill, showing half-ownership as far back as 
I83O. Lord had paid bills for the mill and was charged 
for half of its repairs, and was credited with $7.18 net 
proceeds.55 Presumably he had invested in the mill to 
take local grains and corn and shipments via Boston to 
grind for local sale.
The same account sheet showed a small balance due 
Lord from J. Fiske and Company,5^ a company formed in I832 
and later incorporated (I834) as the Mousam Manufacturing *5
53LC, Invoices I832, passim.
5“LC. Letter, Samuel Lord Jr. to Wm. Lord,
September 20, I832.
5^l c , Invoices I832, account with Isaiah Hacker, 
July 23, 1832.
56Ibid.
9 6
Company.57 It manufactured iron, steel, cotton, and wool. 
The History of Kennebunk indicates that little stock was 
sold in Kennebunk but:
William Lord, by far the most enterprising- 
citizen of the town , , . , always ready to aid in any 
work that gave promise of advancing its prosperity, 
subscribed liberally , , . .5°
The year 1833 was poor at the store in comparison 
to the previous three years— perhaps reflecting general 
uneasiness with the administration of Andrew Jackson and 
his attacks on the United States Bank. Lord had also 
become more involved in his shipowning interests.
Local purchases of hoops, hay, and fish were made 
to ship on his vessels. A bill was paid in 183*4· for casks 
and hogsheads ($585*75) received in October, 1833 from 
Nahum Haley! they were probably shipped to Boston and
ports south. 59
There were few long invoices or receipts for 
purchases in Boston. Freight bills were scarce; Lord 
paid only $8,36 to Captain Stephen Ward for shipments on
57jn March of I850 an agreement was made with Capt. 
William Lord Jr. to increase the stock but the whole plant 
was destroyed by fire the next month. Lord bought the mill 
property and land in 18 5*+ and held it until I863 when he 
sold it to Capt. Nathaniel L. Thompson, Joseph Dane, and 
Joseph Titcomb, No source attempted to evaluate the success 
of the mill. See George A. Gilpatric, The Village of 
Kennebunk, Maine (Kennebunk, Me.: The Star Print, Inc., 
1 9 3 5)»' PP* T8 ,~""58. See also LC, Letter, Jabez Smith Hclerk, 
Mousam Manufacturing Co.3 to Wm. Lord, June 12, I85O.
5^Remich, History of Kennebunk, p. 373*
591jC# Invoices 183*4·, receipt from Nahum Haley to 
Wm. Lord, £no month]] , 183*4.
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the Louisa and the Grape. 60
By 1834 the Northeast faced a severe money famine
due to Jackson's pet banks; business improved little.
Lord had few invoices for dry goods from Boston; the only
extensive invoices were for flour, corn, and meats shipped
by merchant Henry Clark between March and October (amounting
to $705.68). Schooners Mary and Packet, handled by
Eben Webber of Kennebunk, shipped Lord’s goods in those
months; Webber's freight was only $8.80 total. A bill of
lading from Capt. Oliver Walker, schooner Ploughboy, for
staple foods in October showed some fall expansion. The
Grape also shipped staple foods, for $59.94 in freight and
6lwharfage, between October and December.
Business improved in 1835 with bills from Lord's 
past suppliers in Boston for dry goods and general 
merchandise comparable to, if not higher than, the level 
for 1832. Receipts for freight included bills from the 
following schooners:
Ploughboy--Joshua Perkins, for foods--March 27, 1835:
$*10.53,
Moro------ Daniel Walker— November 8, 183*1— November 7*
1835: $26.9 1 .
Grape----- Daniel Ward, for dry goods, food, boards--
February 10, 1835— February 6 , I836: $135*16.
Grape----- Daniel Ward, for *18^36 feet of boards--
June 9 . 1835: $6*1.3 1 . 02
^LC, Invoices I8 3 3, receipt for freight from 
Stephen Ward, t r io  month3 . I833.
°*LC, Invoices 183*1, passim.
^2LC, Invoices 1835» freight bills, passim.
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It was not clear whether Ward shipped the boards 
to or from Kennebunk. No vessel was being built by Lord 
in 1835. Lord purchased a large lot of timber from 
William L. Thompson of Kennebunk: 1878O feet for $177.72.
Most likely both lots were shipped from Kennebunk.63
Purchases of goods, particularly flour, were made 
directly from Daniel Ward or Stephen Ward, co-owners of 
the Grape:
Daniel Ward: 60 bushels of corn---$54.60--June, 1835
4 barrels of flour--$2 6 . 5 0--July, 1835 
20 barrels of flour-$l4l. 87--’July, 1835
Stephen Ward:l0 barrels of flour--$72.50-~July, I835
16 barrels of flour-$i00.32--August, 1835 
16 barrels of flour-$l 02 ,*i-0— October, I835 
10 barrels of flour— $78.75— December, 1835°
An I835 letter from Robert Waterston (Boston)
indicated that Lord was to receive a shipment of clocks @
$6 each. According to Waterston, they were to be the only
65ones sold in Lord's area.
William again did business with Tobias Lord, back 
in New York City in the grocery business, Tobias shipped 
flour, 60 barrels, via the brig Brutus (Capt. Eliphalet 
Perkins, Kennebunk). Finding no Kennebunk vessels available 
at another time, he sent two shipments to Saco for William
63l c , Invoices I835, receipt from William I.,
Thompson to Wm. Lord, May 26, 1835*
^LC, Invoices 1835» passim,
65l c , Letter, Robert Waterston to Wm, Lord, October,
I8 3 5.
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on the Imogene and Henry Morrill.^ 6
Other letters in the fall of I835 referred to a 
brief interest in the sale of granite. A William Saunders 
of Bangor, Maine mentioned local speculation in timber, 
granite, and slate, (A great wave of national land 
speculation had begun in 1834.) Saunders wrote that he had 
taken samples of Lord's granite to a meetinghouse committee 
which needed 15*000 cubic feet, about 24-75 tons. Shortly 
thereafter Israel Stone, also of Bangor, notified Lord that 
the committee liked his granite and was waiting for proposals 
on finishing their church. No record of whether Lord 
actually bid was available. ^
At least one local acquaintance in Kennebunk felt 
that Lord was so much involved in other endeavors that he 
might like to sell his store. Mr. I. K. Miller indicated by 
letter that he knew a young man who would like to buy the 
store. There were no indications that Lord considered the 
offer,
Purchases for the store continued on a high plane 
in I836, even though there was a great deal of concern in 
conservative circles over Jackson's policies. Reflecting *27
66lC, Letter, Tobias Lord to Wm. Lord, October,
1835; see also Invoices 1 8 3 5, Invoice of flour on Imogens,
Cno month! , 1835* see also Letter, I. M. Hayes [Saco 
merchant} to Wm. Lord, December 14, I835,
°7LC, Letters, William Saunders to Wm, Lord, July
27, September 21, 1835: see also Letter, Israel Stone to 
Wm. Lord, September 21, I835.
^LC, Letter, I. K. Miller to Wm. Lord, June 18, 1835·
1 0 0
the fear brought about by Jackson’s Specie Circular, money 
became scarce. One indication of Lord's progress arid 
status as a merchant and shipowner appeared in a request 
from Fosdick and Frothingham of Boston to "buy" money from 
Lord. A second letter noted receipt of Lord's draft and 
requested more; they were willing to pay extra interest on 
a small amount, adding that they didn't ordinarily beg of 
customers who paid their bills on time.69
Involvement in the two-way coastal trade continued 
and in April of 1836 Lord received foods from Boston on the 
Moro and Ploughboy, and returned on the Moro the following:
10,448 feet of boards, 6 cords of white pine, 40 casks,
70and a few barrels of potatoes. The schooner Grape was 
not in evidence, but owner Stephen Ward had a new schooner, 
the Nile, which carried some goods. Ward offered Lord 
half-ownership of the Nile. 4 years old, and just purchased 
from Hallowell for $ 4 9 0 0 . No evidence existed that Lord 
bought.
A total of 4100 hoops were landed at Curtis Wharf 
in Lower Kennebunk for Lord in August for shipment. ? 2
69LC, Letters, Fosdick and Frothingham to Wm. Lord, 
November 23» November 30» I836.
?°LC, Invoices 1 8 3 6, freight bill from Moro 
(E, Mitchell) to Wm. Lord, April 1 7 ,1 8 3 6; see also freight 
bill from Moro (Joshua Emery) to Wm. Lord, [ n o  month],1 6 3 6; 
see also freight bill from Ploughboy (Ezekial Wormwood).
April 16, I836.
LG, Letter, Stephen Ward to Wm, Lord, July 14, I836.
72LC, .Invoices I836, list of hoops at Curtis' Wharf, 
August, I836.
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The direct coastal trade with New York was active 
in 1836 , William received several lots of rr.erchandi.se 
from Tobias Lord, including:
Schooner Osprey, Capt. Bragdon:
300 bushels of corn, 41 barrels of flour
Schooner Osprey, Capt. Bragdon:
46 barrels of f l o u r 73
Those shipments came in June and July. At the end of the 
year Tobias shipped 150 barrels of flour on the Caspian 
to Boston, to Henry Clark who reshipped it to Lord on the
74brig Packet (Capt, Perkins). Tobias had authority to buy 
and ship when prices were good, without prior approval in 
each case. Merchandise came consigned to V/illiam for sale.
in March of 1837· William Lord and Joseph Curtis 
formed a partnership (V/illiam Lord and Company) for the 
continued sale of general merchandise. Perhaps Lord needed 
a partner to handle a large part of the store business in 
order1 to leave him free for the management of what had 
become an extensive shipowning business. The store 
maintained running accounts with the packet schooners Nile.» 
Grape, and Moro between March and December, and paid over 
$135 in freight charges. A different schooner, the Alpha 
(Captain Joshua Perkins), handled by D. C. Rankin of *
^ l c, Invoices 1 8 3 6, invoices for shipments by 
Tobias Lord to William Lord, June 1, July 21, I836.
7^LC, Letter, Tobias Lord to Wm. Lord, December 2?, 
I836; see also Letter, Henry Clark to Wrn. Lord, December 13* 
1836.
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Kennebunk brought small amounts of freight in January and 
April and sold some goods direct to Lord.75
Tobias Lord wrote that he had sent some wheat and
that he had heard William was " . . .  making great purchases
in ships . . . . " and that it was not surprising he cared
little about wheat.76 From New York, Tobias also shipped
quantities of corn, flour, rye, and cheese to Lord (the
cheese alone cost $350 of a $838. 13 bill). The brig Packet
(Capt. Hiram Murch) and schooner Moro (Capt. Mitchell) took
goods direct to Kennebunk; the schooner Glide (Capt. Case) 77took goods to Boston for reshipment. 
In 1838 and 1839 invoices were few and freight 
charges low; running accounts with the schooner Nile for 
both years totaled only $2 7.38.78 Bradford Oakes, then 
agent for schooners Mary Harriet and Moro, and sloop 
Pacific, presented only a small freight bill.79
Joseph Curtis, Lord's partner, was more clearly in evidence 
by I838; he and Lord were both noted on a bill of sale for 
a quantity of furniture. Curtis made a trip to Boston in *7
?5l g t invoices 1837, freight bills from Nile. Grape, 
Moro. Alpha, January— December, 183 7.
7^LC, Letter, Tobias Lord to Win. Lord, May 3, I8 3 7.
??LC, Invoices 1837, invoices for shipments by 
Tobias Lord to Wm. Lord, June 29, July 1*4·, November 17, I8 3 7.
78LC, Invoices a838, freight bill from Nile. May—  
September, 1838; see also Invoices 1839* freight bill from 
Nile, August--December, I839.
^LC, Invoices 1839, freight bill for Mary Harriet, 
Moro, Pacific, July, 1837--November, I838.
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I838 to place orders for merchandise later shipped to
O /"\
Kennebunk on the Grape.ou
In I839, Tobias Lord shipped 2 cargos consigned 
to George Callender in Boston for William's account; he 
sent linseed oil and another type of oil. William was 
notified of the large bill (over $1200) by letter.®·1·
William Lord and Co. made more extensive purchases 
in Boston in 1840, even though the business was to 
continue for little more than a year. Records of shipment 
included only 2 schooner packets. Transactions with 
Tobias Lord were few; his letters took on a more personal 
note. Tobias wrote, "The most that troubles me is to 
know what you will do with all your money--! have not so
O o
much as it bothers me what to do," ^
William Lord had, during his career as a country 
merchant, built up an extensive and well-known firm. 
However he brought it to an end in April of 1841, with the 
end of his partnership with Joseph Curtis. He no longer 
used the brick store for the sale of general merchandise; 
it was leased to various tenants, while he turned his 
attention to the further development of his shipowning 82
®°L0, Letters I838, bill of sale from William Adams 
to Lord and Curtis, April 14, I838; see also Letter,
Joseph Curtis to Wm. Lord, April 20, I838.
®^LC, Letters, Tobias Lord to Wm, Lord, September 1?, 
September 26, 1839.
82LC, Letter, Tobias Lord to Wm. Lord, July 20, 1840,
interests which had already become very extensive.®^
Over the ten-year period certain patterns developed 
regarding goods bought and sold, and methods of acquisition. 
As a focal point for local distribution of goods and 
shipment of Maine produce, Lord tied his activities together 
with the coastal schooners to Boston and New York.
Lord served as a middleman for farmers and some 
other merchants from surrounding towns; he bought typically 
Maine goods such as hay, hoops, shooks, casks, and lumber 
and shipped them to Boston or further south. He purchased 
imports of dry goods from Boston, and flour from New York 
for sale in Kennebunk; some purchases were direct from 
merchants in those two cities and some were from packet 
captains.
The Boston merchants with whom he dealt served his 
business by shipping goods from Boston, or reshipping goods 
from New York. They served as clearinghouses for financial 
matters by paying bills for purchases and receiving produce 
for sale on his account. Goods were sent to Kennebunk or 
received from Kennebunk for sale elsewhere. Merchants in 
both Boston and New York sent Lord periodic letters 
reporting prices and were allowed to use their judgement 
in determining to ship goods which seemed appropriate.
The coastal traffic was the vital link in the two-way 
trade. The schooners were primarily built or owned, or both,
1 04
^^Remich, History of Kennebunk, p. 424.
in Kennebunk (or nearby Wells or Saco) and specifically 
meant for the Boston trade. Most were packets in service 
for several years at a time. These schooners, rather than 
Boston or New York schooners, handled the needs of 
Kennebunk, whether for Boston or New York goods. Even 
goods from New York came via these Maine schooners, if at 
all possible. Local pride dictated use of local service, 
rather than service from Boston, New York or even
QPortland. Although Lord used these schooners extensively, 
he did not become involved in their ownership.
As mentioned above, Lord's banking activities have 
been distinguished for separate discussion. In his 
capacity as a leading merchant of Kennebunk he was often 
called upon to serve some of the banking needs of the town, 
as no bank was organized in Kennebunk until 1854. Letters 
to Lord as early as I83O made reference to his services; 
in October of I830, Lord was requested by Edward Watts and 
a Mr. Chickering to transfer some enclosed drafts to 
various individuals. In December, Jonathan Downing of 
Waterborough, Maine sent Lord a small sum on deposit and 
requested that he remit $150 to Boston merchants Means and 
Clark; Downing offered to pay Lord soon, for the sum and 
for the service.8-’ Another example of a common service came
B^ ’See Appendix J for summary of schooners in Boston- 
Kennebunk traffic, 1830-1840.
^LC, Letter, Edward Watts to Wm, Lord, October,
I83O5 see also Letter, Jonathan Downing to Wm. Lord, December 
14', 1030.
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in 1834 when local shipbuilders Bourne and Kingsbury 
asked Lord on 12 occasions to pay bills to other individuals 
They also requested $100 or $200 in five-dollar bills or 
larger, in addition to some small bills already received 
for use as change.86
More notable however v/as Lord’s service as a 
middleman between the citizens of Kennebunk and the nearby 
York Bank of Saco, Banking in Saco began in 1803; according 
to an old record book found in Saco, five men organized the 
Saco Bank in that year. One of those men was Daniel Cleaves 
who became Lord’s father-in-law in 1820. The Saco Bank 
was continued to 183I when the quarters and customers were 
transferred to the newly-chartered York Bank. Daniel 
Cleaves served on the board of directors and Henry S.
Thacher was chosen cashier (cashier for the Saco Bank since
87
1825). ' In May of I83I, William Lord purchased 12 shares
of stock @ $100 each; the certificate for those shares was
88contained in his papers. He also served as a director of 
the bank.
While the Saco Bank was in operation, the president 
of the bank had the authority:
8°l c, Letter, Bourne and Kingsbury to Wm, Lord, 
February 26, 183^.
®?Frank C. Deering, The Proprietors of Saco and A 
Hrief Sketch of the Years Following the First Settlement of 
the Town"; also A Little About an Old Bank in Saco, Maine 
(Saco, Maine: By the York National Bank, 19 J H . pp. ^3-5 3.
O Q
LC, Invoices I83I, stock certificate from the 
Saco Bank, May 28, I83I.
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. * · to make arrangements with one or more persons 
with extensive business in Boston to clear all the banks 
in Boston of Saco bills, and to keep them clear for one 
year, and that he fthe President^ may give a sum 
therefor not exceeding Two Hundred Dollars,^9
The method of bill clearance described was similar to one
of Lord's functions in connection to the York Bank. Lord
received and sent out bills for collection on banks in
Boston and New York as well. He made deposits in Boston,
especially at the Globe Bank, But his most important
function in relationship to Kennebunk was to distribute
the bills of the York Bank in the town, through transactions
at his store.
In I832 a series of frequent communications by 
letter began between Lord and Thacher, the cashier; and 
they continued far into the 1840*s. During this period 
Lord used the services of the bank and soon began to use 
his business to begin putting their bills into circulation. 
Large lots of bills were sent by stage courier or other 
convenient messenger--as much as $2000 at a time— with 
requests to distribute the bills to the advantage of the 
bank, Thacher acknowledged monies received from Lord and 
made current notes as to the total value of the bills in 
Lord's possession as well as Lord's credit account. Lord 
also served the bank by distributing dividends to Kennebunk 
stockholders. From time to time counterfeit bills were 
included in Lord's remittances and Thacher deducted them
^^Deering, Proprietors of Saco, p, ^6.
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from the amount placed to Lord's credit, asking him to try
to determine their source; Lord was allowed to return the
bills if unable to discover whence they originated.
Frequent references occurred about bills received on Boston,
Portsmouth, and New York banks; after being sent for
collection they were credited to Lord. Often Lord sent
cash deposits to the Globe Bank, to be credited to the
York Bank. The number of letters from Thacher reflected
the business activity of the times, ranging from one or
more a month to only a single letter in 1833.9°
In September of IB34, Lord at least considered the
sale of his 12 shares of stock as it appeared by a letter
asking whether he had disposed of them as yet.9* Apparently
Lord not only kept them, but acquired more later.
A unique letter in I834 notified Lord that Thacher
was returning a "light" silver dollar (which weighed about
800 worth) found in one of Lord's remittances to the bank.
Thacher also reported in 1834 that no stock was available
for sale and that most of the bank's bills were in
. 02circulation. The bank must have been prospering.
In 1837 there was an attempt to make a run on the 
the bank by a Mr. B, Palmer (probably Barnabus Palmer,
9°LC, Letters, Henry Thacher to Wm. Lord, 1832-1840,
passim.
9*LC, Letter, J. King to Wm Lord, September 
Qno dayj , I834,
9^ 1,0, Letters, Henry Thacher to Wm. Lord, March 24—  
December 24, 183^·
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postmaster of Kennebunk) whose ill feelings were directed
not only against the bank but against Lord as well.
General overexpansion and Jacksonian policies had helped
to contribute nationally to the creation of a demand for
specie which outweighed the supply. The problem became
more serious after the passage of the Specie Circular.
Speculators tried to draw hard money from the banks,
bringing about a commencement of bank failures early in
I8 37. V/hen the panic worsened, and more banks failed, the
banks stopped specie payments by May. By summer, business
had mearly ended. From the York Bank, Thacher notified Lord
on May 26 that he had been unable to redeem Palmer's bills
$525) in specie and had directed Palmer to come to Lord's
store for it. On May 30» Thacher assured Lord that the
bank was secure; he also enclosed a copy of a letter he had
received from Palmer on that day indicating that Palmer had
received the desired specie from Lord, Palmer added in
his letter to Thacher that he wished to be:
. . , somewhat independent of him jTLordU . . . X do 
not know as it is his wish t;o screw fextort from! 
others, but he is hero a sort of money king, there 
seems to be a willing obedience,,to him on the part of 
many, 1 am not of the number
On June 3 Thacher asked Lord to notify him if there was
9 3 l C , Letter, Henry Thacher to Wm. I,ord, May 26, and 
May 30, I8 3 7. Although the letter of May 26 was dated I.836, 
the author concludes it to have been marked incorrectly by 
Thacher. The general condition of the country in 1837 and. 
the Logical sequence derived by placing this letter, as well 
as two others noted in footnotes #9^ and #96 below, with 
the letters of 1837 led to that conclusion.
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any excitement created by Palmer over the bills of the 
94bank. Palmer was not through; he took his complaints 
to the State bank commissioners. In July Thacher reported 
the arrival of the commissioners and asked: "Is Mr. P. 
making any movements?"^ The hank commissioners later sent 
Thacher two copies of letters from Palmer in which the bank 
was severely criticized; they were to be included with the 
report of the commission to the legislature,^ Seven months 
later, in April of I838, Jonathan King of the York Bank, 
notified Lord that it again appeared as though Palmer might 
be collecting small bills to demand specie, and requested 
Lord to try to keep them out of his hands. King indicated 
that he had hoped specie payments would have resumed by 
then but prospects looked bleak. ' '  The series of events 
in that economic crisis illustrated several points. By 
providing specie to cover bills Lord served: 1) the bank 
and 2) the citizens of Kennebunk, Lord usually covered 
bills with specie when asked and he supported the bank and 
its continued existence as a necessary institution, 
notv/ithstanding the fact that he owned shares of stock.
Another development of I838, not generally common in *97
9^ 1,0, Letter, Henry Thacher to Wm. Lord, June 3, 18 36.
95l c , Letter, Henry Thacher to Wm. Lord, July 1, I8 3 7.
9^LC, Letter, Henry Thacher to Wm. Lord, September
1 0 , I836.
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I838
LG, Letter, Jonathan King to Wm, Lord, April 16,
Ill
rural areas at that time, was the remittance of checks to
the York Bank by Lord for deposit for which he in turn
98received York Bank bills. A particular statement in an 
18*1-1 letter also referred to the use of checks? Thacher 
wrote that he was sending Lord $800 for his check, and 
further suggested that Lord "draw" a check on his letter 
instead of paying postage twice.99
Although Lord did a great deal of his personal 
business with Boston banks, remitting sums of money to them 
to cover drafts relating to his shipowning activities, he 
also found a more local bank useful. It served him and vice 
versa. As a coordinator between Kennebunkers and the York 
Bank, Lord provided cash and bank bills, thus serving both 
at once. As one who did have useful connections in Boston, 
he was able to be a middleman between the York Bank and the 
larger Boston banks. As an important merchant, it was 
understandable that Lord would have been concerned with the 
York Bank, would buy shares, and would be concerned with its 
continuance»
MANAGEMENT AND SHIPS 
1830-1840
William Lord*s activities after I830 went far beyond
9^LC, Letters, Henry Thacher to Wm, Lord, March 23-- 
June 11, 1838.
99jx' t Letter, Henry Thacher to Wm Lord, January 8,
1841.
his store mid his connections to banking; he became an 
important Kennebunk: shipowner and eventually made ships 
his major business. Perhaps his career occurred during 
a convenient- period. He was too young to have been 
affected by the War of 1812, and by the time the European 
and West Indies trades were stable again, he was in his 
20*s and commencing his career. Possibly he had the best 
of both worlds in constructing his vessels at low Kennebunk 
costs and running them primarily from Boston which was one 
of the most dominant ports of entry by the 1830's.
Lord’s vessels were both traders and freighters; 
they combined their activities as seemed best according to 
business conditions. They were owned in cooperation with 
relatives, captains, and George Callender in particular. 
Lord's main business contact in Boston. The vessels were 
generally built and registered in Kennebunk; they were ships 
or brigs of 250 to 300 tons, one later 'I36-ton ship being an 
exception. Other than their construction at.Kennebunk they 
had little connection to that small port. Some cargos came 
from Kennebunk, but were generally loaded at Boston; unique 
combinations of Maine produce such as hay, shooks. hogs­
heads, fish, potatoes and other goods such as ice went south. 
Numerous goods were loaded at southern or West Indies ports 
for the European market; cotton, sugar, or tobacco were most 
c o m m o n . R e t u r n s  varied and included iron, salt, and
112
lc,0See Appendix 1 for rising amount of cotton exports, 
doubling between I83O and 1835*
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passengers as common items. All vessels mixed foreign and 
coastal passages as the circumstances required although 
some vessels were primarily coasters. Certain standard 
times of departure and arrival were the case--vo.yages out 
after the hurricane season for arrival in December or January, 
European passages from southern ports were made in the spring, 
for arrival back in the late summer or fall.
Several key topics were important to illustrate how 
Lord developed and managed his shipowning interests: 
the acquisition of his major vessels by construction or 
purchase, the system of fractional ownership, the management 
of the vessels, relationships with the masters, and the 
actual movements and cargos of the vessels. Many of the 
generalities also applied to his later period of business 
after 18*10.
The ship Neva was the first vessel to be launched 
principally for Lord's own account. The vessel was 
launched in Kennebunk in January of I832 and was registered 
in that port. The contract for building the ship was made 
by Lord with George W. Bourne, partner of Henry Kingsbury.
The vessel was to be 80 feet long at the keel, 18 feet deep, 
and about 25 feet wide. Bourne was to supply the materials 
and paint the ship twice. The contract referred to making 
her like the "teakettle-bottomed" vessels with a 3 foot 
projection on each side.·^0* Although a price of $28,50 a
*^*LCf Letters I83I, contract between George Bourne 
and Wm, Lord, March 10, I83I.
mton was agreed upon, the final account with the shipyard
noted a price of $30.50 a ton for 275 tons; the final cost,
including some outside labor and added materials, was
$8785.50 for the hull.^·02 Lord ordered materials to outfit
the vessel through George Callender and Tobias Lord; Tobias
was asked to look for anchors and cables. Lord indicated
that he might order cordage from Russia if George and Ivory
Lord (his brothers) sent the brig Lima there. Callender
sent Lord an unanticipated lot of paper to put under the
copper for longer wear, suggesting that it was then a common
practice and probably worthwhile. J Including supplies
sent to Kennebunk by coastal schooners such as the Grape
and Louisa, the ship cost about $16,000 all outfitted;
Callender had shipped over $3000 worth of materials to 
1 Oh-Kennebunk. The rigging was done by a local man,
Thomas Maling, who rigged most of Lord's vessels in this
1 0 c
period. Lord owned 2/3 of the ship.
Nearly three years passed before the construction of 
another vessel, a bark to be , . smaller than vessels for *8
102l c . Construction Invoices: Ship Neva, account 
current between Bourne and Kingsbury and Wm. Lord, March 12,
I832. Bryant in Kennebunk Vessels, p. 6, lists her tonnage 
as 257*52 tons.
®^LC, Letter (copy), Wm, Lord to Tobias Lord, June
8, 1831; see also Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, July 5» 
December 21, I83I.
10A>,LC, Construction Invoices: Ship Neva, account 
current between G. Callender and Wm. Lord, April 7# I832.
.^ ^LC, Construction Invoices: Ship Neva, bill from 
Thomas Maling, February 25. I832,
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the cotton trade, but large enough for the sugar trade. . . . "  
for which she was intended.106 The bark Diantha was built 
at the Kennebunk yard of Robert Smith Jr. but no contract
with Smith was available; only a contract for the iron work
107appeared, noting the vessel being built for Lord and others.
Although built primarily under Lord's direction, the others
were Callender and her first master, Charles Williams? the
three each owned 1/3 throughout the vessel's career.
Builder Smith's account noted the bark as $22.50 a ton for
the 287.86 tons; his charges came to $6817.51. 108 Callender
again arranged for over $5000 worth of materials for the
bark to be sent north, and Thomas Maling again did the
rigging . S h e  was launched in November of 1834, clearing
1 1 0Kennebunk on the 29th under Capt. Williams for New Orleans,
The brig Swiss Boy (named after a current popular 
song) was launched at Kennebunk in December of I8 3 7. built 
by George Bourne, with Lord listed as owner at time of 
launching. The 258.47 ton vessel was probably built by *108
*°^LC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, February 25,
I834.
*0?LC, Letters I834, contract between John Fairfield 
and Wm, Lord, March 21, 183*1.
108LC, Invoices 1834, account with Robert Smith Jr. 
for Iliantha, January 15» 1835- Bryant, in Kennebunk Vessels, 
p. 6 lists her tonnage as 284.78 tons.
109l c , Construction Invoices: Bark Pi antha. account 
between owners of Diantha and G. Callender, December 29» 1834,
Kennebunk Gazette, November 29. 1834,110
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Bourne as a speculative venture, as no references occurred
in Callender’s letters to Lord, Bourne sold half of the 
• 111vessel to William Lord. Apparently all of her accounts
and supplies were handled locally.
The next Kennebunk vessel planned was the 436-ton
ship Marcia Cleaves launched in January of I839. Callender
wrote Lora indicating a desire for a third or a quarter of a
ship for the cotton trade and v/as notified that Lord was
planning a new ship to replace the lost Ruthelia to be held
by the same owners at 1/4 each: Daniel Cleaves, William Lord,
11?Captain Thomas Lord, George Callender. Lord contracted
with George Bourne again for the hull and supervised its
construction for the future owners. The cost for the hull
@ $40 a ton, with a few extra expenses, came to nearly
$18,000 and with outfits cost over $27,000. ^ 3  Thomas Maling
114of Kennebunkport again did the rigging.
At least one instance occurred when Lord invested in 
a vessel under construction with no intention of major 
interest or management, or even his own use. He advanced *1
^ L C ,  Letter (copy), Wm. Lord to George Bourne,
March 3, 1840; see also Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, p. 6.
Letters, G, Callender to Wm, Lord, April 2,
April 14, I838.
1 1 3Lc. Construction Invoices: Ship Marcia Cleaves, 
account between owners of Marcia Cleaves and Wm, Lord,
March 1.5* 1839·
■^^LC, Construction Invoices: Ship Marcia Cleaves, 
receipt from Thomas Maling, February 4, 1839·
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money in I838 and I839 for the construction of the bark 
General Scott primarily to give financial help to her 
builders. Bourne and Kingsbury. The disposition of the 
vessel became a source of irritation. Lord and Captain 
William Gooch of Wells officially owned a quarter of the bark 
and Gooch was concerned over the failure of the builders to 
give him and Lord a bill of sale or to pay the money made on 
a charter soon after launching. The General Scott had been 
built primarily for quick sale, but had been chartered in 
hopes of a quick profit first for her builders who were in 
debt, Gooch was disturbed over neither getting a bill of
litsale, nor being able to direct the vessel’s movements, D 
An exchange of letters between Bourne and Lord 
illustrated Bourne's suspicion of local exclusiveness in 
shipownership as well as a bit of local pride. Lord wrote 
that he had:
. . .  no objection to Mr. Kingsbury having the agency or 
management,--but still I should have been pleased to 
have had the business closed up . . . .  I have no 
disposition in preventing your owning or being concerned 
in vessels neither do I think my neighbors have. 1°
Bourne soon answered that the half owned by him and Kingsbury
had been sold and that they could then repay Lord for money
advanced; he added that he would have preferred to sell in
11 ?such a way as to keep the management for local friends. ' 1 *
Letters, William Gooch to Wm. Lord, January 
21-February 24, 1840.
■^^LC, Letter (copy), Wm. Lord to George Bourne,
March 3* 1840.
H?!/:, Letter, George Bourne to Wm. Lord, March 4, 1840.
The last vessel planned in the I83O through 18*10
period was the JOZ ton bark Finland which went down the
ways in December of 18*10 from the yard of Robert Smith Jr.
in Kennebunk, A memo of an agreement between Lord and Smith
indicated that it was to be built for the rather low rate of
$22 a ton, with Smith finding the timber. Lord agreed to get
the bark down river after the launching at Kennebunk Landing;
that was usually the case, but not always included in written
agreements.*·1'® Lord supervised construction and handled
accounts, but. in a rather round-about fashion. He purchased
sundry items for the bark from William Lord and Company and
then personally paid the company. Then he accounted to the
owners of the Finland in his own name for all of its
construction costs. The total cost with outfits charged to
the owners (1/2 to William) was $16,660.93*^^ Lord ordered
supplies through George Callender and William Jefferds
120(Kennebunk) as well as William Lord and Company. One
unusual feature was the purchase of the hull and riggings 
from the old bark Horace for $3000 from the Franklin and 
Atlantic Insurance Companies of Boston in order to get the *1
118
**®LC, Letters 18*10, memo of agreement between 
Robert Smith and Wm, Lord, March 12, 18*10,
1 1 n
7LC, Construction Invoices: Finland, account 
between bark Finland and Wm. Lord and Co., December , 18*10; 
see also account between bark Finland and Wm. Lord,
February, 18*10,
*^LC„ Construction Invoices: bark Finland, account 
between bark Finland and G. Callender, November 11, 18*10; 
see also, Letters 18*10, account between William Jefferds and 
bark Finland, December *1, 18*10.
Thomas Malingriggings; the leftover hull was sold.121
* « 1 ppwas again employed, in that case to fix the old riggings.
Another unusual development occurred in the 
disposition of shares of ownership: 1/3 for George and Ivory 
Lord, 1/6 for George Callender, and 1/2 for William Lord. 
This was the first vessel constructed by William for his 
management in which his brothers had a share. In a letter 
to William they referred to it as his vessel, even though 
at the time of launching it was officially listed under 
George Lord's name.*2  ^ He sometimes owned small shares in 
their vessels, but the reverse had not been true.
There were a few vessels in the 1830-1840 period in 
which Lord had some interest, but were of unknown origin as 
far as their construction was concerned: the brig Caroline. 
the ship Ruthelia, the ship Propontis, and the ship Regulus. 
The Caroline was purchased secondhand in October of I833 
by Lord, George Callender, and Erasmus Thompson on equal 
shares for about $5500; their purpose had been to repair 
the brig for sale at a profit. Lord made the bargain at 
Kennebunk. After fewer repairs than expected, offers came 
to put her to work. Apparently the brig was registered in
121j■£ t Letter, Francis Watts for Atlantic Insurance 
Co. to Wm. Lord, April 3# 1840.
122l c , Construction Invoices: Bark Finland. receipt 
from Thomas Maling, January 22, 1841.
123m , Letter, George Lord to Wm. Lord, March 24, 
1840; see also Construction Invoices: Bark Finland. account 
between bark Finland and Wm. Lord, February 1, l550; see 
also Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, p. 7-
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Boston as Callender requested that Lord send him the bill
of sale to get new registry. Thompson preferred no concern,
so Lord and Callender bought his share, each then owning
half of the brig. Lord sent a Kennebunk captain to take
her and she was chartered to go to New Orleans for
William Fairfield for $800.
The ship Ruthelia was bought at auction in Boston 
in April of 18 3 7. Callender had mentioned not wanting less 
than 3/4, meaning between him and Lord; when purchased, shares 
fell among William Lord (1/2) Captain Thomas Lord (1/4) and 
George Callender (1/4) dividing the cost of about $20,500
among them. William soon sold 1/6 of his share to brother-
in-law Daniel Cleaves, but Cleaves* share was accounted for
in Lord's share when Callender computed accounts for the
ship; Captain Nathaniel Thompson of Kennebunk left the
bark Diantha and took the Ruthelia to New Orleans. Thus
. . . 126another secondhand vessel of unknown origin was acquired. *1
Letters, G, Callender to Wm. Lord, October 2,
October 30, I833. There was a brig Caroline built at 
Kennebunk in 1827, 267 tons, registered then at Kennebunk, 
but may not have been the same brig; see Bryant, Kennebunk 
Vessels. p. 5. Fairburn's Merchant Sail was of very little 
use on Kennebunk vessels; see William Armstrong Fairburn and 
others, Merchant Sail, V (Center Lovell, Maine: Fairburn 
Educational"Marine Foundation, Inc,, 1945-1955)*
‘■JLC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, May 12, 1837; 
see also Accounts: Ship Ruthelia, Ship Hartley, Bark Francis 
Watts, accounts current between Ruthelia and G. Callender, May 
4, I8 3 7. Folder title hereinafter noted as Accounts: Ruthella.
1 O /°LC, Letter (copy), Wm. Lord to Daniel Cleaves,
April 24, 1837; see also Accounts: Ship Ruthelia, accounts 
current between Ruthelia and G. CallenderT May 4, I832,
May 31. I838.
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William took a minor interest in the ship Regulus 
in 1839» he bought 1/6 from brothers George and Ivory in 
December, with indications that it might soon be transferred 
to Capt. Nathaniel Lord Thompson. Where George and Ivory 
acquired the vessel was not clear; William had no part in 
the management, thus accounts of the vessel's movements, 
earnings or cargos were very sketchy. Callender may have 
managed her as he charged William for the cost of the 1/6, 
or he may merely have transferred the amount between accounts 
for the brothers
Also in 1839, plans were being made for the disposal 
of the ship Propontis which had been partly owned by 
Francis A. Lord, just deceased. The 3/8 owned by Francis A. 
were for sale. At an auction in January of 1840, Callender, 
Lord, and Capt. Daniel Nason Jr. each took 1/8 of the ship. 
She soon departed under Capt. George Wise. She was purchased 
in Kennebunk. Indications were that Lord sold his share 
later in the year to Capt. Mason Sr. 1 Lord did not manage 
that vessel; except for her first voyage, accounts were few.
Of the four vessels, Lord's interest in two was minor 
and was soon transferred to other owners. The Caroline was 
his most important investment of the four.
The system of fractional ownership was the most 1278
127LC, Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, December 
4, December 25, 1839·
128LC, Letters, ibid., August 20, I839— September 
1 7 , 1840, passim.
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common system of financing construction and owning vessels
in the 1800's; as a general rule owners preferred to spread
their risks. Lord was no exception. In no case was he
full-owner of any vessel, and rarely held shares over
one-half. Two of his early interests illustrated both
fractional ownership in vessels not under his control but
partly owned by other family members who initiated him into
ownership. The brig Ivory Lord (built in Kennebunk in 1827,
principal owner listed as George Lord) and the brig Plato
(built in Kennebunk in 1828 also with George Lord as main
owner) were 2 early interests. William was not managing
owner of either brig; information for total ownership was
not available. Nevertheless William owned 1/3 of the
Ivory Lord until 1/4 was sold to Capt. William B. Lewis in
1828 and William's share was reduced to 1/4 as portions for
Lewis also came from the 2/3 owned by George and Ivory Lord,
She was owned in Kennebunk. Lewis and William Lord sent a
cargo consigned to Cockayne and Watts of New Orleans in 1828
131and returned her to Boston with cotton.
In 1830, the Ivory Lord, under Capt. Lewis, went to
132Charleston, Antwerp, Richmond, and New Orleans,
1 29■'"Bryant, Kennebunk Vessel: p,
Francis Watts 
G. Callender
, Invoices Before I83O, accounts current between 
and Wm, Lord, January 1, 1829; see also Letter, 
to George, Ivory, and William Lord, February
1 9 » 18 3 1.
Cockayne
1 8 2 8 ,'
1 31■·'■ LC , invoices Before 
and Watts and Wm. Lord
I830, accounts current between 
and Capt, Lewis, December 12,
1 32Kennebunk Gazette, July 10— November 27, 1830,
George Callender was carrying accounts in Boston for the 
vessel; he reported his bark in Boston in February with some 
damage. Instead of repairing her, the brothers chose to
sell, and Callender handled the sale at Boston, Although
Callender owned 1/4 of the brig at that time, he asked for 
6% commission on the sale. 133 Callender's share was an
early example of his growing concern with Lord vessels. Me
wrote that he would be happy to own part of another in the
"good company" of the Lords, either William, or George and
134Ivory or all three.
The brig Plato was primarily owned by George and
135Ivory Lord, William owned 1/4 of the brig. Between
March, 1829 and September, 1830, she made voyages to 
New Orleans, Cowes (English seaport on the Isle of Wight,
off Portsmouth, England), Turks Island in the Bahamas, Havana,
136Hamburg, Kennebunk, and back to New Orleans in that order.
The brig was in at New York in 1831 , and rather leaky; a 
decision was made to sell. Ship broker Samuel Lord Jr. sold 
her for $10,500 and sent the proceeds to George Callender
in Boston; more of William's business was centering in his 1
1 A y j t Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, February 
IS, 1831; see also Letter, G. Callender to George, Ivory 
and William Lord, February 19» I83I .
1 3bLO, Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, February
23, 1 831 .
1 ■]<LC, Invoices I83O, memo of account current between 
Francis Watts' estate and Wm, Lord, September 2b, I83O.
1.36Kennebunk Gazette, July 18, 1829-·-October 16,
18 30.
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Thus two early ventures of combined family ownership 
between 1828 and I83I ended. The Plato and Ivory Lord 
were sent on tramp voyages looking for freights wherever 
prospects looked good, but carried little cargo personally 
for the owners. As this period ended, William was planning 
for the construction of the Neva. his first vessel on his 
own account.
The disposition of one vessel seemed to have brought
William and his brothers into conflict. One-third of the
brig Watchman was advertised for sale in August of 1829 by
1^8Daniel Nason (main owner). J One-third of the brig and
her freight were insured by Lord from New Orleans to
Liverpool in May of I83O. However, a letter from George and
Ivory in November of I83I notified William rather curtly
that 1/3 of the brig had been sold to them via Francis Watts
and Isaac Pray who had purchased the 1/3 in July of 1829
from Tobias Lord. His brothers demanded that William who
was claiming purchase through a deputy give up his claim
139as they considered the sale void. The incident may have
soured their relationship as only one instance was found 
in the 1830's of their joint ownership.
13?l c , Letters, Samuel Lord Jr. to Wm. Lord, May 11, 
May 18, June 11, I83I*
^-^Kennebunk Gazette, August 15* 1829.
^^LC, Invoices I830, account current between 
Edward Watts and Wm. Lord, June 2 5, I83O; see also Letter, 
George and Ivory Lord to Wm. Lord, November 7# I83I.
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Generally, up to 1840, fractional ownership was 
split among a limited number of individuals in William Lord's 
circle; he, George Callender, Thomas Lord, and Daniel Cleaves 
were the most common owners of shares in almost all vessels 
which have been mentioned. Daniel Cleaves was William's 
brother-in-law. In any case where George Callender and 
William Lord were jointly concerned they did not own less 
than half of a vessel; in one case the two owned a whole 
vessel. That was true whether the vessel was constructed 
for Lord's account or purchased secondhand. The purpose 
of the system was to keep control in their hands,
Thomas Lord was first master of the Neva, and Charles Williams 
was first master of the Diantha; Thomas Lord owned a sixth 
of his vessel, and Williams a third of his, ^ 0
Occasionally a few others were concerned; for 
example, George and Ivory Lord took a third of the Finland 
in 1840, and two other fellow Kennebunkers Jotham Blaisdell 
and Adam McCulloch owned parts of the Swiss Boy; Blaisdell 
served as master.
Table 2.2 summarized shares in the major vessels in 
operation. The Neva, Diantha. Marcia Cleaves, and Finland 
were constructed for Lord's account; the Swiss Boy was built 
partly on money advanced by Lord; the Caroline and Ruthelia 
were the only two included which were secondhand.
lJ+0See Appendix F. Charles Williams was William's
nephew.
Table 2.2 Main Vessels in which William Lord Acquired an Interest Before 1840
Owners of Shares
aWilliam Lord sold 1/8 of his share to Thomas Lord in 1835·
^Charles Williams owned 1/3·
cGeorge Bourne owned 1/2 in 1837j later owners included Jotham Blaisdell,
Adam McCulloch (both of Kennebunk) and William Lord; however, shares owned were unclear.
dAs of 184-6, 3/8 William Lord, 3/8 George Callender, 1/4- Daniel Cleaves. Before 
1846, Cleavete' share was included in W. Lord's accounts.
eGeorge and Ivory Lord owned 2/6.
Daniel Cleaves owned 1/6.
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Combined with the system of cooperative ownership
of vessels was the position of the ship's husband or
managing agent. Generally his duties were to choose the
captains, handle repairs, take care of customs house details,
find cargos, send financial statements to the other owners--
all for a commission. George Callender functioned in a
similar capacity in relationship to Lord's vessels and
interests although the mixing of duties between the two made
it very difficult to classify one or the other officially as
ship's husband. Listed as a commission merchant in the 1852
1 41Boston Directory, George Callender was perhaps more. He
served a variety of functions for Lord but not necessarily
those always or usually assigned to a managing agent; Lord
himself handled many details.
In locating cargos Callender sometimes called on
brokers in Boston, such as Daniel Deshon who helped to find
freight for the jleva. Callender did as the owners preferred
and consulted Lord on cargo; in one instance the Neva was
offered a voyage to Sumatra for pepper but they agreed that
142type of cargo was harmful to the vessels, Callender also
sold cargos; such as one of the Caroline's consisting of
l t nhemp, duck, sheetings, feathers and other goods from Russia. *18
^-^Boston Directory, 1852 (Boston; George Adams,
18 52), p. '+5l
*^LC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm, Lord, December 24, 
I832, September 16, I834,
^^ t?LG, Invoices 1834, sales account of freight on 
brig Caroline by G. Callender, January 28, 1835»
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Sometimes Callender made agreements directly with shippers; 
he made one arrangement for the Caroline with a Mr. S. R . Allen, 
a Boston shipper, who agreed to load $1,100 in freight to 
New Orleans, Callender helped complete the cargo by adding 
100 barrels of mackerel and paying 5 0  freight on each.144 
Sometimes he and Lord made their own shipments.
Callender assisted in having repairs done for vessels 
in at Boston and in making preparations for voyages. After 
one of the Caroline's voyages for coal she was repaired at 
Boston with money sent by Lord, loaded with paving stones
from broker Deshon and sent to New Orleans. 145 In another 
case, he prepared the Diantha for a charter to Indonesia by 
spending over $2000 on coppering, caulking, extra crew 
advances, water casks, armaments, and provisions.146
In the choice of captains. Lord had primary responsi­
bility, but accepted suggestions. Lord chose Capt, Joshua 
Perkins for the Neva as a temporary replacement, but 
Callender did not feel he was good enough except for coastal 
voyages.147 Capt. Perkins kept the vessel only a short 
while and was replaced by Capt. Thomas Lord (part-owner); 
Callender had no say in the matter but was pleased as he
li(,i*LC, Letters, G, Callender to Wm. Lord, August 6-~ 
September 8 , 1835·
^^LC, Letters, ibid,, October — December 5· I836·
1/+6LC, Accounts; Diantha, account from G. Callender 
for outfits for Diantha, July 31· 1835·
^^LC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm, Lord, November 23,
I835.
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noted: ", . . Capt. P. seems to have spent money pretty
11+8freely at Antwerp."
Callender frequently helped to finance vessels under
construction by ordering materials in Boston--to receive 
1U9payment later. He combined the bills with his yearly
accounts for specific periods or services.
Another feature usually related to the function of 
ship management was registry of the vessel in the home port 
of the managing agent? all of Lord's vessels built in 
Kennebunk through 18^0 were also Kennebunk registered, at 
least at the time of launching. They may have been changed 
later; those few interests purchased elsewhere may have 
been registered in Boston but there was little clear evidence 
of that having been true. In this period they seemed to be 
registered in Lord's port.
In conclusion the relationship between Callender and 
Lord consisted of a mixture of duties; William was principal 
owner of the vessels but left many details to Callender,
Other minor ov/ners were only occasionally consulted, usually 
personally by William in Kennebunk. Callender sometimes 
requested that William come directly to Boston to make 
decisions rather than use the postal service.
Callender and Lord both gave instructions to the 
captains of the vessels; those with shares in the vessels 
had a particular interest in success and had a little more
^^LC, Letter, ibid,, December 26, I836.
*^See above, p, 1 1U*
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leeway as to choice of movements and cargos.150 The owners
generally preferred to mix freighting with carrying goods on
their own account to minimize risks, but captains were
permitted to buy for the owners if they judged it best. For
example. Captain Bragdon on the brig Caroline in 1835 bought
150 hogsheads of molasses for the owners rather than return
from Havana in ballast as he found no freight; the molasses
brought $* 4-000 so was no loss.*5* Generally each vessel had
orders as to a range of appropriate ports of call? some were
meant more for the sugar trade; some were more for the
New Orleans cotton trade. The master's judgement was not
always approved, particularly if his port expenses were high.
In one case Capt, Perkins of the Neva asked for more specific
orders as to his proceedings at New Orleans, suggesting he
might be better served by another shipping house; he had
1recently been criticized for high expenses.
While on foreign voyages the captains had orders to 
call upon specified houses for expenses, sales of cargo or 
advices those houses accepted remittances and would forward 
them elsewhere. Of particular importance was Baring Brothers 
of London, the usual clearing house for Lord's vessels in
* ^ °C a plains Lord, Williams and B'laisdell owned shares 
of their respective vessels. See Table 2.2 above and page 
preceding,
*5*LC, Letters, G. Callender to V/m, Lord, January 7—  
February 3» 1835·
Letter, Joshua Perkins to Wm. Lord, January 16, 
See above, p, 129,183?.
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Europe. That house was one of the most noted of the day.
It v/as many faceted, serving to buy and sell goods, land 
credit for a commission, take deposits, insure goods, end 
find passengers and freight. Its stability made bills on 
Baring easy to exchange. For credit extended, captains could 
pay with freight money or have Baring sell their cargo,
All of these services were used by Lord"s captains. Captain 
Lord of the Neva drew for expenses on money forwarded to 
Brothers Cramer and Company by Baring Brothers while he was 
in Russia.154 If in France, captains often called upon 
Welles and Company at Paris; they could remit to Welles 
easily from Havre, a common port of call.155
For all their responsibilities the captains had 
certain stimuli for good service to the vessel and owners.
The system of primage spurred them on. One particularly 
good illustration was an account between Capt. Thomas Lord 
and the Neva, It listed several different means of 
increasing his earnings; Capt. Lord received:
primage on freights on several different passages
1/2 of the net cabin passage money between Charleston 
and New Orleans (about $50)
commission on the sale of a hay cargo
1 53paj ph vu. Hidy , The House of Baring in American 
Trade and Finance: English Merchant Bankers at Work, 1 yTTs-- 
i851, Harvard” Studies in Business History, No. fd '(Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 19^9), pp. 125» Idd.
Letter, Baring Brothers to vim. Lord, August
1 , 1832 .
Letter, Thomas Lord to Y/m. Lord, April 12, I833,
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5% primage on the profits of the hay cargo
10% commission on passage money between Havre and 
Baltimore156
As well showing his primage, the account showed that he had 
acquired freight, sold a cargo himself, and acquired 
passengers too.
In choosing masters. Lord generally picked 
Kennebunkers well-known to him; a few were relatives such as 
Nathaniel Lord Thompson and Charles Williams.157
The actual movement of Lord's vessels between 1830 
and 1840, with their cargos, was traced on a chronological 
basis, adding new vessels as they were built or purchased. 
After Lord's brief ventures with his hay brig, the Agenoria, 
and the brigs Ivory Lord ana Plato, he embarked on more 
active investments, having the ship Neva launched in January 
1832. From 1832 to the end of this first period he was 
mainly concerned with the following 7 vessels, all included 
in the chronological surveys
1832 Neva
1833 Neva, Caroline
1834 Neva, Caroline, Diantha
1 8 3 5 Neva, Caroline, Diantha
1836 Neva, Caroline, Diantha
1837 Neva, Caroline, Diantha. Swiss Boy, Ruthelia
1838 Caroline, Diantha, Swiss Boy, Ruthelia
1839 Diantha, Swiss Boy, Marcia Cleaves
1840 Diantha, Swiss Boy, Marcia Cleaves, Finland *
*5°LC, Accounts: Ship Neva. Bark Finland 
Star, Brig Caroline, account current between Nev 
Thomas Lord, December, 1832--July 183,i· Folder 
after noted as Accounts: Neva.
, Shin Ocean 
a and
title herein
^^See Appendix R and Appendix F,
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After a national economic boom in 1836, Lord expanded to his 
high point in 1 8 3 7» but his business declined with the 
depressed economy in the next few years. Two years elapsed 
between his purchases in the Swiss Boy and Ruthelia until 
the Marcia Cleaves was launched in 1839.
The Baltic-West Indies trade and the New Orleans to 
London, Liverpool or Havre routes were to be the most 
important, with coastal voyages between Boston and southern 
ports intertwining.
The new ship Neva, Captain Thomas Lord, sailed for
Boston after launching in 1832 and loaded freight for Havana;
she loaded a cargo at Matanzas, Cuba for Cronstadt, Russia
158and sailed the end of March 1832, J She arrived back in 
Boston by October with some glue, other manufactured goods 
and on the owners' account 20 tons of "old sable iron," 
sailcloth, and sheetings from St. Petersburg. Net proceeds 
from the iron came to $8500. A little hay and small amounts 
of freight for other shippers were then loaded for New 
Orleans. ^ ^  By the end of the year, the Neva made about 
$6500 for her 3 owners, before deductions, and proceeds were 
transferred to the yearly accounts. 5 *1
Construction Invoices: Ship Neva, receipt from 
Daniel Deshon, January 18, 1832; see also Kennebunk Gazette, 
April 8-21, 1832.
1 59pc, Construction Invoices: ship Neva, account for 
the Neva's cargo with G. Callender, January 10, 1833; see also 
Letters, G, Callender to Wm. Lord, October 22, December 28,1832,
•*-^0LC, Accounts: Ship Neva, account current between
Neva and G, Callender, January 1(3, 1833·
Her next passage, in 18 3 3, took her to New Orleans 
and then Havre (rather than accept a lower coastwise freight 
offered north) with cotton. At Havre Capt. Lord obtained 
$1500 in passenger fares and a charter to New Orleans, half 
of the proceeds each for the ship and the charter party, 
Freight included some spices which Callender insured. From 
New Orleans the Neva went to Baltimore to pick up freight
for Puerto Rico and from there tobacco for Bremen. Part of
the tobacco freight was on the owner's account.
At Bremen in October, the Neva discharged her cargo 
which consisted of tobacco and lignumvitae (tropical American 
tree which is very hard and heavy) from Aguodilla, Puerto 
Rico: some of the lignumvitae was placed with the Delius 
Brothers (although sales were not complete until 183 7) who 
shipped 1600 Spanish dollars to Cadiz with Captain Lord.
At Cadiz, the Neva loaded salt and some freight on the 
Captain's account: sugar, silk and a bag of 300 Spanish 
dollars; the ship left in November for New Orleans. ^
For 1.833, the ship's account current showed main 
proceeds from Welles and Co. of Paris from the Havre voyage; 
the amount (if.3553- 0*0 was less than half as compared to I832. 
Two-thirds was transferred to Lord's account current, but his
~^LC, Letters, G . Callender to Wm, Lord, May 33, June 
4, July 16, 1833; see also letter, Thomas Lord to Wm. Lord, 
April 12, 1833,
*°2LC, Letter, F. and E. Delius to V/rn. Lord, November 
16, I833; see also Letters I833, bill of lading for Neva from 
Bremen, October 19. 1333·
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own account was much reduced by expenses for purchase 
and repair of the brig Caroline in October.^^
As was true of business in general, records and 
letters for 183*1 indicated fewer transactions and ventures; 
letters from George Callender totaled only five for the 
entire year. As the year opened the Neva was on her way to 
New Orleans and the Caroline was on her return passage after 
making a voyage to that port after her repairs. Plans were 
being made for the launching of the Diantha in November.
The Neva was reported by Baring Brothers in June to be on 
her way to London from Cuba; in the span of time since 
November, she may have gone to Cuba from New Orleans to load 
for London, From London, she obtained a charter to New York, 
to sail in July. At New York, Captain Thomas Nowell,
another Kennebunker, replaced Captain Lord. After refusing 
a pepper voyage to Sumatra the owners sent the vessel 
coasting to New Orleans in October; she took some passengers. 
After arrival out, Nowell had problems finding freight and 
was still idle by the end of December; the new master wrote
l £ £Lord that he was very happy with the new ship. J Financially 
the vessel had a much better year; profits from New Orleans *10
163l c , Letters I833. account current between
G. Callender and Wm. Lord, January 1, 183*1.
5^LC, Letters, Baring Brothers to Wm. Lord, June 19» 
June 28, 183*1.
*& 5 i , c, Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, September 
16, 183*1; see also letters, T. Nowell to Wm. Lord, November
10, December 27, 183*1«
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and London sent by Baring Brothers gave her owners $8222.20 
total. 166
Up to April of 1 8 3 4, the brig Caroline had not showed
a profit due to past repair expenses, From her passage to
New Orleans she returned coastwise with molasses, tobacco,
barrels, cotton, pork, lard, flour, and skins. In April
Captain Daniel Nason replaced Captain Burnham and took her
to Havana with freight for the owners consisting of fish
(reported by the captain as "heated and soft” but salable),
167apples, potatoes and hoops. The captain also wrote that 
other captains stared at him in Havana as the Caroline was 
so unattractive.
About May 30 the brig sailed from Havana bound for
Cowes, England; her movements until she was reported sailing
from Cronstadt, Russia were not clear. She entered at Boston
168on the 23rd of October. She finally showed a profit
($840.97) for her two owners. Lord and Callender, for the
169year.
Business was not at all easy for shipowners in 1835-·' 
freights were a matter of great competition especially in
*66j_£, Accounts: Neva, account current between Neva 
and G. Callender, January 1, 1835»
*^LC, Letter, T„ Nowell to V'm. Lord, April 26, 183*4; 
see also Letters 183*4, account between Caroline and 
G, Callender, January 1, I835.
•^^Kennebunk Ga?.ette, June 21— November 1, 183*4. For 
contents of her Russian cargo see p. 12?, 1
1^ p c , Accounts; Neva, account current between
Caroline and G, Callender, January 30, I8 3 5 .
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ports to the south. Vessels were plentiful and there were
periods of idleness in port for all of Lord's vessels. This
concern was reflected in the fact that George Callender
wrote many letters to William in this year. By now the ship
Neva, brig Caroline, and bark Diantha were all in service.
All three lay idle in Havana in May.
The Neva had gone coastwise to New Orleans in the
fall of 1834 but could not find a coastwise freight home
until March of 1835. At Boston she loaded fish, hoops, and
shooks (some on the owners' account) and departed for Havana
on April ^ t h . ^ 0 The captain wrote that Havana sugar was
too high-priced and that several vessels were bound for
Russia. After laying 23 days at Havana, he went to Matanzas
and loaded there. The Neva went to St. Petersburg via
Elsinore and Cronstadt, arriving out early in August; she
returned to New York with some freight and bar iron, sheet
1 71iron, hemp, and feathers for the owners" account.
On return to New York, Capt, Joshua Perkins of 
Kenriebunk replaced Capt. Nowell who chose to leave the vessel. 
Capt, Lord went to New York to meet the ship and chartered 
her to New Orleans for $1300. Proceeds for the year showed
about $6000 for the Russia voyage and $700 for the New
17?Orleans voyage earlier in the year.
170LC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Tord, April 13* I835.
1 7* 1 l,Cf Letters, T. Nowell to Wm. Lord, May 16-20, 
August 12, I835.
1-72],r . t Accounts: Neva, account current between Neva
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After his 1834 passage to New Orleans and Russia,
Capt. Nason left the Caroline to Capt. Samuel L. Bragdon,
After one passage to Havana with lumber, fish and potatoes
and a return with molasses on the owners’ account, Bragdon
became ill and was replaced at Boston in March by Captain
Pratt, The brig was loaded with fish, hogsheads, and hoops
for Havana and arrived out in May to poor business conditions.
After disposing of the freight, Pratt left in ballast for
Boston, arriving in July. Callender got a coastwise freight
for New Orleans; the brig arrived out in October of 1835 and
171from there went to Havana.
The new bark Diantha, on her maiden voyage, arrived 
out at New Orleans in January of 1835 with a cargo 
consisting partly of hay and potatoes for the owners.
Captain Charles Williams reported the hay rather poor for 
the New Orleans market. He got a full freight of cotton for 
Havre @ 1 g-0 a pound. He followed orders, though unhappily, 
and returned to Havana in May to low freights and scores of 
idle vessels. The Caroline and Neva were idle. ' Callender 
was disheartened; he wrote Lord in June that;
At present as I cannot lean much upon the George -p *17
and G. Callender, April 30, 1835; see also letters,
Callender to Wm. Lord, November 23--December 1, 1835.
^73 lc , Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, January 
7— February 3, August 6--September 8, 1835* see also Letters 
I8 3 5, account current between Caroline and G. Callender, 
April 30, 1835,
1 7^LC, Letters, C, Williams to Wm, Lord, January 5, 
January 12— May 18, 1835·
Caroline for support have nothing to do with specu­
lation either in merchandise, lands or stock-I must 
trust to the Neva +  Diantha to provide for my family.175
All three of Lord's vessels went to shipping merchants
Mariettger Knight and Company for homeward freights the
Diantha reported that she was leaving for Kennebunk in
ballast but instead entered at Boston late in June, Profits
through July were slim; proceeds remitted to Welles and
Company from the Havre voyages apparently had not arrived
and profits gave her owners only about $300 each. She was
then chartered for Batavia (Indonesia) not to return until
1836 .176
In 1835 the vessels had been concerned mainly with 
the trades from Havana or New Orleans to Havre and Russia, 
all mixed with coastal, passages linking Boston or New York 
with those ports. For all Callender's complaints, Lord 
profited from all vessels, the Neva alone accounting for 
$3300 of Lord's $^ .100 balance with Callender, 177
Ice, coal and paving stones were novel freights for 
Lord's vessels in I836 in addition to the usual tobacco, 
cotton, sugar, lumber or hay freights which continued to be 
carried to or from the southern ports, Europe and the Cuban 
markets. The Neva and Caroline made coastwise voyages 178
17  5[y;, Letter, G. Callender to V/m, Lord, June 8 ,
18 3 5.
4 r y
' 'EC, Accounts! Plantha, account from G. Callender 
for outfits for Plantha, duly 31, I8 3 5. See above, p. 128,
W p c ,  Letters I8 3 5 * account current between
G . Callender and v/m. Lord., January 1, I8 3 6 .
"between Boston and New Orleans. Both began the year at 
Havana after leaving New Orleans. The Neva arrived in 
Boston with about $2140 in freight and obtained a $1900 
charter for New Orleans. Callender suggested coppering her 
at Liverpool if they chose to send her there. She arrived 
at New Orleans on May 2 to low freights but plenty of 
produce for shipping. Thence she went to Antwerp and 
returned to New York arriving in December, She had been 
coppered and brought a small freight.* 178 Capt. Thomas Lord 
went to New York to manage the vessel while in port.
The Caroline also returned to Boston with cotton; 
Callender referred to that as a miserable business as he 
preferred European freights. Callender found an ice 
freight $5 a ton, and the shippers would load and unload; 
the brig took 229 tons of ice to New Orleans. She arrived 
out a few days before the Neva and then returned to Boston. 
Broker Deshon provided freight to go to Ball River, Massachu­
setts from Pictou, Nova Scotia. After putting in at Boston 
to repair leaks» the brig got to Pictou and completed her 
voyage. She arrived back in Boston in October and was 
repaired with money sent by Lord. After getting her off the 
railway early in December, she was loaded with ice @ $4 a 
ton and paving stones @ $3 a ton and sent to New Orleans. 1
Letters, 0, Callender to Wm. Lord, March 18, 
March 22, May 20, December 26, I836.
179 £,0 „ Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, March 4, 
March 25, April 4, May 20, July 9. July 16, August 23, 
November 15« November 21, December 8 , I836.
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Thus she made 3 trips to New Orleans,
The Dlantha did not return from Batavia until 
June* she came into Boston and Lord went to look after her.
In less than a month she departed for Havana and thence to 
New Orleans with ^01 hogsheads of tobacco. Captain Nathaniel 
L, Thompson (temporary master for one voyage) reported poor 
hopes for cotton and finally got a cargo of tobacco for 
Bremen.
William Lord was especially active in developing 
his shipowning interests .in 1 8 3 7; the year saw the launching 
of the brig Swiss Boy in December and purchase of part of 
the ship Ruthelia. The Swiss Boy was one of only four 
vessels built at Kennebunk in 1837. His gains were somewhat 
offset by the wreck of the Neva.
After discharging her cargo from Antwerp at New
York Lord decided to send the Neva to Havana but his orders
X 3 0arrived too late and she took a freight to New Orleans.
In March Callender wrote to Lord about reports in the New York 
papers of her total loss on Berry Island— with freight
X 8 Xuninsured and insurance on the ship for only partial value.
The account of her loss indicated that she was:
. . , bound from N. Y, to New Orleans, on a calm night, 
without a ripple in the water, she drifted between 
Abaco and Stirrup Key, on to Money Key, a low island 
of the Bahamas, in some places 20 feet above the sea.
■*-®^ LC, Letter, Joshua Perkins toWm. Lord, January 16, 183? 
181LC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm.Lord, March 3* 1837.
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and covered with a few bushes only. Wreckers came from 
Stirrup Key and saved the valuable cargo of merchandise 
and dry goods.
Her account, finally settled in May of 1837 with her owners 
(William Lord, Capt. Thomas Lord, George Callender) ended 
her career with a balance to their credit of $1 3 ,979.06 
for her cargo sales from Europe and her proceeds from 
insurance.183
The Caroline unloaded ice and stone at New Orleans,
got a good freight of 709 bales of cotton for Boston, and
returned again to New Orleans with:
114 bundles of hay on owners' account 
19 barrels of potatoes on owners* account 
200 boxes of fish
$800 in freight for other shippers 184
An interruption in letters occurred while Lord made a trip 
to Boston in April when she was in again. The brig next 
appeared at Tampa Bay, West Florida late in August. A 
change in command had occurred in the interval; Captain 
Cyrus Perkins replaced Captain Pratt when the vessel was in 
at Boston in April. 185
The bark Diantha returned from Bremen by way of 
Cowes, England, Baltimore, and Philadelphia; she arrived 
at New York on the 21st of March. Captain Charles Williams
^'wCilUamJ E. Barry, Sketch of an old Hiver (Boston: 
Alfred Mudge and Son, Printers, iSSBT p, Z ,
*®3]jc, Accounts: Neva, account current between Neva 
and G. Callender, May 6, I8 37,
Letters, G. Callender to Wm, Lord, February 28, 
March 10, March 24, April 1, 183 7.
*85l c, Letter, Cyrus Perkins to Wm. Lord, October 19. 1837.
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(1/3) owner) went on board at Baltimore and came with her
to New York.186 Captain Williams took the bark to Havana,
and then to Hamburg with a freight of sugar loaded by 
Charles Drake and Company by order of Solomon Heine of 
Hamburg* Captain Williams; wrote that there was little 
freight there, so he went to Shields, England where he
loaded Newcastle coal at a low price. The bark was in
Boston by the end of October, and Callender sold all of the 
coal (387 tons) loaded on the owners' account for $2391 . 66 
net proceeds. The vessel made $3000 net for her 3 owners
for the year.188
Captain Thompson, after leaving the Diantha to 
Captain Williams, took the ship Ruthelia at Boston; 
immediately after purchase (by William Lord, Thomas Lord, 
George Callender) she was sent to New Orleans. After laying 
idle three months, the ship went to Liverpool in July. 
Failing to find freights for any eastern port in the U. S .18 * 18
Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, February 7, 
1837; see also Margaret J. Thompson, Captain Nathaniel Lord 
Thompson of Kennebunk, Maine and the Shi ns He Built, iBl'I- 
1889 (Boston: Charles E. Lauriat Co., 1937) P· 8 .
h On
' LG, Letters 1837; notice from the United States 
Consulate, Cowes to Wm. Lord, July 18, 1837; see also 
Letters, C. Williams to Win. Lord, July 27--August 25, 1837.
18 BLC, Accounts: Piantha, accounts current between 
Piantha and C. Callender, April 18, November 30, December 12, 
1837, Cutler Lists the Diantha in 1837, 285 tons, Capt,
C. Williams· as part of the Despatch Line between Boston and 
New Orleans; the Boston agent was Daniel Deshon, Often 
vessels listed in lines sailed for them only once or twice. 
See Carl C. Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean: The Story 
of America's Mail and Passenger Sailing Lines (Annapolis,
Md.s U. S. Naval Institute, V96I) p. V5I .
the captain took salt at $5 a ton and sailed for New Orleans
in September,
Shipowners had much difficulty in finding profitable 
freight rates in 1837; Lord's balance with Callender ran 
slightly in the red ($9 .8 5) due to low profits, purchase of 
half of the Ruthelia and the loss of the Neva. 190 Lack of 
reference in Callender's letters to the new Swiss Boy and 
its construction was due to local handling of her accounts 
at Kennebunk. The 1837 bank crisis also hurt merchants, but 
freight rates were expectd to improve when specie payments 
were resumed. The vessels continued tramp voyages with 
sugar, fish, ice, stone, hay and coal but had to take much 
on the owners* accounts— thus trading was vital too.
In I838 Lord's business at the brick store was at 
a low ebb; his vessels also had their problems. Only 3 
letters from George Callender were available, all written in 
April. Callender acknowledged William's offer of part of 
a new ship to be built that year, A letter from Capt. 
Williams from New Orleans in February reported the Swiss Boy, 
Caroline and his own bark, the Piantha all there. They were 
engaged as follows:
brig Swiss Boy------ loading for Liverpool
brig Caroline--- ----loading cotton for Boston
bark Planthä-------- loading cotton for Liverpool^ 1
189'phompson, Caot, Nathaniel Lord Thompson, p, 7; see also 
LC, letter, Nathaniel Thompson to Wm. Lord, September 15» I8 3 7.
W l c, Invoices I8 3 7, account current between 
G, Callender and Wm, Lord, December 30, I8 3 7,
Letter, C. Williams to 'Wm. Lord, February 9, I838.
Twelve years old, the brig Caroline was having
difficulties in engaging cargo due to doubts as to her
seaworthiness. Captain Cyrus Perkins reported to George
Callender in February that he had lost one freight when an
insurance inspector judged the brig leaky and gave him
difficulties in renewing insurance. He finally obtained
a certificate of soundness and got a freight of pork and
cotton. Captain Perkins did admit the keel had been eaten
by worms at Tampa Bay the previous fall.192 After repairs
in Boston, she was placed under the command of Captain
Nathaniel L. Thompson in June. The new master took her to
New Orleans and returned to New York in November. After
arrival the brig was sold for $3750 to Richard Bartlett,
president of an insurance company. Tobias and Ivory Lord.
William"s brothers, sold her; Tobias wrote that in regard
to prospective buyers, Tvory ”. . .  would not allow him £a
buyerD to bore her--nor would allow him to have pounded so
faithful a servant,"193 Even in her condition she made about
$4000 for owners William Lord and George Callender in her
194last year of service, 7
The brig Swiss Boy (Capt. Jotham Blaisdell) and 
the bark Diantha (Capt. Charles Williams) were plying about
*92i£f Letter (copy), Cyrus Perkins to G, Callender, 
February 10, 1838.
*93l c, Letter, Tobias Lord to Wm. Lord with attached 
letter from Ivory Lord, November 15» I838.
*9^l c, Accounts: Neva, accounts current between 
Caroline and G. Callender, April 21, July 6, I838, January 1,
1 8 3 9.
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the same routes in the latter half of 1838. They both made 
voyages to Antwerp from Havana, and from there to New York 
(Swiss Boy) and Boston (Pi antha). The Diantha had been out 
during the summer, the Swiss Boy in the late fall, Adam 
McCulloch was handling the accounts for the Swiss Boy at this 
time rather than Callender; McCulloch was a Kennebunk man, 
perhaps accounting partly for the lack of written records 
concerning the vessel.
Before taking the Caroline, Capt. Nathaniel L.
Thompson held brief command of the Ruthelia. Capt. Thompson
reported on how she began (and ended) her year:
On the last day of January 1.838 was struck by 
lightning and took fire £andj could not put it out 
Latt 38* Bong 59* on the 3d of Feb was taken off by 
Capt, Robinson of brig Chavaleer Jewett of St, Andrews, 
...and carried to Barbados, ,,.,195
She had been in the Liverpool-New Orleans trade. Having
insurance on the vessel and her freight, her owners
(William Lord, Capt. Thomas Lord and George Callender)
collected over $30,000 for the loss of vessel and freight;
it was credited to their accounts with only about $1200
196deducted for expenses.
As I839 began, the Diantha was loading for New Orleans 
in Boston; from New Orleans she returned north to New York 
as European freights were low. In April Capt. Williams wrote 
from New York requesting advice from Callender and Lord 5
195'Thompson, Captain Nathaniel Lord Thompson , p. 7.
Accounts» R11 the 11 a, account current between 
Ruthelia. and G, Callender, May 3 1, 1838.
Lord decided to send her to Havana. She went to Europe and 
returned to the states with Newcastle coal by the end of the 
year. Her net proceeds for the year were only $2804.12» with 
main credits listed as proceeds from Baring Brothers„*97
The Swiss Boy entered at New York from Antwerp early 
in I839. Capt. Blaisdell secured a freight of molasses 
hogsheads, potatoes, fish and coal for Havana through 
Tobias Lord. Callender reported in April that the brig had 
a good freight to England and Tobias Lord reported her 
arrival back in New York on the 16th of September.*98 
Tobias wrote to William in Kennebunk that her new cargo for 
Havana included 200 tons of stone and some hay. Callender, 
although not handling her accounts insured her through 
Boston offices for her Kennebunk owners.
The new cotton ship, the Marcia Cleaves was 
launched in January of 1839. On her first passage out she 
went south? passing the Bahamas in February she was found 
leaky and Captain John Murphy had to ship extra hands to 
pump,*99 After arrival at New Orleans she loaded cotton 
and tobacco (in May) for Liverpool with plans for coppering
19?l c» Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, April 2-- 
December 4, 1839? see also Letters 1839, account current 
between Tobias Lord and owners of Diantha, April 19, 1839; 
see also Accounts: Diantha, account current between Diantha 
and G, Callender, November 3°# 1839-
l98LC, Letters, Tobias Lord to Wm. Lord, March 8, 
September 17» 1839s see also letter, G. Callender to 
Wm, Lord, April 23» 1839·
Letter, U, S. Consulate in Nassau, Bahamas 
to G» Callender, February 20, 1839·
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at Liverpool to remedy her- continual leaking. For her
return to Boston, the Captain obtained some freight and
bought salt and coal on the owners" account. On arrival at
Boston in September, Capt. Murphy left the ship. Capt.
Nathaniel L. Thompson replaced Murphy and took hay and
200passenters to Mobile, arriving in November.
The bark Diantha arrived back from Newcastle
with coal in November of 1839, and was placed temporarily
in 1.840 under the command of Captain Samuel L. Bragdon
of Kennebunk. She was sent to New Orleans with hay, potatoes,
empty hogsheads, and mackerel, all on the owner's account,
Finding no coastal freight, she then sailed for Antwerp
by way of Cowes, England. After unloading cotton in Antwerp,
Captain Bragdon chartered the bark to go to New Orleans to
load tobacco and come directly back to Antwerp. The owners
would have preferred that the vessel come to Boston and take
a coastal, freight to Havana and indicated such to Captain
Bragdon. The vessel did put in unexpectedly at Boston in
August; Captain Bragdon was very sick with bilious fever and
ague. William Lord sent Captain Shorcy to take charge and
the bark was sent out immediately to complete her voyage to
Antwerp— then to pick up salt for New Orleans at. Cadiz or 
PQlSt, Ubes. ' *20
^^LC, Letters, G. Callender to V/m. Lord, May 1 3—  
October 8, 1839; see also Accounts: Mar*cta C1 eaves, passim.
2 0 ' LC, Letters, G. Callender to V/m, Lord, January 13, 
May 1.8, June 19, August l?-22, 1840,
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As the owners learned early in 1840, the brig 
Swiss Boy, bound for Havana, had collided with the ship 
William Engs in December on the Bahama Banks, losing her 
figure head and spars and sustaining some other damage.
Lord was notified that the ship junior had .found her totally
, *> n 9abandoned and had put on sailors to take her to Nassau.'
The American Consul took possession but lost her to the 
British government as abandoned property, A controversy and 
a race for time resulted. The Boston insurance office 
refused to accept the abandonment and sent an agent to Nassau, 
hoping to prevent the brig from being sold as an abandoned 
wreck; the insurers preferred to pay for salvage and repairs 
but her owners clearly did not want her back. Nevertheless 
Callender felt it unfortunate that the crew had not tried to 
bring her in. The insurers planned a lawsuit against the 
captain if unable to get; possession but that course wasn't 
necessary as they were able to claim the vessel. After 
some repairs, she was sent home to Kennebunk under Capt. 
Cotting (sent down for that purpose},'·' J After repairs she 
was placed under Capt. Blaisdell’s command again and sent to 
Havana with Kennebunk lumber. She then carried a freight to 
Hamburg and returned with salt from Cadiz. Adam McCulloch 
and Company in Kennebunk, handling her accounts, were notified 6
, Letter, E. Wainwright to Wm. Lord, January 
no day 3 · 18*10,
203m. Letter, G, Callender to Wm. Lord, February
6, April 16, 18*10.
of her remittances to Baring Brothers from Hamburg.204
From Mobile, the Marcia Cleaves took a charter to 
load cotton at Apalachicola, Florida for Havre, Callender 
wrote advising Captain Thompson to try to return from Furore 
to a northeastern port in preference to a southern port. 
Captain Thompson did go south, however, sailing for New 
Orleans on May 9th, indicating by letter that he had over 
150 steerage passengers and 9 cabin passengers on board as
well as a little freight. The Marcia Cleaves arrived in 
New Orleans on June 26th, discharged her passengers— w.ith 
the exception of two who had died— and engaged 1800 bales 
of cotton for Liverpool. Captain Thompson wrote in September 
from Liverpool that he had a return freight to New Orleans 
of slate, tin and salt.  After arriving in Now Orleans, 
he was still waiting for an acceptable freight north in 
December of 1840. The vessel had had a good year however: 
by October, her owners had been credited with over $13,000.205 
Thus in 1840, Lord's main concerns had been the 
Diantha, Swiss Boy, Marcia Cleaves, and the construction of 
the new Finland launched in November. The vessels continued 
to carry northern produce south, to make voyages to Europe, 
and to make returns to Boston and New Orleans.
209gp, Letter, Baring Brothers to Adam McCulloch and 
Company, October 19» 1890,
1890; see also 
May ?, July 1,
Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, February 
letters, Nathaniel L. Thompson to Win. Lord 
September 16, 1890.
22,
be tv/een
206r r  # Accounts: Marcia ('leaves, 
Mareia '’leaves and J . Ca 1lender,
account current 
October 8, 1890,
1.51
The decade of the 18'jO's as a whole brought more 
specialization in trade pat.terns as time passed. lord 
chose to concentrate mainly on the Baltic~-West India trade 
and on the cotton trade between New Orleans and Liverpool or 
Havre. Trades popular among some Boston shippers, such as 
the East Indies or South American trades were not among 
Lord's interests.
With no suitable Maine or New England products for 
the European trades, Kennebunk vessels had to combine 
coasting with the foreign trades. They generally took 
sugar, cotton or tobacco to European markets. Some of 
those goods were freights and small amounts were purchased 
by the owners with proceeds from northern produce shipped 
south: hay, fish, hoops, shooks, lumber, hogsheads, potatoes, 
apples, ice or stone. Varying combinations were necessary 
for southern markets. Generally Lord preferred to take as 
much freight as possible, rather than risk his own funds.
In addition he would often distribute his own shipments 
among several vessels. For returns other than to 
New Orleans, Boston was the usual port of entry from 
European voyages» Boston rather than Kennebunk could 
distribute salt or iron cargos more easily. Russian returns 
were usually iron, hemp, and sheetings. Coal might be added 
to fill a vessel. Vessels returning might load salt or take 
passengers instead of coal.
Lord and Callender established connections with 
houses such as Baring Brothers in London and Welles and
1 5 2
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Company at Paris for remittances on freight and. money for
'
expenses. Usually Lord and Callender preferred that captains 
remit their full freight proceeds and then draw for expenses 
rather than keep cash on hand. The preference usually was 
for them to draw on Lord or Callender personally rather than 
on freight.
Some of the vessels were mainly coasters and some 
were mainly for the foreign trades. An early interest, the 
Caroline, was primarily a coaster, running between Boston and 
Havana or New Orleans. She usually took combined northern 
cargos south and freighted cotton or molasses back. The ship 
Neva was engaged in the Baltic--West Indies trade and also in 
the New Orleans— Havre trade, carrying mostly cotton and 
tobacco. She made some coastwise voyages. The Piantha also 
mixed her trades but specialized somewhat more in cotton.
The brig Swiss Boy followed similar patterns but carried a 
little more sugar. The Marcia Cleaves, the latest vessel, 
showed the most specialization; she was a cotton ship and 
confined herself almost entirely to the New Orleans-- 
Liverpool or Havre routes. The increased specialization was 
to be even more true after 1840, as was the carriage of 
passengers.
*
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Chapter 3
LORD AND THE WORLD MARKET: 1840-1860 
1840-1850
There was a long lapse in ship construction in the
early 1840's; trade was dull and there was little incentive
to build. The national economy was languishing and cotton
exports fell between 1835 and 1845· After 1845 the cotton
carrying trade improved and vessel construction picked up.
In the District of Kennebunk, there were only nine vessels
built in 1841, 1842 and 1843; four were merely schooners.
In 1844 the situation improved and twenty-six were built in
the next three years; sixty-six were built in the period
11844 through I850. Lord took part in the spurt of local 
building; after building no vessels since the Finland was 
launched in 1840 (his longest idle span), he contracted for 
a new ship to be built in 1845, He continued to build: one 
in 1846, one in 1847, one in 1848, two in 1849. Consequently 
the period of the late 184o's was especially active; Lord 
continued construction at Kennebunk, although there was a 
tendency for Lord himself to hold smaller shares .in those 
vessels as well as to involve more owners in the individual
-'■S, E. Bryant (comp.). District of Kennebunk: A List 
of Vessels 3ui.lt, From 1800 to 1873. with a Supplement from 
18y4 to 1.884, Published by the Brick Store Museum from the 
original documents, 18?4 (Kennebunk, Maine: Press of Arundel, 
1950). PP* 7-8.
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ships. Lord did tend to concentrate his own efforts on 
building, and left much of the management to George 
Callender who dealt more with the running of the ships 
and relationships with their captains. Each of these 
topics has been dealt with in this chapters ship 
construction, fractional ownership of those vessels, their 
management and the relationships with the captains, and 
finally their movements 1841-1845 and 1846-1850.
Ship construction commenced again in 1845 when
Lord, in agreement with George Callender, contracted
for the new ship Hartley to be built as a cotton ship to
replace the Finland wrecked in 1844. The probability of
Polk's election bothered Callender, but he decided they
might as well build anyway, Callender procured a large
amount of materials from Boston and nearby towns and
shipped them north; railroads, then available, were
frequent means of conveyance in addition to coastal
schooners. A quantity of southern planking was ordered
from Delaware and American cordage (rather than Russian)
was purchased from the Plymouth Cordage Company in
2Massachusetts; American duck was also used.
Although he had no share in her for the first year,
^William Lord Collection (MSS in Brick Store 
Museum, Kennebunk, Maine), letters, George Callender to 
William Lord, November 9. 1844; January 29: April 24; 
May 14; June 3, 1845. Hereinafter material in this 
collection is cited as LC, followed by folder title, if 
not obvious by the nature of the item cited. See 
Bibliography for description of the Lord Collection.
the ship was built expressly for the command of Hartley
Lord, William’s son. Hartley helped to supervise her
construction at the yard of Jacob Perkins. The vessel
itself was to have a 460-ton hull $22.50 a ton. The
estimated cost with cordage and other extras was $24,250,
3double the cost just for the hull. In a letter to his 
father, on a trip to Boston, Hartley showed a bit of Maine 
conservatism when he wrote: "I am afraid, come to raise 
her + get her timbers up, she will be too sharp.
She was launched sometime in August or September, 
a 468 ton ship. The Hartley was the fix's t Kennebunk-built, 
Lord vessel to be registered in Boston at launching.5 
Callender arranged for a cook and crew to be sent from 
Boston, and a mate (Mr. Rider) as well.0 Hay, lumber, 
casks, and w'heelbarrows were loaded at Kennebunk, some as 
freight and some on the owners* account (Lord and Callender); 
she sailed for New Orleans and there engaged her first 
coiton cargo for Liverpool in December.'7
^LC, Construction Invoices: Ship Hartley, memo of 
agreement with Jacob Perkins (by Wm, Lord), December 28,
1844.
^LC, Letter, Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, April 7» 1845.
■^ LC, Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, August 13» 
September 1, 4, 1845· The Bryant list notes launch in 
October; that was her time of first departure. William Lord 
was listed as main owner. See Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, p.7.
^LC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, September 
10, 19. October 11, 1845,
?LC, Letter, H. Lord to Wm. Lord, December 20, 31» 
1845; see also Invoices 1845. receipt from Adam McCulloch
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In 1846, a new bark, the Francis Watts, was being 
built at the yard of Robert Smith Jr. It was the last small 
vessel, and the last vessel other than ships to be built 
for Lord. No contract for construction was available; 
apparently Smith was building the bark on a day-to-day 
basis with money and materials advanced by Lord; on 
completion the bark was registered in Lord's name. In the 
spring, Callender ordered chain cable, American hemp, and 
cordage. The cordage was sent to Boston on the Old Colony
ORailroad for reshipment to Kennebunk.
Although Jotham Blaisdell (part owner of Swiss Boy) 
had at first agreed to go as master and purchase a share, 
he later declined the command but still agreed to buy an 
eighth from Lord. Blaisdell and Callender went together 
to buy materials in Boston. She was launched about July 14 
and registered in Lord's name.^ She was sent to Havana 
with lumber by Lord.
The hull cost close to $7000; in Lord's yearly
account current for 1846, Callender credited Lord with cash
for purchase of half of the bark and outfits and added $450
• 10profit allowed Lord for supervision of construction.
(for September, 1845), February 4, 1852; see also Letter,
H. Lord to G. Callender, December 31» 1845·
^LC, Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, April 28, 
May 21, 27, June 5. 1846.
^LC , Le tters, ibid , , June 24, July 6, 10, 22, 25. 1846,
10LC, Construction Invoices: Bark Francis Watts, 
bill from G. Callender to owners of Francis Watts. August
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Callender did not expect quick returns on the Francis Watts 
and proposed selling her for $13,000 through Tobias Lord at
New York, or running her between New York and Havana until
spring when she could go into the Mediterranean trades.
Captain Joshua Perkins took the bark to Havana and 
found a poor market for lumber; he reported 5 lumber vessels 
in from Bath and Bangor and said: . the sound of
Kennebunk spoils the sale for good lumber . . . . He 
eventually sold it for $3000 but expenses ate up half the 
proceeds. He departed for New York in October with sugar, 
coffee, and tobacco, but 2 days out of Havana, the masts 
were lost in a hurricane and the bark drifted off Key West. 
The captain dislocated an arm as well. As did other- 
vessels in trouble there, the bark had to ox-der materials 
from home for repairs. A schooner was chartered to take 
money and supplies3
The bark arrived at New York in January; 
considered unprofitable, she was sold by Tobias Lord to 
Woodhull, Minturn and Wendall, merchants, for $14,000
21, 1846; see also Construction Invoices: Bark Francis 
Watts. receipt from Robert Smith Jr,, October 29, 1846; 
see also Invoices 1837, account current between 
G. Callender and Wnw Lord, January 1, 1847.
1 1LC, Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, October 
27, 28, 1846.
1 r>LC, Letter, Joshua Perkins to Wm. Lord, September
1 0 , 1846.
■*-3l c , Letter (copy), J, Perkins to G. Callender, 
September 9, 1846; see also letters, J. Perkins to Wm. Lord, 
Odtober 17, 18, 1846; see also letters, G. Callender to 
Wm, Lord, November 12, December 22, 1846,
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(divided by her 3 owners: Lord 1/2, Blaisdell 1/8,
1 3Callender 3/8). Woodhull and Minturn were the agents
for the Old Line of packets from New York to Glasgow, and
established the New Line to Liverpool; they may have used
1 5the bark in their lines, 
Callender requested that Lord send him a bill of 
sale based on her registry at the Kennebunk Customs House,
and then completed the accounts which resulted in only a
small loss.16
The next vessel planned, the ship Mt. Washington,
was built for Lord at Kennebunk in 1847; Lord advanced the
cash and handled all the accounts locally. With the
exception of the Swiss Boy in 1837, the new ship was the
first built for Lord in which Callender had no part, either
in ownership or purchase of materials, Callender did come
for the launching, and had her first yearly insurance
17policy written at Boston, Lord's account current for the 
ship showed a hull cost of $22,111.75 for the 547-ton ship,
15 Carl C. Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean: The 
Story of America's Mail and Fa use nge r 3a: I i ng L j rie s 
(Annapolis, Maryland*. United States Naval. Institute, 1 9 6 1), 
p, 393; see also Robert G. Albion, Square-Riggers on 
Schedule (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press,
1 9 3 8 ) ,  p .  3 5 .
16 . LC, Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, February 6,
April 16, 1837; see also Accounts: Ship Ruthelia. Ship 
Hartley, Bark Francis Watts, account current between FrancAs 
Watts and G, Callender, April 16, .1837, Folder hereinafter 
cited as Accounts: Ruthelia for any of the 3 vessels.
17LC, Letters, G, Callender to Wm, Lord, November 18
18, 27» December 1, 183?.
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and a final total of $31,128.52 for her. She was built at 
the yard of Robert Smith Jr. for Lord (3/8), Smith (1/4), 
Charles Barry (1/4), and Jotham Blaisdell (1/8).18 Barry 
was Lord's son- in-law. Blaisdell procured many materials 
and was listed as main owner. Thomas Maling, local rigger, 
and the Plymouth Cordage Company again appeared as sources 
of labor and materials.
The Mt, Washington cleared coastwise in December 
under Captain Blaisdell. She carried a partial cargo of 
hay and was bound for New Orleans,2^
In 1848 Lord received an inquiry from John Wendall
of South Street, New York City, regarding what his charge
would be for building a bark of 275-300 tons of materials
equal to the Francis Watts (he had been one of her
purchasers) and a bit sharper, to sail fast but still carry 
21well. Lord did not undertake the task, nor did he 
actually build himself that year. Instead he helped 
Charles Williams to build the Ocean Start complete 
details of construction were not available, nor were they 
for any vessel launched after the Mt, Washington.
^”LC, Construction Invoices: Ship Nit. Washington, 
account current between Mt. Washing bon and Wm. Lord,
June 15, 1848,
^LC, Construction Invoices: Ship Mt. Washington,
passim,
^ L C , Construction Invoices: Ship Mt, Washington, 
note of hay freight by George W. Stone, December 18, 1847; 
see also receipt from customs house, December 20, 1847,
21LC, Letter, John Wendall to Wrn. Lord , March 23, 1848,
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Callender took a share from Williams although he felt the
ship would be too large (714 tons) for Kennebunk, and
would be better for New Orleans. He sent some materials
for her, noted her October launching, and sent a crew in
22December for her departure.
The Ocean Star was built by Clement Littlefield 
and registered in Boston--!irst master Claudius B. Williams, 
main owner Charles Williams. Her accounts, handled by 
Callender, at Boston showed her owned by: Lord (1 A)
Charles Williams (3/8). Robert Smith Jr. (1/8), George Wise 
(1/8), and George Callender and Company (1/8),^
William Lord was concerned with planning two 
vessels in 1845— to be the William Lord and the Olympus. 
Hartley Lord and George Callender, through their new 
partnership that year, eventually took shares on both, 
but were involved with the planning of only the William Lord 
from the time of original contract. The Olympus may have 
been constructed on speculation by her builders, to be 
sold in small pieces.
Hartley wrote his father that he and Callender 
would take a quarter of the William Lord but preferred 
small shares in more vessels to increase their commissions!
^2 *4LC, Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, March 18; 
September 14, 27; October 20; December 11, 22, 1848. 2*4
23l c , Accounts: Ship Neva, Ship Hartley, Ship 
Ocean Star, Brig Caroline, account current between Ocean 
Star and G. Callender and Company, October 17» 1850.
Folder hereinafter cited as Accounts: Neva for any of the
4 vessels.
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they did take a quarter. Hartley arranged for a Medford, 
Massachusetts man (a Mr. Stetson) to make the model and 
molds.2 4  Lord had had numerous past dealings with Bourne 
and Kingsbury of Kennebunk and could have had the models 
made locally but dissension had obviously arisen as shown 
by a letter from Hartley; he wrote:
. . .  your chance would be better for getting 
the moulds + model in season by having them made at 
home--but B + K always make some mistake--or do 
different from what you tell them— too much fancy work 
about them I think--and they know so much more than 
anybody else— like to have their own way +c +c.25
The William Lord was built at the yard of Robert 
Smith Jr, at a cost of about $26,500 for the hull (?43
tons). Callender and Company sent cordage, duel·:, and
2 (Schain. Launching occurred in October, and Capt. Charles 
E. Barry (Lord's son-in-law) was placed in command. The 
ship was placed under Boston registry, with Willi aim Lord 
listed as main owner. ^  Lord's actual share at the time 
was unclear. The vessel was sent first to Mobile.
The 7^5”ton ship Olympus was constructed at 
Titcomb's yard at $38 a ton for the hull. Callender 
corresponded with the Titcombs when the ship was near
LC, Letters, Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, January
1 ,  2 3 ,  18/19.
^ L C , Letter, ibid., January 30, 1849,
n  /
°LC, Letters 1849, account current between 
Wm. Lord and G. Callender, March 19, I85O; see also letter, 
G. Callender to Wm. Lord, February 20, 1849.
2?Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, p. 8.
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completion and inquired about buying a small share? they 
were considering selling the whole ship but Callender 
eventually bought a sixth out of the third held by Lord.
Her first master, Horace Wilson, held a twelfth but it was
?8in Lord’s name.' The ship was listed with William Lord
as main owner under Kennebunk registry for her first
29sailing early in January of 1850,.
Throughout this active period of building at 
Kennebunk the ships were meant as cotton carriers; their 
first passages were to New Orleans with Kennebunk cargos; 
they rarely returned. Perhaps due to the rising costs of 
building larger vessels, the numbers of fractional shares 
expanded in the late 1840‘s. Persons with shares in the 
1830's generally continued to invest with Lord in the new 
vessels, but many more owners were involved. Lord kept 
smaller shares in the late 1840's as did the other owners.
The Swiss Boy, Marcia Cleaves, and Diantha 
continued in service through 1849 when they were all sold. 
Ownership of those three remained the same with one 
exception. After giving up command of the Marcia Cleaves, 
Captain Thomas Lord sold his quarter to Lord and Callender, 
at one-eighth each. Lord then sold two-eighths to
28LC, Letters 1849, accounts current between 
Wm, Lord and G. Callender, March 19, 1850; see also 
letters, G, Callender to Wm. Lord, October 6, 9* 12; 
November 25» I85O. 2
2^Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, p. 8,
Daniel Cleaves, although that share remained in Lord's name 
temporarily.30 The Finland continued under the same owners 
to 1844 when she was wrecked.
The five new ships built between 1845 and I85O 
began to illustrate changing practices in disposition of 
ownership. Instead of the two or three owners common to 
1845» as many as six owners per ship appeared after 1845. 
Most of the same past owners were represented, but a 
number of new ones were added. Totally fourteen different 
individuals owned the five new ships. In all but the 
William Lord, the captains held shares. The resulting 
smaller shares in the expanded operation was no less true 
of Lord than the other owners; whereas he had held 
generally a third to three-eighths or a half most commonly 
in the 1830's, he more often held one-quarter or three- 
eighths in the ships built in the late 1840's.
The Hartley, at launching, was owned one-half each 
by Lord and Callender, but soon they each sold an eighth 
to Captain Hartley Lord- When Hartley left the ship the 
next captain was sold a share. Thus she was owned:
1845-1848 I84p-18 57
3/8 William Lord 1/4 William Lord
3/8 George Callender 1/2 George Callender and Company 
1/4 Capt. Hartley Lord 1/8 Capt. Charles Morrill
1/8 Thomas Lord
3°see Table 2.2; see also LC, Letters, G. Callender 
to Wm, Lord, February 25· 28; March 2, 1847; see also 
Invoices 1847, account current between G. Callender and 
Wm. Lord, January 1, 1847.
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There was no indication of any changes made after 1851.31
Only one record was preserved indicating owners
of the Mt. Washington, and changes may have been made.
At her time of launching in 1847 she was owned as follows:
3/8 William Lord 1/4 Charles Barry
1/4 Robert Smith Jr. 1/8 Capt. Jotham Blaisdell32
The Ocean Star, launched in 1849 was recorded only through
1 8 5 2, with her first owners being:
1/4 William Lord 1/8 George Wise 
3/8 Charles Williams 1/8 George Callender and Company33 
1/8 Robert Smith Jr.
When Tobias Lord became master in 1851, he purchased an
34eighth from Williams. Claudius Williams, her first 
master, held a small share in his brother Charles' name.
The William Lord, lost in 1851 after a two-year 
career, v/as owned by:
1/4 William Lord 1/8 Robert Smith Jr.
l/l6 John W. Fairfield 3/16 Daniel Cleaves 
1/8 Charles Williams l/4 G. Callender and Co.35
Little information was available on the ownership
LC, Accounts: Ruthelia, accounts current between 
Hartley and G. Callender, October 26, 1846; October 10, 
1847; October 5 » 1848; December 10, 1850; see also Letters 
1851, account current between Hartley and G . Callender, 
December 3, 1851.
account 
June 15,
2?^ 'LC, Construction 
current between Mt, 
1848,
Invoices: Ship M t. Washing ton, 
Washington and Wm. Lord,
-^LC, Accounts: Neva, account current between 
Ocean Star and G, Callender and Co., October 17* 1850,
^ L C , Letters I85I, account current between 
Ocean Star and G. Callender and Co., December 13# 185*.
^JLC, Letters I85I, account current between 
William Lord and G, Callender and Co., December 16, I85I.
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of the Olympus. William lord owned one-sixth of her» hut 
half of that actually belonged to her master, Horace Wilson.
o /
It remained for a while in Lord’s name.
Among the various owners, the captains were gener­
ally expected to buy a share and the vessels were expressly 
built for the command of these first masters. Several 
were relatives of Lord as well: Hartley Lord, Charles Barry, 
and Claudius Williams. Daniel Cleaves, an even more common 
investor in the 1850's, v/as Lord’s brother-in-law.
Robert Smith Jr., represented in three vessels, owned 
the yard where they were constructed.
Certain of the owners of each of the vessels had 
more responsibility of management; there were no major 
changes in methods of management as compared to the 1830*s. 
As time passed, Lord seemed to be leaving more of the 
details of management to George Callender, to spend his 
own time on planning and contracting for new vessels. 
Callender did consult Lord frequently, and particularly 
in the cases of certain vessels; in addition, Callender 
often requested that Lord consult another owner and give 
him their joint decision. Those owners with the largest 
combination of shares in ships directed their movements. 
Masters wrote to particular owners more often than others; 
in one instance, a master referred to his "corresponding 
partner." Masters of the Diantha and Marcia Cleaves wrote 3*
36LC, Letters, G. Callender to V/m. Lord, November
25» 1850; September 18, 1852.
primarily to Callender, who in turn requested Lord's advice 
in consultation with Charles Williams in the case of the 
Diantha, or Thomas Lord in the case of the Marcia Cleaves. 
Masters of the Finland wrote more frequently to Lord, who 
would consult brothers George and Ivory and instruct 
Callender.
Callender requested the advice of William and
Thomas Lord on numerous matters regarding the Marcia Cleaves
In 1841, he requested that they decide on returns from
Liverpool} he suggested coal or salt if they wished, but
37with a minimum on the owners' account. Later the same 
year, Capt. Thompson of the Marcia Cleaves was ordered by 
Callender, on instructions from William and Thomas Lord, 
to return from Marseilles to New Orleans if at all possible, 
even to New Orleans in ballast, rather than accept less 
than $4000 for New York which would make the ship late for 
a second freight from New Orleans. In 1842, Capt.
Thomas Lord went personally to Boston to decide on repairs
for the ship. Callender also requested in one instance
38that the Lords choose a new captain.-'
In the case of the Diantha, Lord consulted with 
Charles Williams for Callender. After having suggested a 
coal or salt return for the Marcia Cleaves in 1841, 
different preferences were evident in 1846. Callender
^ L C , Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, April 10, 1841
3®LC, Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, November 
30, 1.841; June 13, 1842; October 25, 1845.
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requested advice for a European return, suggesting choices 
including coal or salt as freight (not on the owners' 
account) or p a s s e n g e r s . 39 Although carrying passengers 
was a common practice for European returns, problems 
became evident. The Diantha was ordered in 1847 to take 
a small freight in preference to Liverpool passengers as
the British examined vessels too extensively before
, 40clearance.
The examples of cooperative orders for the Diantha 
and Marcia Cleaves were similar to those given to other 
masters. The amount of advice given by Lord varied 
somewhat depending on his shares of ownership. Management 
of the Swiss Boy was in Kennebunk hands, as was the 
responsibility for the later Mt, Washington. Callender 
owned no shares in those vessels, and dealt with them only 
in special instances, such as entry at Boston,
In the freighting business in which Lord's vessels 
engaged in the 1840's, orders for the vessels were 
generally quite similar. For European returns instructions 
presented alternatives such as chartering for passengers, 
taking general freight, or buying coal or salt on the 
owners' account if necessary, or carrying those items as 
freight. Primarily the ships carried cotton from New 
Orleans but visited northeast ports occasionally and mixed
39l c , ibid., June 25, 1846. 
^°LC, ibid., April 1. 184?.
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in some coastal trade. There was a minimum of trading and 
shipping for the owners.
Financial methods were somewhat more explicit in
instructions and movements in the 1840's. As in the 1830's,
remittances in foreign countries were made to well-known
houses such as Baring Brothers. In one instance Captain
Brown of the Diantha was instructed to remit to Baring in
preference to shipping specie as exchange rates had 
41 improved. His method of crediting owners was common.
Captain Hartley Lord of the Hartley had orders to ship
specie or remit to J. B. Greene and Company at Havre in
1847, depending upon rates at his time of arrival; the
42captain did remit 51,000 francs. These funds remitted to
foreign houses were used in several ways; they might cover
expenses for vessels or they might be quickly transferred.
Callender often sold the exchange from foreign ports when
rates were advantageous, as he did with the Hartley's
43in the case of that Havre voyage and others. When 
exchange was low the opposite method was used. Captain 
Blaisdell, Swiss Boy, brought a small amount of doubloons 
to Boston, about $15.70 worth going for $16.50 in the
41 i b i d, April 24, 1847.
1847.
Letter, G, CaJ lender to Win. Lord, January 5.
4 A■'IJC 1 Accounts: Ruthe 11.a, account current between 
Hart!ey and G. Callender, October 28, 1847; see also 
letter, G. Callender to Wm, Lord, March 14, 1848.
!
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states. That was a small amount but shipments of fifteen 
to sixteen hundred Spanish dollars were found.
Expenses of vessels in port were as crucial as 
handling proceeds for the owners. Captains were instructed 
in different ways; they might draw on Callender or on 
Baring Brothers. William Lord ordered Captain Williams, 
Finland, to draw on Callender when he was bound for Boston 
from New Orleans in 18141, Callender wrote orders in 1811-6 
to Captain Wilson, Marcia Cleaves, to draw on him for 
expenses at London rather than on freight when exchange 
rates were undesirable.^ Captains at English ports often 
drew on Baring Brothers; Callender speculated in one case 
that Capt. Means, Finland, must have engaged a freight as 
money drawn on Baring Brothers, as reported by that firm, 
was not enough to have covered any coal purchases at 
Newcastle, Masters bound for European ports often drew on 
Baring Brotiiers before leaving New Orleans or Havana, as 
did Capt. Williams, Diantha, in 181)5 when he was bound 
to Hamburg or London depending on orders received from 
shippers of his cargo. Baring Brothers also advanced funds 
for repairs on occasion; Captain Wilson, Marcia Cleaves 
notified Callender in 1848 that he had been advanced funds 
for repairs and had had to sign a bottomry bond for value *1
^ L C , Letter, Jotham Blaisdell to Adam McCulloch 
and Company, August 1 2 , 181)4.
1) A^LC, Letter, Charles Williams to Wm. Lord, 
February 15» 181+1; see also letter, G. Callender to 
Wm, Lord, July 10, 1814-6.
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of ship and cargo in return.
When drawing on Baring Brothers with freight as 
security, Baring generally insured the freight in England. 
The Swiss Boy put in at Portland, Maine in 1845 on her way 
to London from Cuba; the captain had drawn on Baring 
Brothers and they handled the adjustment of her insurance 
papers.47 In another instance, Callender insured a freight 
on the Swiss Boy before learning that the captain had drawn
on Baring Brothers who had also insured the freight; a
return on the Boston premium was made to Callender.
Captains often covered their expenses with freight
proceeds and other money; Captain Blaisdell, Mt. Washington,
covered costs at Liverpool in an 1849 voyage with freight
proceeds received at New Orleans, with primage, and with
passage money received from charterers at Liverpool for
his outward voyage.
All captains received instructions from Callender 
and the other owners regarding financial matters and 
directions for ports of call; some orders were general, 
some more specific depending upon the amount of faith the *47
^6l c, Letters, C. Callender to Wm. Lord, November 
20, 1841; see also Charles Williams to G. Callender (copy), 
July 19, 1845; see also Horace Wilson to G. Callender 
(copy), December 28, 1847*
47LC, Papers: Swiss. Boy 1845, disbursements account 
for Swiss Boy, September l ' j ,  1845; see also letter,
G. Callender to Wm. Lord, December 16, 1845·
Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, June 26, 1847-
^LC, Papers; Mt.Washington 1849, disbursements 
and lit. Washington account with Blaisdell, May 16, 1849.
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owners had in the master':' judgement. Masters who were 
also part-owners had more leeway than others in choosing 
the courses of action. Captain Hartley Lord of the 
Hartley was part-owner of his vessel. Before departure 
for Havre he was instructed by Callender in a general 
manner; he was to go to Cadiz for salt for Boston if no 
freights or charters were available for Boston or New York; 
he was to choose among the best appearing offers. Later 
in the same year (1848), on arrival at Havre, Capt. Lord 
engaged a new captain to replace him and left the ship to 
come home. The new captain, Stephen Cammett, was soon 
given more specific orders for his first Liverpool 
passage; he was advised to return to Boston for L80C or 
New Orleans for L250 and to touch at Mobile.^ The 
following year, Callender and Hartley Lord had much 
criticism for the new captain; they felt he was too slow, 
used up too much of the profits for expenses, and wrote 
too few letters. Captain Charles Morrill of Bangor, Maine 
was chosen as a replacement to meet the ship at New Orleans; 
he was also sold an eighth of the ship. Captain Morrill 
described further bad management of the ship when he found 
that the ship would have to pay a passenger tax of $1 .5 0  
a head as Cnmmett had only a verbal agreement and no 
charter party with the agent to determine responsibility.^
■^ °LC, Letters, G . Callender to Wm. Lord, April 4, No­
vember 16, 1848; see also letter (copy) Hartley Lord to 
G. Callender, June 21, 1848,
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Some criticism of captains was for reasons other 
than failure to follow orders or to make insufficient 
profits. Captain Claudius Williams in the new Ocean Star 
built under his brother’s and William Lord’s direction in 
1848 was the subject of much criticism after his first 
foreign voyage in 1849. His poor business management and 
haphazard methods were considered especially bad for such 
a large, new ship. Hartley Lord felt that perhaps Charles 
might wish another brother, such as Albert, to take the 
ship, but Claudius continued in the vessel. Apparently 
Claudius' problems had begun long before: as a seaman on
the Finland in 1841, he was scolded and left the bark even
. . haafter other Kennebunkers tried to convince him to stay.
In I850 Claudius was nearly replaced again for drinking, 
Callender felt that Lord should inform Charles Williams, 
brother and largest owner, and ask him to take the ship 
for a voyage. Lord wrote to Captain Nathaniel L. Thompson 
at New Orleans regarding Claudius: "There has been a good 
many reports about Capt. Claudius Williams intemperate 
habits, both in New Orleans + Liverpool, and I presume *26
■51LC, Letters, G. Callender to Wrn Lord, February
26, March 10, 184-9; see also letters, Hartley Lord to 
Win, Lord, March 9» 26, 184-9; see also letter (copy), 
Charles Morrill to G. Callender, April J O , 1849.
52lc t Letter, Hartley Lord to Wm, Lord, July 4,
1849,
53l c , Letter, Daniel Nason to George, Ivory and 
Wm. Lord, May 1 9 , 1841.
there is some foundation and to much I am afraid."^ Lord 
asked for the truth so that he might decide whether 
Williams was entitled to his position.^5 The captain was 
again allowed to continue, with the assumption that he 
would improve.
The lives of the masters were certainly not all 
lived in fear of the owners; in fact, some improved their 
fortunes through combined commands and shares in the 
vessels. Captain Jotham Blaisdell was a long-time 
associate of William Lord's, both .in his employ as master 
and fellow owner in several vessels. He took the new ship 
Nit. Washington on her maiden voyage, owned an eighth, 
helped in supervising construction, and was listed as 
main owner. Captain Blaisdell took his wife on the first 
passage; he wrote Lord from New Orleans thanking him for 
giving permission to have his wife along; he also noted
that his health had improved but did not indicate that
. 'i 6there was any connection between the two.
Horace Wilson rose from mate of the Marcia Cleaves 
to captain in 1846; he stayed with the ship until she was 
sold in 1849 and was then given first command of the new 
Olympus; he purchased a small share as well. 5
J^LC, Letter (copy), Wm. Lord to Nathaniel Thompson, 
November 25» 1850.
55Ibid.
5^LC, Letter, Jotham Blaisdell to Wm. Lord,
22, 1848.
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A few records were available indicating wages of
several masters. Captain Daniel Means served for just
57short of eight months on the Finland for $35 a month.57
For a little over eleven months on the Marcia Cleaves 
Franklin N, Thompson received $75 a month. Captain 
Theodore Brown, Diantha, was receiving $28 a month in 
1848; Captain Blaisdell earned $20 a month in 1849 on the 
Mt. Washington. Perhaps a disagreement over wages arose 
with Captain Charles Barry, as Barry wrote to George 
Callender in 1850 stating that when he took the William
Lord his terms were $20 a month, 5% primage, and 1/8 of
58the cabin passage fees.58
Two portage bills (accounts of wages due) were 
submitted by Captain John H. Perkins of the Swiss Boy; 
for twenty months of service covering a period from July, 
1845 through March, 1847. the captain received $12 a month, 
the first mate $2 6, and the seamen $11-15· For the 
following five-month span the captain received $20 a month. 
Perkins received 5% primage for the series of voyages from
57'William Lord, 1829-1869 (MSS in Baker Library, 
Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard 
University), bill from Daniel Means, December 20, 1842 
in William Lord, 1837-1842, Shipping Papers (Bills) in 
VoLume 9, 1829-1842.
5^LC, Accounts: Ship Marcia Cleaves, bill from 
Franklin N. Thompson, July 9, 1843; see also Invoices 1845 
(misplaced item), memo From Theodore Brown, April 28, 1848; 
see also Papers: Mt, Washington 1849, account with 
Jotham Blaisdell, August 2,1849; see also letter (copy), 
Charles Barry to G. Callender, September 21, 1850.
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1845 through 1847,59 Generally rates of primage and wages 
varied in inverse proportion to each other but that was not 
the case with Perkins
Captain Thompson, even with his high wages, 
attempted to charge the owners a commission on the ship’s 
disbursements in France. Callender, somewhat perturbed 
indicated that Thompson had done " . . .  no more than his 
duty + his wages were intended to be in full for all such 
services as he could render."^0 Thompson was probably 
receiving no primage.
Management of vessels thus covered a wide field: 
orders for the captains, financial arrangements at home 
and abroad, wages, and cargos. None could be neglected in 
the highly competitive field of navigation.
The five-year span, 1841 through 1845, was 
primarily the story of four vessels since Lord launched 
no new ones until the end of the period. They all had 
problems making profits in the depressed economy, and for 
some years accounts of their movements were sketchy since 
they were accomplishing relatively little; correspondence 
regarding their movements dwindled. Lord had large 
interests in those four vessels: *17
59?apers: Swiss Boy 184?, portage bills of 
Swiss Boy, March 15, August 11, 184?; see also account 
of Swiss Boy with John H. Perkins, March 15* 1847.
6°LC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, August
17, 1844.
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baric Diantha (284 tons) : 1/3 of three equal shares
brig Swiss Boy (258 tons): 1/2
ship Marcia Cleaves (436 tons): 1/2 —  the largest share 
bark Finland (302 tons): 1/2 -- the largest share
Rather than follow the trade patterns and individual
voyages of all four, two have been selected as exemplary.
The two smaller vessels, the Diantha and the Swiss Boy
followed similar patterns. Both mixed their trades
somewhat, carrying some cotton and some sugar--with more
sugar. They both intertwined foreign and coastal voyages,
entering at Boston or Kennebunk more often than the other
two; after those northern entries, Maine products such
as sugar boxes and shooks were Loaded for southern ports.
European returns were generally salt or coal. The
Swiss Boy , managed at Kennebunk, was chosen to illustrate
their trades.
Of the two larger vessels--the Marcia Cleaves and 
the Finland— both built as cotton carriers, the Marcia 
Cleaves served to show their movements. The Finland 
did move somewhat into the sugar traffic like the 
Swiss Boy and the Diantha. In fact, the movements of 
the Firrlarid were nearly identical with those of the 
Diantha; they both brought cotton to Boston in 182+1, went 
to Hamburg in 1862, and carried Cuban sugar to Europe in 
182+3. The Finland did have a shorter career than any of 
the four; she was wrecked in 1.82(4 on the Dog Keys in the 
Bahamas on a passage from Trieste to Havana. The other
6^See above, p. 2+8. Although the Swiss Boy was 
owned at Kennebunk, her foreign entries went mostly to Boston.
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three continued in service through 1849 when they were all 
sold. Thus none of the vessels of the early 1840's were 
still working in the 18 5 0's; an entirely new' set appeared.
As 1841 opened business appeared poor; the winter 
season at New Orleans presented poor prospects. The 
movements of the Swiss Boy under Captain Jotham Blaisdell 
were not clear for the first half of the year; she may 
have entered at Kennebunk. Captain Blaisdell took her 
from Boston to Havana with a cargo of hoops and casks 
loaded at Boston which he sold in June to Mariettger Knight 
and Company for $1501«50* Thence he went to St. Petersburg, 
Russia, touching at Boston to load cargo; Lord insured the 
freight for $3500 and Callender handled her expenses when 
she loaded in Boston in July. c
The Piantha, Finland, and Marcia Cleaves were all 
at New Orleans waiting freight in January of 1841.
Capt. Nathaniel Lord Thompson kept the Marcia Cleaves there 
waiting an acceptable freight until April; he found stiff 
competition from the many idle vessels. He procured a 
cotton freight from Levi H. Gale for Liverpool and 
arrived out at that port by the end of May. The owners 
had considered coal or salt, small amounts on their 
account for return to Boston or New York. The captain
62pct Papers: Swiss Boy Before 1845, account of 
cargo sales by Capt. Blaisdell, June 3* 1841; see also, 
letter, G. Callender to Wrn. Lord, June 1 3 » 1841; see also 
Insurance Papers, insurance on Swiss Boy freight, June 28, 
3841; see also letter, John Crackley (for G. Callender) 
to Wm. Lord, July 21, 1841.
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did load 340 tons of cannel coal and 1500 bags of salt for
the owners, and let the steerage section for passengers
for 250 British pounds. The passengers disembarked at
New York; the coal and salt (insured as freight) was
discharged at Boston in August and September. From Boston
the ship took freight and passengers to New Orleans.63
Under a new master— Franklin N. Thompson— at New Orleans
a good freight of cotton was obtained from J. F. Whitney
and Company for Marseilles at 1 1/80 a pound. Cotton
(1232 bales) and lard (5656 kegs) were loaded in October;
the freight totaled $?457«17. After discussing returns
with Thomas and William Lord, Callender directed the
captain to return to New Orleans, even in ballast, rather
than take less than $4000 for New York so as not to miss
64 . .a second freight the next year. For the ship s work 
through October, the owners divided $2432.27, mainly 
proceeds from the sales of coal and salt,^
The year 1842 did not show great improvement in 
business. The Swi ss Boy was back at Boston from her 
Russian voyage; in September she discharged coal and *14
^/l c. Letters, C. Callender to Wm. Lord, February 
2 , August 23--September 26, 1341; see also letters, 
Nathaniel Thompson to Wnn Lord, April 12, June 18; see also 
letters (copies), Nathaniel Thomason to G. Callender, April
14, May 25, 1841; see also Insurance Papers, insurance on 
Marcia Cleaves Freight, June 28, 1841 .
^LC, Letters, Franklin Thompson to Wm, Lord, 
October 23-26, 1841; see also letters, G. Callender to 
Wm. Lord, November 13, 27, 3°, 1841.
^LC, Accounts: Marcia Cleaves, account current 
between Marcia Cleaves and G. Callender, October 6, 1841.
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loaded ballast to go to Kennebunk for repairs. She cleared 
coastwise from Kennebunk on November 30th.^
The general scarcity of letters to Lord in 1842 
was reflected in the lack of references to the Marcia 
Cleaves until May when she was back at New Orleans and 
ready to leave on another European voyage with freight 
and twenty-five steerage passengers, which totaled about 
$4500 in freight and primage. The ship returned to 
New Orleans as shown by disbursements there between August 
and October, partly paid by inward freight and drafts by 
the captain, She may have entered first at Boston; 
Callender ran a brief account current for the ship in 
June and July and earnings on that account were about 
$2000, probably proceeds from a European freight.
The following year, 1843, still brought poor 
freighting. Long waits for freight occurred and proceeds 
were slim, if there were any profits at all. The brig 
Swiss Boy made a European passage; an account between 
Baring Brothers and part-owners Adam McCulloch and Company 
of Kennebunk showed transactions with Captain Blaisdell 
between August and December of 1843, with a small debit 
for the brig. She entered at Kennebunk in December. 17*
°^LC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, September
17, 1842; see also Papers; Swiss Boy Before 184-5, passim.;
see also Invoices 1842, receipt customs house, November 3°*
1842.
^LC, Letter (copy), Franklin Thompson toG. Callender,
May 20, 1842; see also Accounts: Marcia Cleaves, account of
disbursements, October 19* 1842; see also account current
between Marcia Cleaves and G. Callender, July 18, 1842,
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Lord's personal account with Callender for the year
credited Lord with $2230,83 for five-eighths of the brig,
68some to be transferred to other owners.
The Marcia Cleaves continued to exploit the cotton
trade, She had taken a fall freight to Marseilles in
1842 and waited there between January and March, finally
arriving back at New Orleans in May of 1843, Under a
new captain put on at New Orleans, Francis W. Chadbourne,
the ship cleared for Bremen in July with a small freight
of fustic (tropical tree used for dye), cotton, and
tobacco. The ship lost money for the year; after
remittances from Bremen and credits from two Boston
insurance offices for partial loss and general average
on the vessel and freight, the owners received a debit of
69$1169.20, half for Lord's account.
In 1844 the Swiss Boy made a sugar voyage to 
Europe; the Diantha followed a nearly identical pattern.
The Swiss Boy sailed from Kennebunk to Boston, then on 
January 15 for Havana and Matansas, bound for Marseilles.
Lord insured her freight in his name. From Marseilles in 
August Captain Blaisdell wrote that he was laid on for 68
68LC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm, Lord, December 29» 
1843; see also Letters 1844, account current between Baring 
Brothers and Adam McCulloch and Co,, January 3» 1844; see also 
Invoices 1843, account current between G. Callender and 
Wm, Lord, January 1, 1844,
^LG, Accounts» Marcia Cleaves, account of disburse­
ments at Marseilles and New Orleans, March 28, June 3, 1843; 
see also account current between Marcia Cleaves and 
G. Callender, December 12, 1843; see also letter (copy), 
Francis Chadbourne to G. Callender, July 18, 1843.
Boston and was loading freight; the captain felt that
procedure was better than salt as there were only five
other American vessels in port. Blaisdell noted that
he was receiving 10% primage— a high rate. After an
October arrival at Boston, the owners directed the brig
to Kennebunk, although Callender felt that gave her a
70poor chance as compared to a Boston freight. Provisions
were sent to Kennebunk for the brig and she cleared
Kennebunkport for Matanzas on the 10th of December, Her
cargo consisted of 103*122 board feet of lumber and
71bunches of hoops. Lord's personal account current for
1844 showed five-eighths of the Swiss Boy account credited
to him ($863.4 5) as well as $500 "transferred from owners
of Swiss Boy," perhaps to pay Lord for services to the
72vessel in procuring cargo and arranging insurance.
The Marcia Cleaves was the largest of Lord's 
vessels, accounting for part of her problem in obtaining 
cargo in 1844, After a long passage from Bremen to 
New Orleans the captain found freight rates very low in 
February although plenty of tobacco and cotton were on 
hand for shipment; British ships also provided competition. *
?°LC, Letters C, Callender to Wm. Lord, January 
15; October 18, 24; November 21, 1844; letter, John Nazro
(Fremont Insurance Co.) to Wm, Lord, May 14, 1844,
"^LC, Invoices 1844, receipt from customs house, 
December 10, 1844; see also Letters 1844, receipts from 
James Lord and Ross and Lord, December, 18U4.
?^LC, Invoices 1844, account current between 
G. Callender and Wm. Lord, January 1, 1845.
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Finally, in June, Captain Chadbourne engaged a cargo of
1482 bales (632,394 lbs.); he was to touch at Cork for
orders to Glasgow (for 15/320 per pound)or Liverpool
(for 7/16 0 a pound). The ship did go to Liverpool,
arriving out in October; there the captain had to pay
a fine because some of the seamen had smuggled tobacco
under planks in the forecastle deck. The ship returned
some steerage and cabin passengers to New Orleans
The ship's account for the year, running over to March
of 1845 left a debit ($1716.24) for the three owners.^'
Lord's personal account for the year with Callender showed
a final credit of over $5600, about half from proceeds of 
75the Finland.
In January of 1845, the Swiss Boy discharged her 
Kennebunk lumber at Matanzas and sailed to Europe (unknown 
port); in Europe Captain Blaisdell remitted 600 British 
pounds for Adam McCulloch's account with Baring Brothers. 
The brig returned to Boston and Callender suggested a 
freight of granite for Pensacola or a Cuban .freight. 
Captain Blaisdell left the vessel due to poor health; 
McCulloch went to Boston and chose John H, Perkins to 734
73LC, Letters, G. Callender to V/m. Lord, February 
19, May 29, 1844; se also letters (copies), Francis 
Chadbourne to G. Callender, February 24, March 15, June 
July 10, October 18, 1844.
74LC, Accounts; Marcia Cleaves, account current 
between Marcia Cleaves and G. Callender, March 15» 1845.
^ L C , Invoices 1844, account current between 
G, Callender and Win. Lord, January 1, 1845·
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take the brig for one voyage. Callender secured a charter
for Havana through broker I. R. Dow and Company; thirteen
different shippers and five consignees appeared on the
freight list of items including: butter, oak, lard, sperm
candles, sperm oil, chairs, cod, haddock, palm oil,
sashes, empty hogsheads and grindstones--a varied cargo
of northern items. She sailed July 8th, after paying for
disbursements with proceeds from previous Havana freight
and a bill drawn on London. Captain Perkins found
little offered in Havana and completed a cargo at Matanzas
for London, The brig put in at Portland, Maine leaking
in the upperworks in October, but made it to London by
77December.
After waiting for freight through January, the 
Marcia Cleaves loaded at New Orleans for Antwerp; she 
took a mixed freight of tobacco, lard, cotton, hides, 
hemp, moss, beeswax, and specie. The ship arrived out 
on March 21st and quickly sailed for Havana with only a 
few passengers: 152 steerage, 2 cabin passengers. She
76 LC. Letter (copy), Claudius Williams to 
G. Callender, January 1, 1845; see also letter, Baring 
Brothers to Adam McCulloch and Co., April 18; see also 
letters, G. Callender  to Wm, Lord, April 18, June l^, 21, 
1845; see also letter, Jotham Blaisdell to Adam McCulloch, 
June 15; see also letter, Adam McCulloch to Wm, Lord, June 
Z k , 18^5; see also Papers: Swiss Boy 18^5, freight list 
for Swiss Boy, July 5» 18^5; account of disbursements, 
September, 18^5»
^LC, Letter, John H. Perkins to Adam McCulloch and 
Co., August 21, 18^5; see also Papers: Swiss Boy 18^5- 
account of disbursements at Matanzas, September 13» 18^5; 
account of disbursements at Portland, November, 18A5; see 
also letter, G. Callender to ’Wm. Lord, December 20, I8U5.
arrived at Havana in June and then went to New Orleans.
Due to the lateness of the season only a small cargo for 
Liverpool was obtained. At New Orleans Captain Chadbourne 
put the mate, Horace Wilson, in charge but remained with
OQ
the ship for the passage to Liverpool.
The period 1841 through 1845 forced Lord's vessels 
to work hard for their earnings, especially to 1844, The 
sugar and cotton trades were most important, but a few 
passengers and northern products were also carried. 
Business improved somewhat in 1844 and Lord planned his 
first new vessel in that year, to initiate rapid building 
for the next five years.
Those years, 1846 through I850, were Lord's most 
active years to date in expanding his interests in 
navigation. The Hartley was new in 1846 and five more 
vessels were built by January of 1850. Four were solds 
one in 1847, two in 1849, one early in 1850. Totally 
Lord held interests in nine different vessels. The chart 
below illustrated those growing concerns. The Francis 
Watts was omitted as she was in service for less than a 
year.
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Among the above eight vessels representative voyages have
been chosen for each year to illustrate common activities*
Basically all of the new ships were built for the cotton
trade, but all carried other items as well. The voyages
chosen showed the mixing of the coastal and foreign trades,
with a few European returns to Boston or New York and then
passage south. Many direct returns to New Orleans
occurred for all vessels. The mixture of cargos was
common, combining cotton, sugar, pork, lard, and a growing
amount of staves for Europe* Returns more and more often
concentrated on passengers provided by agents of packet
lines who chartered for single voyages. Pilkington and
Wilson of Liverpool provided business in several cases;
they established the White Star Line in 1849 running
packets to Boston, later expanding to New Orleans, They
made a practice of using American freighters for single
voyages to carry emigrants from Europe to the states; thus
they were not really packets in the sense that these were
continuing vessels. Enoch Train’s White Diamond Line also
ran between Liverpool and Boston; Baring Brothers were
their Liverpool agents. In Queens of the Western Ocean,
Cutler listed one of Lord's interests, the Mt* Washington»
79as part of the White Star Line for 1849« ' After I85O
?®LC, Letters (copies), Francis Chadbourne to 
G. Callender, January 9; February 9; April 1, 29; June 2?, 
1845; see also letters, G, Callender to Wrn. Lord, July 22, 
August 13* 1845*
7b'Carl C. Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean; The
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several more of Lord's ships were listed.
In January of 1846, the Diantha arrived at
New Orleans with what Captain Claudius B. Williams referred
8 0to as a "full complement of passengers." He did not note 
the number, but the passenger business of the early 1840"s 
had been small business in comparison to what it became. 
From New Orleans the captain chose to take a coastal cargo 
to Boston as European rates were low; his freight consisted 
of 1800 barrels of pork, kegs and hogsheads of pork, and 
some cotton, hides, and lard. The captain had a chance to 
take a full cargo of cotton to Boston or New York but he 
felt too many other vessels were doing that.®·*" From 
Boston, the Diantha took general freight to Havana and
8 :then sugar to Trieste under a new captain— Theodore Brown, 
The Marcia Cleaves was also at New Orleans in 
January, and also came north to Boston; but she left Boston 
in March with 350 tons of ice loaded by Frederic Tudor as 
freight for New Orleans, At New Orleans, her new captain,
Story of America's Mail and Passenger Sailing Lines 
(Annaoolis, Maryland: United States Naval Institute, I96I), 
PP. 307-310, 375.
^°LC, Letter (copy), Claudius Williams to 
G. Callender, February 6, 1846.
®1 LC, Letters (copies), Claudius Williams to 
G. Callender, February 6, 25» March 6 , 1846.
®2LC, Letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, April 14, 
1846; see also letters (copies), Theodore Brown to 
G. Callender, June 22, August 2, 1846.
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Horace Wilson, engaged a cargo at good rates through
Levi Gale, to load cotton and pork: for B o s t o n . L e v i  Gale
was the New Orleans agent for the Packet Line between
84Boston and New Orleans, established in 1834. Later the 
ship took another coastal freight to New Orleans, consisting 
of paving stones. Next a freight of 54? hogsheads of
tobacco and 13470 pieces of staves were acquired, consigned
8 5to London buyers.  ^ The Hartley was also offered a tobacco 
freight from New Orleans at about the same time, but 
Captain Lord felt that tobacco was bad for the new ship 
and settled for wheat and flour for Liverpool.^ The 
Hartley carried two cargos to Liverpool with one return to 
Boston in preference to a July return to New Orleans. The 
Marcia Cleaves, formerly employed almost exclusively in the 
Liverpool cotton trade, stuck to the Boston— New Orleans 
route in 1846 until she took a fall cargo to London. The 
Swiss Boy, like the Diantha took a cargo to Trieste, but 
hers was a charter of staves.
In 1847 the Marcia Cleaves, Captain Wilson, was 
back in the European trade. After her trip to London in 
1846 she proceeded to Havre and got 175 passengers at
®^LC, Letters, G, Callender to Wm. Lord, February 
25» March 11, May 8, 1846.
^Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean, p. 44?»
®-*LC, Letter (copy), Horace Wilson to G, Callender, 
July 24, 1846.
R f\LC, Letters (copies). Hartley Lord to 
G. Callender, April 27, May 1, 1846,
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forty-five francs each (exchange rate: five francs* 
twenty-five centimes to the dollar) and sailed for New 
Orleans arriving at the start of 1847. Captain Charles 
Morrill of the York (another Kennebunk vessel--George and 
Ivory Lord) provided $1000 to Captain Wilson in return for 
a draft on Callender at New Orleans; that was a rather 
unusual method of acquiring cash; Morrill had planned to
R 7remit to his owners. The Marcia Cleaves returned to
Liverpool but went on to Havre when the captain could not
meet English requirements for carrying passengers and
decided that repairs would take too long; he took a general
88cargo back to New Orleans.
Hartley also took passengers in 1847. In 
January Captain Lord loaded 1248 bales of cotton, 1200 
bushels of wheat* 400 barrels of lard and tallow, and 
'3600 staves--a large cargo worth $1 1 ,5 0 0 in freight 
charges to Havre; he returned general freight and twenty- 
four steerage passengers.^ His next European voyage was 
to Antwerp, where a broker provided an August charter for 
a "full complement" of passengers to New Orleans at eighty 
francs each (about $15)· The full complement was supposed
, Letter, Horace Wilson to Wm. Lord, January 4, 
1847; see also letter (copy), Horace Wilson to G. Callender, 
January 11, 1847.
QO
°LC, Letters (copies), Horace Wilson to 
G, Callender, April 19, 24, 184?.
®^LC, Letter (copy), Hartley Lord to G. Callender* 
January 2, May 3· 1847,
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to be 187 but Captain Lord cleared with l60, with full
90payment on the charter for 18? persons. The ship did
well that year; from October* 1846 through October, 184-7
the owners cleared $11,000— 3/8 each to William Lord and
Callender and 1/4 to Captain Hartley Lord.9*
In March of 1847, the Diantha arrived at Baltimore
with fruit from Italy, William Lord went to Baltimore
himself and helped to procure a charter for Liverpool with
92corn and flour. The bark then went to Havana late in 
May— there to load sugar for New York, At New York,
Tobias Lord attended to the vessel, but expressed his 
concern that New York was a poor port of call. He was 
right but for another reason; the Diantha was damaged 
when a French steamer ran into her while she was at the 
wharf on the 4th of September. Charles Williams 
(part-owner) went to New York; he decided that a third 
of the cost of repairs could be saved if repaired at 
Kennebunk so sent her home. By December the bark was 
ready for sea. She took a freight of shooks to Havana.
9°LC, ibid., September 23, 1847; see also letters,
G. Callender to Wm. Lord, September 3, 20, 1847.
£, Accountst Huthella, account current between 
Hartley and G, Callender, October 28, 1847.
9^LC, Letter, Tobias Lord to Wm. Lord, March 4, 1847; 
see also letter, Theodore Brown to Wm, Lord, March 27» 184?.
93^0, Letters (copies), Theodore Brown to 
G. Callender, May 3, 30? July 23; September 5» 1847; see 
also letter, Tobias Lord to Wm. Lord, September 2, 1847; 
see also letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, August 26, 1847.
William Lord secured the freight from Portland, an
illustration of concentration of trade at Portland and
the decline of Kennebunk exports.94
The Swiss Boy also carried a Portland cargo in the
following year. After a voyage from Mew York to the east
coast of Africa, she returned to the states and went to
Kennebunk. The same Portland broker who had provided
the cargo for the Diantha, a Mr. J. Williams, got a freight
of sugar boxes for Matanzas to leave in December.95
The new ship Mt. Washington sailed from Kennebunk
in January of 1848 with some local hay for the New Orleans
market, to be sold by Captain Jotham Blaisdell,
J. P. Whitney and Company provided a cargo for Russia--'
96consisting of cotton. After ancicipating good chances
at Cronstadt, Captain Blaisdell found prospects poor. He
v/as offered a load of bones to England, but refused it as
97"a dirty, stinking cargo." The ship finally got a
charter to take deals to Bordeaux and eventually got back
98to New Orleans by the end of the year. Although meant
94 LC, Letter, Charles Williams to Wm. Lord,
September 22, 1847; see also letter, J. Williams to 
Wm, Lord, November 23, 184?5 see also above, p. 48,
95hC, Letters, J. Williams to Wm, Lord, October 2?, 
November 2, 1848} see also letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, 
December 13 * 1848.
^LC, Papers: Mt, Washington 1848, account of Mt, 
Washington with J. P, Whitney and Co., March 28, 1848? see 
also account of Mt, Washington with J. Blaisdell, April 2?, 
1848.
9?LC, Letter, J. Blaisdell to Lord, June 21, 1848. 
^LC, ibid,, July 3· 1848,
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as a cotton ship, she didn't carry much cotton in 1848.
In 1848 a trend began for some of the vessels to 
go to cotton ports other than New Orleans, The Marcia 
Cleaves went to Mobile from Boston in April and loaded 
cotton for Europe, She returned pig iron and rail iron to 
Boston and again went to Mobile to load cotton for Liverpool.
On her second Mobile voyage she took: some hay purchased
99by Callender in Boston to sell at Mobile. The Diantha 
went from Boston to Charleston in the fall, after a 
European voyage. Failing to find a good rate for Liverpool,
Captain Brown loaded rice, cotton, and lard for a return
. „ . 100 to Boston.
The year 1849 was very eventful in the affairs of 
William Lord and his associates. The new ship Ocean Star 
was in service; the Swiss Boy, the Diantha, and the 
Marcia Cleaves were sold at the end of the year, all for 
the California trade. Two new ships were under construction 
during the year. Hartley Lord left the sea and went into 
partnership with George Callender as commission merchants 
at Boston. Passengers were very important to the vessels 
during 1849,
The ten-year-old Marcia Cleaves went to Liverpool
99j x. Letter (copy), Horace Wilson to G. Callender, 
May 31, 1848; see also letter, Horace Wilson to Wm, Lord, 
August 30, 1848; see also letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, 
November 2, 6, 1848,
Letters, G, Callender to Wm, Lord, September 
4, November 6, 1848; see also letter (copy), Theodore Brown 
to G, Callender, November 23, 1848»
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with cotton early in the year. Captain Wilson found that
carrying passengers was the only good return possibility;
however, his ship could not pass inspection so he ballasted
with 150 tons of slate and sailed for Mobile, From Mobile
he loaded 1500 bales of cotton for Havre, to discharge
en route to fulfill a charter to carry railroad iron to
1 n iPortsmouth, New Hampshire. On arrival at Havre the
captain wrote to Lord, describing the poor condition of
the ship, including leakage and worm holes which made her
unfit for any more heavy cargo. The captain expressed a
desire to leave the ship after seven years on her, but
felt he had no way to get a better ship (he got the new
Olympus. launched the following January). He also noted
the discharge of a black crew shipped at Liverpool for the
102Mobile voyage and back as arranged at Liverpool.
The Hartley did carry passengers— more than usual.
She took 200 emigrants from Liverpool in a charter in the
'tween decks section early in the year. After a return to
Liverpool with New Orleans cotton, the ship, under a new
captain, Charles Morrill, got another charter to take
103freight and passengers back to New Orleans. *1
*°^LC, Letters (copies), Horace Wilson to 
G. Callender, February 24, March 8, 1849, May 26, September
1, 1849; see also letter, Hartley Lord to Wm, Lord, May 26, 1849.
*^2LC, Letter, Horace Wilson to Wm. Lord, July 21, 1849.
*°3lC, Letter (copy), Stephen Comrnett to 
G, Callender, February 9· 1849; see also letters (copies), 
Charles Morrill to G, Callender, August 10, November 6, 1849.
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In April and May Pilkington and Wilson (operators 
of the White Star Line) chartered both the Ocean Star and 
the Mt. Washington to take passengers to Boston, The Mt. 
Washington got 1300 British pounds and was completely
H (Vjfilled with passengers— to sail about the 10th of May,
The new Ocean Star went to Liverpool on her first cotton 
passage, arriving out in April. Her charter included 266 
passengers; she also took 300 tons of iron and some coal 
to put under the iron to raise it up in the hold.*·0^
The Diantha began the year at Boston being repaired; 
the owners considered her fate-— as a fifteen-year-old, and 
rather small vessel for their future business. She was 
chartered to go to Portland for a full cargo of sugar 
boxes for Matanzas, The bark took a sugar freight to 
Russia and returned coal from Newcastle on the owners'
, . 106account. She was then sold for only $6500,
Lord built no new vessel in 18 50, the first inaction 
year since 1845· He had interests in five ships, all less 
than five years old, ranging from 468 to ?45 tons in size. 
They were all involved in the cotton, staves, and passenger 
traffic. Pilkington and Wilson chartered the Hartley to *10
lO^LC, Letter, Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, May 8, 1849.
10 5JLC, Letters (copies), Claudius Williams to 
G. Callender, April 6, 1.4, 1849; see also, letter,
G. Callender to Wm. Lord, June 11, 1849,
^•^LC, Letters, G. Callender to Wm, Lord, January 
16, October 2, 1849; see also letter (copy), Theodore Brown 
to G, Callender, July 31» 1849.
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take passengers to New Orleans. She arrived in May to 
find the Ocean Star, Olympus, William Lord, and Mt. 
Washington also there. The owners were disgruntled, 
but apparently Lord took it in stride. Callender wrote 
to him;
I am glad to find you so full of jokes about 
the freighting business— we may as well laugh as cry 
+ a good deal better. It don't take away my appetite 
or sleep, + I know it don't yours.
The Hartley, Mt. Washington, and Olympus all got charters
to carry stavesi the Hartley and Olympus went to Spain ;
the Mt, Washington went to Bordeaux. The staves consisted
of varieties such as claret, hogshead, and oil pipe staves.
There was consideration in 1850 of entering the 
Ocean Star in Pilkington and Wilson's line as a regular 
packet between Liverpool and New Orleans. Callender 
noted that Captain William Lord Jr. had put two in; he 
felt that regardless of some disadvantages it might be well 
to try one as she would get the best freight and might 
even bring their other ships some preference. Lord 
preferred to stay clear of the idea and continue the 
transient business, *
108
The Ocean Star remained in the
LG, Letter, G, Callender to Wm. Lord. May 1850,
*k°LC, Letter (copy), Charles Morrill toG, Callender, 
June 1, 1850; see also letter, William Stone to Wm, Lord,
May 21, 1850; see also letter (copy), Horace Wilson to 
G. Callender, May 11, X850.
Letters, G, Callender to Wm. Lord, November 
27, December k, 1850,
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cotton business between Liverpool and New Orleans, adding 
some passengers.
C a p t a i n  C h a r l e s  E .  B a r r y  t o o k  t h e  new W i l l i a m  L o rd  
t o  M o b i l e  on h e r  f i r s t  v o y a g e  and e n g a g e d  a  c o t t o n  c a r g o  
f o r  H a v r e .  W i l l i a m ' s  s o n  D a n i e l ,  l a t e r  t o  be  a  c a p t a i n  
h i m s e l f ,  was  on b o a r d .  A f t e r  u n l o a d i n g  a t  H a v r e ,  i r o n  
r a i l s  w e r e  l o a d e d  a t  C a r d i f f  f o r  B a l t i m o r e .  C a p t a i n  B a r r y  
t o o k  t h e  s h i p  t o  S a v a n n a h  i n  p r e f e r e n c e  t o  New O r l e a n s  and 
l o a d e d  i n  D e c e m b e r .  The c a p t a i n  d i d  n o t  sen d  word  o f  h i s  
d e p a r t u r e ,  i t  was  assum ed  t h a t  she  s a i l e d  a b o u t  t h e  m i d d l e  
o f  t h e  m o n t h . T h e  s h i p  was n e v e r  h e a r d  fro m  a g a i n ;  t h e  
c a p t a i n ’ s l a s t  l e t t e r s  w e r e  s t u d i e d  f o r  c l u e s .  L e t t e r s  s t i l l  
p a s s e d  b e t w e e n  C a l l e n d e r  and L ord  t h r o u g h  A p r i l  o f  1 8 5 1  
s p e c u l a t i n g  on t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  h e a r i n g  fro m  t h e  s h i p  
b u t  t o  no a v a i l .  C a p t a i n  B a r r y  was L o r d ’ s  s o n - i n - l a w .
The decade of the 1840's, in summary, revolved 
around two main factors; first, the decline of cotton 
exports to 1845 and their growth in the late 1840's; second, 
the decline of the West Indies sugar trade as a significant 
factor in maritime activities. Lord built no new ships 
until 1845? with the growing volume of immigration and of 
cotton exports after that date, he contracted for six in 
the years including 1845 through 1849. The stimulus of *17
ll0LC, Letter, Charles Barry to Wm. Lord, January 
13, 1850; see also letters, G. Callender to Wm, Lord, May
17, December 21, 1850» see also letters (copies), Charles 
Barry to G. Callender, May 8, June 24, September 20,
O c t o b e r  3» 1 8 5 0 .
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the passenger traffic from Liverpool and Havre, especially 
after 1847, encouraged Lord as well as other builders.
That trade crowded out the sugar traffic; no more vessels 
were built by Lord for sugar. In fact all of his vessels 
which had concentrated on sugar ports were sold by 1850.
The sugar vessels (Swiss Boy. Diantha, Finland) 
continued to call at Cuban ports for sugar to carry to 
European markets; they also freighted a few cargos of 
New Orleans cotton and other goods to Boston on coastwise 
passages. The dying West India trade did not include any 
returns to Kennebunk or to any other Maine ports.
Whatever Maine products the three sugar vessels carried 
south went from Boston as a general rule, although two 
cargos of sugar boxes were taken from Portland, one on the 
Swiss Boy in 1848, and one on the Diantha in 1849, Portland 
had become both the major import and export center of 
southern Maine,
The cotton ships carried their cargos almost 
excludiveiy to Europe: Liverpool, Havre, Marseilles, and 
Antwerp. They rarely entered at Boston or New York unless 
return freights were poor. Instead their passengers and 
general freight went to New Orleans, especially in the 
late 1840's. When passengers were not available or 
desirable, the ships took coal, iron, or salt. The 
Marcia Cleaves. Mt, Washington. Ocean Star and Hartley 
were especially involved in the passenger business.
If freights of cotton were going to Liverpool at
low rates, the ships made some coastwise passages to 
Boston or returned to Boston rather than south to New 
Orleans. The Marcia Cleaves made two round trips between 
Boston and New Orleans in 1846, carrying ice and paving 
stones south. In 1846 all vessels entered at Boston at 
least once, except the Swiss Boy.
The cargos of the cotton ships also included a 
few freights of staves to Spain or France as well as the 
usual additions of pork, tallow, and lard. Returns of coal, 
salt and iron came from and went to a variety of ports; 
they were often loaded at Cardiff and Newcastle, sometimes 
with Liverpool passengers, and brought west to Boston,
New York or even Baltimore. The closest any direct 
shipments came to Maine was one iron cargo on the Marcia 
Cleaves in 184? to Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Once the 
cotton ships went down the ways at Kennebunk, they almost 
never came home.
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1850-1860
After 1850, it was clear that William Lord’s main 
function in the trio consisting of himself, Hartley Lord, 
and George Callender was to plan for and supervise the 
construction of new vessels; other owners also were 
prominent, especially Daniel Cleaves who continued to take 
shares. Lord made contracts and sold most of his original 
shares, to hold smaller shares himself. Management centered 
more and more in the hands of his son especially after
HartLey broke off his partnership with Callender and
followed an independent line. William left much of the
management to him. As the 1850's progressed, fewer and
fewer letters and accounts were available regarding the
construction of vessels— no construction invoices and fewer
references by letter. The same was true of details
regarding the management of the ships in service.
Ships were built in I85I, 1852, two in I854, in
1857· and in I860. Lord purchased a small share in a
clipper built in Boston in 185^ · as well* The year I854
saw the beginning of a decline in shipping in general
to last to the Civil War,
No ship was built by Lord in X850 but by the end
of the year he was considering contracting for one at
Titcomb's yard. Callender and Company were willing to take
a share if only four owners were involved at equal shares:
Lord, Daniel Cleaves, the Titcombs, and Callender and 
111Company. Lord contracted with Massachusetts firms for
cordage and other supplies. The ship was a huge vessel,
over 1100 tons? she was listed as Boston registered under
112main owner William Lord. The new Windermere had some
luxury a3 well, with carpeting and a red plush sofa for the 
cabin. She was launched in October and taken to the lock 
to go down for rigging--a large undertaking to get a ship 12
1 1 1XJCt Letter, G. Callender to Win. Lord, December 
17, 1850.
112Bryant, Kermebunk Vessels, p. 8,
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that size down the river at all, A crew was sent from 
Boston for her departure in January of 1852 under Captain 
John W . Fairfield, a new master in the partners' employ.
The vessel cost about $40,000 total. 13
The ship Neva was built for the command of
Moses C. Maling in 1852, Both Callender and Cleaves
agreed to take shares if Lord contracted with the Wards.
The Windermere had had some troubles with her rigging and
Hartley recommended hiring different riggers and sailmakers
to replace what he felt were too old-fashioned workmen;
whether others were hired was not clear. The owners
considered port of registry and chose Kennebunk, although
Callender preferred Boston. The ship, 849.88 tons, main
owner William Lord, left Kennebunk in November for New
Orleans with a hay cargo; Lord's sons Daniel and Henry were
114aboard--Daniel soon to go to the Windermere. A letter
from Callender, dated January 3, 1852 must have been 
misdated, common at the start of a new year, as he 
referred to figuring Lord's account current as soon as the 
cost of the Neva was determined? Callender took a quarter
H3LC, Letters, Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, October 
18, 15, 1851? see also letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, 
October 24, December 31» 1851? see also Letters 1852, 
account with J, P, and W , Titcomb, April 1, 1852.
114DC, Letters, Hartley Lord to V»m. Lord, October s , 
November 22, 1852, See also letter, G, Callender to Wm. Lord, 
May , 1852; Bee also letter, Daniel Cleaves to Wm, Lord,
May 10, 1852; see also Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, p. 8? 
set* also letter, Moses Maling to Wm. Lord, December JO,
1852 .
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but whatever share Lord retained was not noted.
Little was preserved regarding the construction of 
the Simoda or Gulf Stream in 1854:  the Gulf Stream was 
built for the command of William's son Daniel, Early in 
the year Callender and Company and Daniel Cleaves 
reluctantly agreed to take shares if Lord contracted,
Cleaves agreed to take a third in one with Lord and 
Callender and Company, or a half and pay Lord for contracting 
and supervising. Later Callender and Company agreed to 
take a third of the ship being built by the Wards (Simoda) 
and a quarter of the ship being built by the Titcombs 
(Gulf Stream) as Lord had contracted for two. Hartley 
assumed his father would keep at least a sixth of the 
Gulf Stream thus giving them a half, and control. Cleaves 
and several other owners were also involved with the 
Gulf Stream. An 1858 letter to William from Hartley
115reported an eighth to William's credit at that time.
A letter to Lord on September 12th from George Callender 
noted the Gulf Stream at the port (Kennebunkport) and the 
Simoda as having been launched. Both ships went to New 
Orleans on their first passages, the Simoda under Captain 
William B. Nason and the Gulf Stream under Captain 
Daniel C. Lord. The Simoda was a 9*1*1.92 ton ship, built 
by Stephen Ward, registered at Boston. The Gulf Stream *18
1 1 ^LC, Letters, Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, January
18, 185*1; September 20, I858; see also letter,
Daniel Cleaves to Wm. Lord, February 27, 1&5*M see also 
letter, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, August 9» 185*1.
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was an 899.69 ton ship, built by George Titcomb, and put
under Kennebunk registry. William Lord was listed as main
116owner of both, but probably held small shares.
Also in 1854, Lord acquired some interest in the
1090 ton clipper Bostonian built at East Boston by
David Kelly on order of Callender and Company. Cleaves
117also took a share in the new vessel. Cleaves was not
too happy with Callender's ship; he felt she was a poor
cargo carrier and added as well: "This owning ships at
high prices + carry nothing for sake of having a clipper
ship, don't pay exactly."118
After the especially active year in 1854 no ship
was built until 1857- The economy had not encouraged
building. Lord nearly contracted with the Ward's in
I856 but did not. In fact several Kennebunk yards failed.
119including the Ward's. At the very end of I856 a 
contract was made resulting in the ship Arno. Hartley 
wrote his father noting shares as an eighth each for 
himself and William and three-quarters for Cleaves and 
Captain John Fairfield} however he added that William 17*9
**^Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, p. 9·
117LC, Letter. Daniel Cleaves to Wm. Lord, January 
13, 185*1·: see also William Armstrong Fairburn and others, 
Merchant Sail. V (Center Lovell, Maine: Fairburn Marine 
Educational Foundation, Inc., 1945-1955)· P· 2915·
*^®LC, Letter, Daniel Cleaves to Wm. Lord, May 11,
1854.
1 1 9LC, Letter, Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, October 
23. 1856.
would share in the profits by contracting, supervising and
120selling out all but his eighth. The Arno was one of
the few ships in which Callender had no shares; Hartley 
Lord had the management of her and she was registered at 
Boston. The 916.20 ton ship was placed under the command
of John W. Deering and sent to New Orleans for cotton in
121
October.
Hartley and William considered building again at
Titcomb's yard in 1858, but poor business conditions
122discouraged the project. In 1859 prospects did not
improve much; Hartley suggested that since his father
desired less responsibility younger brother George might
superintend. In addition Hartley wrote discouraging words;
The reputation of K-bunk ships was bad enough 
before + this will make it worse. If we do not build 
as good ships as they do here [Boston] + Newburyport 
+ Portsmouth, it is no use to keep on-- + it will be 
impossible to get them insured.
Hartley was referring to a Kennebunk ship run ashore off
Boston, and obviously poorly built in his opinion.
After three or more poor years for freighting a new
ship was built in l860-~the Alameda. Lord did not supervise
its construction but made the agreement for shares to ho
3*^LC, Letter, Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, December
1 1 , 1 8 5 6.
LC, ibid., October 20, 2?, 30; see also Bryant, 
Kennebunk Vessels, p. 9·
1 OO
LC, Letters, Hartley Lord to Wm, Lord, March 1 3 ,
1 6 ,  1 8 ,  1 8  5 8 .
ibid,, Prtareh 18, 1859-
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held for himself, his son, and Daniel Cleaves, Hartley
referred to "Thompson" and Charles Williams supervising.
There was no conclusive evidence regarding the shares held
by each, but William Lord was listed as main owner in
Bryant's Kennebunk Vessels, which noted the ship as 935-24
124tons, under Boston registry. It was the last vessel with
Lord listed as main owner. Hartley ordered her cordage in
Massachusetts and got a rebate from the producers, with a
promise not to tell other Kennebunk builders, especially
125the builders of the ship who were charged for it.
As explained, Lord’s accounts were incomplete for
the 1850's but a few letters from Hartley in 1859 reported
earnings of four of the vessels he managed and thus
indicated remaining shares for William in those ships:
1/4 of the Hartley. 1/6 of the Ocean Star. 1/8 of the
X 2 6Gulf Stream, and 1/6 of the Arno.
Between I85I and 1855* Lord's ships— new and old-- 
were still involved in the passenger business and the 
freighting of cotton; they also carried some sugar, staves, 
deals and continued to return some iron and salt from 
Europe. The most common ports of call were Liverpool, *12
124Bryant, Kennebunk Vessels, p. 9; see also 
LC, Letters, Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, January 11, 14,
March 20, i860,
12^LC, Letter, Hartley Lord to Wm, Lord, February
1, I860.
1 2 °LC, ibid., January 2, February 26, September 24,
November 4, 1859·
20*1
New Orleans and Havre. Several of the ships were heavily
involved with Pilkington and Wilson and also with Enoch
Train's White Diamond Line. Cutler, in Queens of the
Western Ocean, 1 isted the following as parts of
Pilkington and Wilson's White Star Line although they
were merely freighters» Hartley and Windermere for 1852»
Olympus and Neva for I8 5 3, In Train's line the Windermere
was on for I853 and the Bostonian for I856. The Regular
Lane (Boston-New Orleans) had the Neva in 185*1. The
Regular Line (Liverpool-New Orleans) listed the Windermere 
127in 185*1. Actually those vessels chartered through 
those lines fairly frequently, as did some of the other 
ships. By 185*1 the passenger traffic had begun to decline
as had business in general and continued in. that vein
the I850 128through the rest of s. In the early I850
there wore no entries at Boston until 185*1, wi th the
exception of one in 1853 8y the Ocean Star. All were
finding European business.
In the years 18 5 1-18 5 5» vessels in which Lord
an interest encompassed the following«
Vessel 1851 1852 1853 185*1 m s
Hartley X X X X X
Mt, Washington X X X
Ocean Star X X X X X
Olympus X X X X
Windermere X X X X
Neva X X X
Bostonian X X
Simoda X X
Gulf Stream X X
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Accounts were not extensive for I85I, and the year 
was singularly uneventful. The Hartley carried cotton 
from Mobile to Liverpool, and a combined cargo of cotton, 
flour, and tallow from New Orleans to Liverpool. The 
Mt. Washington also carried a cotton cargo from New Orleans, 
but to Havre and then got an iron charter from Cardiff to 
New Orleans. A stave charter to Bordeaux followed. The 
Ocean Star began her year the same way: cotton from New 
Orleans to Liverpool, One event of note regarding Captain 
Claudius Williams of the Ocean Star did occur in 18 5 1f his 
behavior was still an issue— in 1851 because he had raced 
with the Joseph Badger and bet on it? Callender emphasized 
not wanting the family to replace him with his brother 
Albert. Eventually Captain Tobias Lord was given power 
of attorney to take the ship at Liverpool, Capt. Lord 
chartered to Pilkington and Wilson and returned to New 
Orleans, The Olympus stayed entirely in the Liverpool- 
New Orleans route with two charters, one from Pilkington
129and Wilson to take passengers and freight to New Orleans. 
Thus the four vessels were all following the same routes; 
none came to a northeastern port.
As mentioned above, the Hartley and the Windermere 
were listed in Pilkington and Wilson's line for 1 8 5 2. The *
1 ^ Cutler, Queens of the Western Ocean, pp, 372,
373, 4X1, 444-447.
*2®See above, pp. 23-24,
*^LC, Letters I85X» passim.
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H a r t le y  was p u t  on t h e i r  l i n e  t h r e e  t im e s .  I n  J a n u a r y  t h e y  
p u t  th e  s h ip  o n  and  a c q u ir e d  s a l t  ( 51 4^- t o n s )  an d  g e n e r a l  
f r e i g h t  f o r  New O r le a n s ,  A g a in  i n  Ju n e  th e y  p u t  h e r  on 
f o r  g e n e r a l  f r e i g h t .  I n  D e cem b er th e  l i n e  e n g a g e d  th e  s h ip  
t o  c a r r y  350 t o n s  o f  s a l t  and  700 to n s  o f  r a i l r o a d  i r o n .*-^0 
I n  a l l  c a s e s  c o t t o n  was c a r r i e d  f ro m  New O r le a n s ?  no  
p a s s e n g e rs  w e re  i n v o l v e d .
The W in d e rm e re , a new s h ip  u n d e r  C a p ta in  
J o h n  F a i r f i e l d ,  f o l l o w e d  th e  same r o u te ?  L iv e r p o o l- N e w  
O r le a n s .  I n  M a y . P i l k i n g t o n  and  W ils o n  g o t  g e n e r a l  f r e i g h t ,  
b u t  no  p a s s e n g e r s ,  f o r  New O r le a n s .  T o b a c c o  was r e t u r n e d  
a s  no c o t t o n  was a v a i l a b l e  due t o  t im e  o f  a r r i v a l — J u l y .
B a c k  a t  L i v e r p o o l  i n  S e p te m b e r th e  W in d e rm e re  d id  g e t  a
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f u l l  n u m b e r o f  p a s s e n g e rs  f ro m  P i l k i n g t o n  and  W i ls o n .
D a n ie l  L o rd  was a b o a rd  th e  s h ip  t o  l e a r n  th e  m a s t e r 's  
t r a d e ,  b u t  was n o t  p a r t i c u l a r l y  h a p p y  w i t h  C a p ta in  
F a i r f i e l d ' s  la c k  o f  a t t e n t i o n  t o  h im .  He s ta y e d  w i t h  th e  
s h ip  th r o u g h  th e  f i r s t  L i v e r p o o l  v o y a g e  a n d  th e n  w e n t home 
f o r  th e  sum m er, and  l a t e r  w e n t  on th e  N eva w i t h  C a p ta in  
M a l in g  f o r  one v o y a g e ,  e v e n t u a l l y  r e t u r n i n g  on  th e  
W in d e rm e re  a s  t h i r d  mate,'® ’ ^  *1
1 ^ ° L C , L e t t e r s ,  C h a r le s  M o r r i l l  t o  G, C a l le n d e r ,  
J a n u a r y  5 , 2 3 ; J u l y  7 ;  D e cem b er 3. 1852? see  a ls o  l e t t e r ,
G. C a l le n d e r  t o  Wm. L o r d ,  July 3» 1852.
^ ■ ^ L C ,  L e t t e r s ,  J o h n  F a i r f i e l d  t o  G. C a l le n d e r ,  May 
7 ,  2 2 ,  25? J u l y  10? S e p te m b e r 1 4 , 2 4 ,  I 852 .
1 3? L c , L e t t e r s ,  D a n ie l  L o rd  t o  Wm. L o r d ,  F e b r u a r y  1 ,  
D e ce m b e r 2 9 ,  1 8 5 2 ; see  a ls o  l e t t e r s ,  H a r t le y  L o rd  t o  
Wm. L o r d ,  N o vem b er 1 1 ,  2 2 ,  1 8 5 2 .
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Two m a s te rs  caused t h e  o w n e rs  d i s t r e s s  in 185 2,
A new c a p t a in  on  th e  M t .  W a s h in g to n , th e  s h ip  u n d e r  L o r d ’ s 
m anag em e nt at K e n n e b u n k , was g iv e n  e x t e n s iv e  o r d e r s ;
Captain Ivory Goodwin did not manage the Mt. Washington 
to Lord’s satisfaction? he stayed with the ship for only 
a y e a r .133 Captain Tobias Lord was criticized for not 
writing enough letters to the owners about the progress of 
the Ocean Star .134 The Ocean Star was one of the few 
vessels not totally occupied with the New Orleans-Liverpool 
route in 1852; she took timber from Savannah to Cadiz in 
the fall. 135
The Olympus. Neva and Windermere were involved 
with lines in 1853· The Neva was a new ship, the second 
of Lord’s ships to carry the same name. The Neva took her 
first cotton cargo to Liverpool, over 28 0 0  bales. Captain 
Moses Maling then chartered railroad iron for New York and 
returned direct to Liverpool. A passenger charter was 
taken because good freight could not be found; however 
before sailing for New Orleans, a gale threw the ship 
against the dock walls killing a numbfsr of the passengers.
1 3 3 itjq )> L e t t e r  ( c o p y ) ,  Wm. L o rd  t o  I v o r y  G o o d w in , 
A u g u s t  3 0 * I 85 2 .
Letter, G, C a l le n d e r  to Wm. Lord, M a rc h  9«
1 8 5 2 .
1 35L C , L e t t e r s ,  T o b ia s  L o rd  t o  G, C a l le n d e r ,  J u ly  
2 2 ,  A u g u s t  1 8 5 2 .
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The c a p t a in  f e l t  t h a t  th e  s h ip  i t s e l f  w o u ld  h a ve  b ro k e n
up if not strong and new. 136
The O lym p u s  to u c h e d  a t  o n ly  L iv e r p o o l  and New
Orleans in 18 5 3, carried one cotton cargo and one combined
cargo of cotton, tobacco and staves to Liverpool. Neither
Liverpool return included passengers, just general freight
from Pilkington and Wilson.
The Windermere's charter from Liverpool in March 
was with Enoch Train and Company for New Orleans for 
general freight and included a charter to return deals 
from St, Johns, Canada. On arrival back at Liverpool, a 
large number of passengers (*+65) were secured for New 
Orleans. Daniel Lord, on board as third mate, left on
Captain Fairfield's recommendation when he had a chance
138
t o  ta k e  a  s m a ll  b a r k  t o  E n g la n d ,
Although both the Windermere and the Neva carried 
passengers in 1 8 5 3« all the ships began to move away from 
that business even before the peak ol' immigration into the 
United States in 185*+· Callender made reference to some 
of the problems of the business early in the year in 
reference to the Windermere. He felt that if the ship came
^ ^ L C ,  L e t t e r s ,  M oses M a l in g  t o  G , C a l le n d e r ,  
J a n u a r y  2 7 1 M a rc h  2 2 ; A u g u s t  2 7 ; S e p te m b e r 2*+, 3 0 , 18 53 ,
* ,  Letters, Horace Wilson to G. Callender, 
October k ,  1853; see also letters, Horace Wilson to 
Wm. Lord, March 21, June 9* 1853·
138LC, Letters, John Fairfield to G. Callender, 
March *+, November 7. 1853; see also letter, John Fairfield 
to Wm. Lord, December 2, 185 3,
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t o  B o s to n ,  i t  s h o u ld  be u n d e r  c h a r t e r  t o  a " r e s p o n s ib le  
h o u s e "  w h ic h  w o u ld  ta k e  c a r e  o f  th e  p a s s e n g e rs  on a r r i v a l ,
The o t h e r  t h r e e  v e s s e ls  i n  o p e r a t io n  i n  1 8 5 3 , th e
O cean S t a r , H a r t l e y  an d  M t . W a s h in g to n , c o n c e n t r a te d  on
th e  L iv e r p o o l - - N e w  O r le a n s  r o u t e  w i t h  th e  e x c e p t io n  o f  one
e n t r y  a t  B o rd e a u x  w i t h  s ta v e s  f o r  th e  M t .  Wa s h in g t o n ,
L o rd  was u n h a p p y  w i t h  t h a t  f r e i g h t  a s  he had a d v is e d  no
s ta v e  c a rg o s  b e c a u s e  th e y  to o k  to o  lo n g  t o  lo a d  and
d is c h a r g e .  The s h ip  a ls o  c h a r t e r e d  w i t h  P i l k i n g t o n  and
W ils o n  t h a t  y e a r  f o r  one v o y a g e  t o  New O r le a n s  c a r r y i n g  a
s m a l l  n u m b e r o f  p a s s e n g e r s ;  a g a in  L o rd  was d is p le a s e d  as
he had  c o n c lu d e d  t h a t  p a s s e n g e rs  w e re  to o  much t r o u b l e .
The c a p t a in ,  I v o r y  G o o d w in , w as r e p la c e d  b y  C a p ta in
1/4-0
W i l l ia m  D a v is  r a t h e r  q u i c k l y .  The s h ip  was s o ld  a t  th e  
end  o f  th e  y e a r .
I n  1 8 5 ^ ,  e i g h t  s h ip s  w e re  f r e i g h t i n g - - a n  a l l  t im e  
h ig h  f o r  L o rd  and  h i s  p a r t n e r s .  T h re e  w e re  new t h a t  y e a r ,  
th e  S im o d a and  G u l f  S tre a m  w e re  la u n c h e d  i n  O c to b e r ,  A p a r t  
o f  th e  new B o s to n ia n  was p u rc h a s e d  a s  w e l l .  One s h ip  was 
l o s t :  th e  Oly m p u s .
The S im o d a  and  G u l f  S tre a m  b o th  l e f t  K e n n e b u n k  f o r  
New O r le a n s  a f t e r  t h e i r  f a l l  l a u n c h in g s .  B o th  e n g a g e d  
c o t t o n - - t h e  S im o d a  f o r  L i v e r p o o l ,  th e  G u l f  S tre a m  f o r
1 3 9 L e t t e r ,  G , C a l le n d e r  t o  Wm. L o r d ,  J a n u a ry  2 2 ,
1853 -
l i f 0 LC , L e t t e r s ,  I v o r y  G o o d w in  t o  Wm, L o r d ,  M a rch  
1 1 ,  1 8 ,  2 9 ,  1 8 5 3 ; l e t t e r s  ( c o p i e s ) ,  Wm. L o rd  t o  I v o r y  
G o o d w in , J a n u a ry  1 7 ; May 1 1 ,  1 9 * 31» 1 8 5 3 ·
1
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H a v re .  B o th  to o k  o v e r  300 0  b a le s .  A l l  v e s s e ls  came t o  
B o s to n  o r  New Y o rk  i n  1 8 5 4 , e x c e p t  th e  O lym p u s ( l o s t  on 
h e r  w ay t o  B o s to n )  and  th e  W in d e rm e re . E n t r i e s  a t  n o r t h e a s t  
p o r t s  had b e e n  v e r y  r a r e  i n  th e  p r e c e d in g  fe w  y e a r s  a s  th e  
f o r e i g n  b u s in e s s  had  b e e n  b e t t e r }  e n t r i e s  a t  B o s to n  o r  
New Y o rk  w e re  l a s t  c h o ic e s .  S e v e r a l  v e s s e ls  w e re  
in v o lv e d  w i t h  l i n e s :  th e  N eva w i t h  th e  R e g u la r  L in e  ( B o s to n -  
New O r le a n s ) , th e  W in d e rm e re  w i t h  th e  R e g u la r  L in e  
( L i v e r p o o l — New O r le a n s ) ,  th e  B o s to n ia n  w i t h  E n o ch  T r a i n 's  
W h ite  D ia m o n d  L in e .
The N eva a r r i v e d  a t  New O r le a n s  i n  J a n u a ry  and
lo a d e d  a f r e i g h t  o f  f l o u r  and c o t t o n  e n g a g e d  b y
J ,  P . W h itn e y  and  C o . b e f o r e  h e r  a r r i v a l .  C a p ta in  M a l in g
to o k  th e  s h ip  t o  H a v re  and  th e n  t o  C a d iz  t o  lo a d  s a l t  f o r
B o s to n .  T h e o d o re  B ro w n  to o k  th e  s h ip  a t  B o s to n  as  C a p ta in
M a l in g  d e c id e d  t o  le a v e  th e  s h ip  an d  go  hom e. The
c o n n e c t io n  w i t h  th e  R e g u la r  L in e  was t r a n s i e n t ;  th e  s h ip
m e r e ly  w e n t c o a s tw is e  t o  New O r le a n s  an d  p ic k e d  up c o t t o n
ihl
f o r  L i v e r p o o l  f o r  a r e t u r n  th e n c e  t o  New O r le a n s .
The W in d e rm e re  f o l lo w e d  a s im p le  p a t t e r n ;  she  b e g a n  
th e  y e a r  d is c h a r g in g  c o t t o n  a t  L i v e r p o o l  an d  th e n  w e n t 
New O r le a n s — L iv e r p o o l - - N e w  O r le a n s — and e n g a g e d  c o t t o n  i n  
O c to b e r  and  N o vem b er f o r  a n o th e r  L i v e r p o o l  r e t u r n .
i ^ L C ,  L e t t e r ,  J .  P . W h itn e y  and  C o , t o  V/m. L o r d ,  
J a n u a r y  2 1 ,  1 8 5 4 ; see  a ls o  l e t t e r s ,  G. C a l le n d e r  t o  Wm, L o rd  
May 1 6 ,  J u l y  2 0 , S e p te m b e r 2 7 ,  1 8 5 4 ; se e  a ls o  l e t t e r ,
M oses M a l in g  t o  G . C a l le n d e r ,  J a n u a ry  1 7 ,  1 8 5 4 ; see  a ls o  
l e t t e r s ,  T h e o d o re  B ro w n  t o  G. C a l le n d e r ,  S e p te m b e r 30 , 
D e ce m b e r 8 ,  1 8 5 4 .
1Although listed in the Regular Line, one of her Liverpool 
cargos came from laying on with Pilkington and Wilson,
1 hoagents of the White Star Line.
The new clipper Bostonian laid on in one case 
with Enoch Train*s line. Her maiden voyage was to New 
Orleans when cotton was engaged* her. owners were displeased 
with her poor carrying capacity. For an 1109 ton ship, 
she held only 3^00 bales. The owners were willing to sell 
her for $80,000 and gave Captain James King power of 
attorney to do so— as many other owners had done in regard 
to their ships in that poor year. At Liverpool the ship 
was put on the line as the July 2d packet for Boston.
After an ice charter to New Orleans under Moses Maling, 
the ship went to Liverpool and there acquired a charter 
for China.
The Hartley and the Ocean Star both started the 
year by taking salt from Liverpool to New Orleans. Then 
they both got charters to carry freight from Wales. The 
Hartley took slate from Bangor, V/ales to Boston; the 
Ocean Star took railroad iron from Cardiff to New York.
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*^LC, Letters, John Fairfield to G. Callender, 
January 2 5, April 26, July 4, 1854; see also letter, Horace 
Wilson to G. Callender, October 9. 1854; see also letter, 
Horace Wilson to Wm. Lord, October 28, 1854.
■^^LC, Letters, James King to G. Callender, April 
14, 25; June 23, 1854; see also letter, James King to 
Wm, Lord, June 14, 1854; see also letters, G. Callender 
to Wm. Lord, May 5» August 3, September 2?, 1854; see also 
letter, Moses Maling to G. Callender, December 22, I854,
Both then went coastwise to New Orleans.
Problems arose in 1854 over command of most of the
vessels; changes occurred on six of the eight ships--all
but the two new ships launched in October. Most involved
changes from one vessel to another. First and second
masters were as follows;
Hartley; Charles Morrill, Alfred Howes 
Ocean Star: Tobias Lord, Charles Morrill.
Olympus: Horace Wilson, Mr. Wallace (former mate) 
Windermere; John Fairfield, Horace Wilson 
Neva: Moses Maling, Theodore Brown 
Bostonian: James King, Moses Maling
In one situation the owners had little control over results.
Horace Wilson was offered an eighth and command of the
Bostonian; however when the Windermere, Olympus and
Bostonian all came into Liverpool between May and July,
Captain Wilson took the Windermere and went to New Orleans,
instead of going to Boston with his Olympus to meet the
Bostonian and take command as planned. He was afraid of
being sent to the Pacific on the Bostonian so sent his
own ship home with the mate (who lost it). Captains
Fairfield and Wilson felt that since the same owners were
involved with both the Windermere and Bostonian that their
own arrangement was acceptable. Wilson felt that he had
saved the owners the cost of sending a captain to meet the *
2 1 2
1 4 4
*LC, Letters, Charles Morrill to G. Callender, 
January 11, June 23, July 12, October 18, 1855; see also 
letter, Hartley Lord to Wm, Lord, October if·, 1854; see also 
letters, Tobias Lord to G. Callender, January 21, June 13» 
1854? see also Letter, Alfred Howes to G. Callender,
October 23, 1854; see also letter, G, Callender to 
Wm. Lord, September 8, 1854.
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Windermere, whose captain left that ship and went home 
with his family as passengers on the Bostonian. Captain 
Mating took the Bostonian at Boston. Although the owners 
were disturbed over the masters arranging matters for
I k  5their own benefit— the situation was allowed to stand.
In 1855 the ships touched at fewer ports than 
usual» there were longer waits for cargo. The Bostonian 
was in the Far East. The Hartley went coastwise to 
New Orleans and then carried a sugar cargo from Havana to 
Trieste, thence to the Black Sea. The Windermere was the 
only ship which touched at only New Orleans and Liverpool» 
at New Orleans she was loaded by J. P, Whitney and Company 
and was put on Train's line once at Liverpool. The Neva 
went Liverpool--New Orleans— Havre and then got a charter 
to Calcutta. The Simoda also went Liverpool— New Orleans—  
Havre, but took a coal charter to New Orleans. The 
Ocean Star brought salt and almonds to New York from 
Spain and procured a charter to carry deals from Canada 
to Liverpool, after which she returned to New Orleans 
via Charleston.
After 1855 William Lord continued his interests 
in nearly the same vessels as those operated between I850 
and I855, The Mt. Washington had been sold, the Olympus
1/+^ l c , Letters, Horace Wilson to G. Callender, 
January 30, July H·, 1854; see also letters, John Fairfield 
to G. Callender, July 7, 185^5 see also letter, Daniel 
Cleaves to Wm. Lord, June 9» 185^ +·
1Z^ LC, Letters, 1855, passim. Letters were less 
numerous for the year than even for past years.
lost« The only changes after 1855 were the loss of the 
Neva in I856 and the construction of the Arno in 1857« 
Therefore interests were in the ships Hartley« Ocean Star» 
Windermere, Bostonian, Sirooda» Gulf Stream, and Arno 
(after I856).
A major change occurred in the management of those 
ships with the dissolution of the partnership of Hartley Lord 
and George Callender? in 1857 Hartley Lord established 
himself independently as a Boston commission merchant.
The split had been building up due to personal conflicts 
in part; even Callender's letters to William had been less 
frequent and less personal for the previous two years.
Hartley referred to the firm as having agency for twelve 
or thirteen ships and the management was divided in 
proportion to the partners* interest in the company: 
two-thirds for Callender, one third for Hartley. They 
bought each others shares out. Hartley kept management 
of the Hartley, Ocean Star, Simoda, and Gulf Stream;the 
Neva would have been his but she was lost. The Arno was 
put under his management after construction in 1857$
Hartley had written his father that he did not believe 
Callender would be interested in a ahare in the Arno and 
Hartley wanted none if Callender did take a share. As 
Hartley was preparing for the separation, he speculated on 
his expectations for good business; he felt that vessels 
were the best investments even though his father wished 
to withdraw somewhat from shipping. Hartley did not seem
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to like the disadvantages of city living; however he felt 
business arrangements in Kennebunk were not advantageous 
either. He hoped other Kennebunkers would give the 
agency for some of their ships to him since he was 
starting new. Both his father and Daniel Cleaves 
transferred parts of their balances from Callender to 
Hartley so that he would have some money to work with. 
Hartley had nearly complete management of his father's 
interests as only the Windermere and the Bostonian, 
Callender's ship, remained in Callender's hands. All of 
the ships managed by Hartley were registered in Boston,
except the Gulf Stream and her registry was changed as
148soon as Hartley took management.
Hartley was not encouraged by business in 1857,
his first year and a bad year nationally. He had four
ships valued at $157,000 in his care; he referred to
making 1% on them, which was worse than managing any other
capital in the city; he also noted the convenience for
owners to have their ships managed at Boston-being the
149
major New England port. At the end of the year Hartley
reflected on his $600 salary:
I don't think the owners will fail on a/c of 
my commission or enormous salary they pay their
^^LC, Letters, Hartley Lord to v/m. Lord, May 3 3; 
July 3, 9; September 1, 11, 12, 15; December 23, I856.
*^LG, ibid., January 15» 1857.
, ibid., October 27, 1857.
agents to manage their property— It would hardly keep 
a cat from starving.*5 °
He certainly was not alone; a national decline had begun
and continued to the Civil War and after. Hartley seemed
to place some of the blame on the shoulders of the captains
at first; he felt their orders shuld be more direct with
less left to their judgement but by the end of the year,
he felt perhaps it was as hard for him to judge from Boston
151as for the captains in port.
After 1855 the ships maintained similar routes 
as before but carried more heavier cargos such as salt 
and iron. Few passengers were taken on any ship.
The Windermere and Bostonian, under Callender's 
management, both had difficulties finding good cargos. 
Callender wrote infrequent letters on their movements, 
partly because they weren't getting good business. In the 
five-year span through i860, the Windermere went back, 
and forth between Liverpool and New Orleans. In I856 
she made two round voyages with cotton and pork for 
Liverpool and returned mostly salt. In both cases she 
sailed with cargo acquired through Pilkington and Wilson.
In 1857 she .laid at New Orleans for nearly six months 
before engaging cotton. J  ' While waiting all those months
:l^ 0LC, ibid,, January 1, I858.
^ L C ,  ibid., January 9« February 6, October 20, 185?.
1 52LC, Letters I856-X8 5 7, passim. In the whole 
period 1856-1860 there were only about thirty-five 
references by letter to the ship.
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for freight, the Windermere's captain, William Smith,
requested permission for his wife to join him. The
practice had become more common on the ships, but
Daniel Cleaves' attitude implied that it was not wholly
encouraged. He wrote Lord:
. . .  it seems to be the general custom for masters 
to either have their wives or "Lady or Stewardess* 
a la Brown ^Theodore Brown of the Nevaq one might 
as well consent at once . , , as it gives a more 
respectable appearance,
As several other masters in the employ of Lord and his
partners had taken their wives on voyages, there was no
reason to assume that Mrs, Smith stayed home.
In I858 the ship's activities were precisely the
same as before-Liverpool to New Qrleans--salt and cotton.
For 1859 no reports were available except entries at
New Orleans in February and Gibraltar in December, In
I860 she returned to New Orleans from Gibraltar and
1 5Athen came to Boston.
The clipper Bostonian was chartered for 
Enoch Train's line to Boston once in X8 56, From Boston 
she got a charter to San Francisco and did not return 
until the following year. In 185? she loaded logwood 
in Mexico for the return to New York, After a fall charter 
took her to San Francisco again, she was next reported at 1
153Lc$ Letter, Daniel Cleaves to V/m. Lord, March
3 »  1857 .
Letters X858-I860, passim.
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Puget Sound in the spring of 1858 loading spars for 
England, After a December arrival in England, the ship 
went to Sydney, Australia, The year 1859 was spent 
going from port to port looking for cargo, sometimes in 
ballast. She was reported on her way back to Europe 
early in 1860.^-^
Both the Windermere and the Bostonian were 
temporarily managed in i860 by Hartley Lord in place of 
George Callender who became ill in December of 1859 and 
died in February of I860,
The other four ships (five with the Arno after
1857) of concern after 1855 were mainly in the cotton
trade. As explained, they were managed by Hartley Lord,
In I856 the Ocean Star and Simoda touched only at
Liverpool, Boston and New Orleans. The Ocean Star took
salt to New Orleans and went coastwise to Boston. She
returned an ice cargo to New Orleans (at a low rate
compared to past years--$X·50 a ton). The Simoda went
from New Orleans to Liverpool and entered Boston from a
156foreign voyage. She also carried ice for New Orleans.
The Gulf Stream touched at different ports. After 
a cotton voyage to Liverpool, she loaded coal at Cardiff
Letters I856-I86O, passim. There were about 
twenty-five references to the Bostonian in that time span. 
In no case did the captains write to Lord.
1 *56LC, Letters, G. Callender to Wm. Lord, January 
12, March 19, June 1?, November 22, I8565 see also letter, 
Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, July 16, X856,
for Acapulco, Mexico and did not arrive out until the
end of the year. The Neva was lost in 1856 bound to
London from Calcutta; the Hartley did not return from
the Black Sea from her 1 8 5 5 voyage until December of 1856
when she arrived at New Orleans. 
Although 1856 was not a particularly good year.
the next got worse. Business failures were common.
Enoch Train's line failed and by then passenger lines
159were basically defunct. No two ships of the four
in service for the Lords followed the same routes.
The Ocean Star went to Russia with New Orleans cotton;
finding no freight there iron was loaded at Cardiff
for Charleston, South Carolina.
The Hartley went in ballast from New Orleans
to Havana and finally got a sugar charter to London;
she had waited six months for business from arrival at
New Orleans to the time when the sugar charter was 
X6Xengaged. The Slmoda had an easier time getting 
freight at New Orleans; she carried two cargos to Liverpool *1
Letters, Daniel Lord to G. Callender, April
3, December 28, 1856} see also letters, Daniel Lord to 
Wm. Lord, February 19» June 7, July 11, I856,
1 58[/’, Letters, G. Callender to Wm, Lord, July 3. 
December 10, 1856,
1 59See above, p. 24,
1^°LC, Letters. Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, February
4, June 12, October 19* November 10, 1857.
DC, ibid,, January 9» March 21, June 15» 1857.
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that year.*^2
The Gulf Stream was en route to the Chincha Islands
for guano early in 1857 after leaving Acapulco? while at
the Chincha Islands, Captain Daniel Lord died. His brother
Frederick was with him and helped to bring the ship to
Guadaloupe with the guano cargo. Captain Lord's body was
sent to New York from the Chincha Islands on the Edwin Fly.
His coffin was placed in a pine box and was surrounded with
guano, the purpose being some preservation of the body
X 6 3from the ammonia in the guano. ^
In 1858 the New Orleans cotton traffic improved a
little; the Arno, Gulf Stream, and Simoda all made two
round trips, all with cotton to Liverpool except one at
Havre by the Simoda. In one case, the Gulf Stream
16*4-returned via Havre to pick up passengers. In fact. 
Hartley felt business was good enough in the fall to 
build a new vessel, but none was contracted.
The Ocean Star took her cotton from Charleston 
and Appalachicola instead. One cargo went to Liverpool 
and instead of a return to New Orleans, the ship took iron 
back to Appalachicola, Her second voyage took cotton to
1<^ 2LC, ibid,, March 19, June 30» September 25,
1857.
*^I,C, Letters, Hartley Lord to Wm, Lord, May 30, 
July 1*4-, October 28, November 30, 1857; see also letter 
(copy), William Fly to Hartley Lord, November 2, 1857.
^^LC, Letters 1858, Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord,
passim.
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L on d o n . 165
The H a r t le y  was s t r i c t l y  a c o a s t a l  v e s s e l  b e tw e e n
B o s to n  and  New O r le a n s  i n  1 858 and  c o n t in u e d  i n  th e  same 
t r a d e  th e  f o l l o w i n g  y e a r . She made f o u r  ro u n d  t r i p s  i n  
1 858, c a r r y i n g  c o t t o n  a n d  g e n e r a l  f r e i g h t  t o  B o s to n . H e r 
r e t u r n s  t o  New O r le a n s  w e re  th e  o ld  s ta n d b y s :  i c e ,  s to n e s  
an d  m is c e l la n e o u s  f r e i g h t .  I n  1 859 she made t h r e e  
ro u n d  t r i p s  w i t h  th e  same c a r g o s ; a t  th e  end o f  th e  y e a r ,  
she to o k  a c a r g o  t o  L i v e r p o o l  and r e t u r n e d  t o  
A p p a la c h ic o la . 167
Although U , S. cotton exports rose in I859 Hartley 
still was disillusioned with the freighting business; he 
felt that news of impending war might improve business 
though. The Ocean Star and Gulf Stream followed the most 
similar routes that year. The Gulf Stream made two round 
trips between Liverpool and New Orleans; the Ocean Star 
touched at Appalachicola for cotton for the Liverpool 
market. The Sirooda left Liverpool early in the year in 
ballast for Havre, then went in ballast to Mobile, After 
nearly leaving Mobile in ballast, she got a charter for 
deals from St. Johns, Canada to England. She returned iron
l65Ibid,
■^^LC, Letters, Hartley Lord to Wm. Lord, March 6; 
April 13, 20; June 7; October 9; November 15» 1858; see 
also letter, Alfred Howes to Hartley Lord, January 13* I858,
1 ^LC, Letters, Hartley Lord to Wm, Lord, January 5» 
15; February X?t March 9; April 19; September 16; December 
19, 1859,
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to New Orleans. The Arno only got one cotton freight in
18$9j she began at New Orleans and loaded cotton for
Liverpool through J. P, Whitney and Company, A charter
to take iron to Malta, south of Sicily, made her too late
168in arriving at Mobile to take another freight.
The decline of the late 1850's affected all aspects 
of the shipping industry. Tonnage built all over the 
United States fell. Cotton exports went up and down in 
volume, but freights were harder to get for Lord's vessels. 
The competition of steam ships made passengers harder to 
get even if the ships wished to carry them. Agents of 
the lines, such as Pilkington and Wilson were not able 
to provide as many good freights or passengers either,
CIVIL WAR AND DECLINE
With letters through June, i860 being the last
preserved, the Lord Collection came to an abrupt end.
The onset of the Civil War was not stimulating to
shipowners, in fact many American vessels were sold to
169buyers in foreign countries. As Hartley .Lord was 
helping to clear up financial matters for the estate of 
George Callender in i860, he sent an account current to 
William indicating that there was a debit of over $5000
LC, Letters I859, passim. 
^^See above, p. 26,
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on George Callender*s books for the previous year.
That was not surprising due to the poor business of the
previous three years or more. Lord had already begun to
decrease his interests in shipping and had left much of
his responsibility to his son in regard to his shares in
ships. The trades of the 1850*3 in which Y/illiam had been
most heavily involved--the carrying of cotton and before
I854, of passengers— suffered a tremendous decline.
Cotton exports dropped from $192 million in I860 to
171$34 million in 1861. Immigration fell and did not peak
again until the 1890*s; those immigrants who did arrive
came on steamships more commonly. Boston had declined as
a port and Maine shipbuilding fell tremendously after I855.
Kenneburik building died} some remained at Kennebunkport
but William Lord was never too trusting of the “Port
p e o p le , "  a s  he an d  H a r t le y  o c c a s io n a l l y  c a l l e d  th e m .
Lord did have some interest in other fields
besides navigation; he tried to encourage local
manufacturing. An 1857 letter illustrated his attitude
about ships and his community. He wrote to the treasurer
o f  th e  Mousam M a n u f a c t u r in g  Company«
. . . Our people here have not got their ideas 
up very much in the manufacturing business— They are 
pretty largely int. ^interested inj ships and I am 
afraid they will not find them any more profitable 
than factories— there are six ships that will average
170
•®-?°LC# Letter, Hartley Lord (for G, Callender) 
to Wm. Lord, January 20, I860»
^"^See Appendix I.
1000 tons each building this year, which if invested 
in manufacturing would add very much to this place--
when their ships leave the port they never return here 
again— therefore don’t add much if any to the business 
of the place, 172
The factory at issue was of interest to Lord but it never
173achieved much success.
Regardless of the small incentives for investing 
in ships during the Civil War, Lord did have interests 
in two launched in the Kennebunk district, both managed 
by his son Hartley. The Cheltenham (979.63 tons) was 
launched in 1861 and listed under Hartley Lord's name a s  
main owner. The Sorento (1225.78 tons) was launched in 
1863, also listed under Hartley's name. 174 The Sorento 
was built by a Kennebunkport builder, David Clark, who 
was one of the few area builders left after the Civil
172l c , Letter (copy), Wm, Lord to David Brown, 
January 28, 1857.
173 See above, pp. 95-9 6,
174
 C h a r le s  E d w a rd  L o r d ,  The A n c e s to r s  and 
D e s c e n d a n ts  o f  L ie u t e n a n t  T o b ia s  L o rd  ( [ n . p . ]  : P r i v a t e l y  
P r i n t e d ,  1913 ) PP·" 2 2 9 » 2 30 ; se e  a ls o  B r y a n t ,  K e rm e b u n k  
V e s s e ls , p .  1 0 .
*75£ee above, p. 5^ ; see also Bryant, Kennebunk 
Vessels, p, 10 0
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Chapter 4
THE SUCCESS Of WILLIAM LORD
Research on the William Lord. Collection provided 
a picture of the business operations of a merchant—  
shipowner between 1820 and i860. Business correspondence, 
bills, invoices and accounts relating to those activities 
illuminated details on the nature of his two occupations.
The career of William Lord as a merchant and as a ship­
owner was divided into a few basic time spans; he was a 
local merchant in Kennebunk from 1820 through 1828 and 
from 1830 through 1840 but on a larger scale during the 
second period.
As a merchant Lord was heavily involved with the 
coastwise trade which connected Boston to his small Maine 
port. He purchased Boston imports and sent Kennebunk 
produce back to Boston on Maine coasters for sale or reship­
ment. He purchased some Hew fork goods through Boston mer­
chants or through his half-brother Tobias Lord who was in 
business at Sew York.
Lord connected his activities as a local trader with 
his growing involvement in ships in the 18 3 0's; he pur­
chased local goods such as hay and lumber and shipped them 
to Boston or directly to southern ports 'in the United 
States. Boston shipments went on locally-owned schooners 
from Kennebunk. Lord initiated his hay shipments in 1828,
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increased, their volume for a few years, and then continued 
them as a supplement to his local construction of vessels 
for the foreign trades between 1850 and i860. Cargos also 
went on his own ships in some cases, often as they left 
Kennebunk on their first foreign voyages to New Orleans 
after launching. Lord did not own coastal schooners of 
his own but used the Kennebunk-owned schooners which regu­
larly plied the route between Boston and Kennebunk. Pew 
goods came directly to Kennebunk either from foreign or 
southern ports. Kennebunk was not large enough to be a 
major distribution whereas Boston was; therefore the 
schooners provided an important connection to larger ports.
Lord's active business career covered a forty-year 
span of time; the thirty years of his shinowning interests 
were most Important to this study. During that period the 
ships in which he owned shares were essentially tramp 
freighters with world-wide involvement. Some shipowners 
combined ownership of ships and cargos but Lord engaged in 
shipping wares on his own account when no freights for 
other shippers could be obtained or when he sent his ships 
out from Kennebunk on their maiden voyages rather than send 
them in ballast to load at another port. One exception was 
his practice of loading local produce if the vessels were 
in at Kennebunk for repairs. There was little reason to 
bring ships to Kennebunk where cargos could not be sold. 
Larger ports such as Boston could provide freights more 
easily if ships entered at that port. Direct trade
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between the West Indies an I the Baltic region, and between 
New Orleans and Western Europe was preferred.
The ships in which he owned shares were almost 
exclusively Kennebunk-built as a result of his own contract 
and supervision. He took responsibility for construction 
at Kennebunk and shared ownership with relatives, captains, 
and often with the one individual who shared most in their 
management— George Callender of Boston. In the 1830's 
fewer owners were involved in the ships than was true in 
the 1840's and the 1850's. Vessels became more expensive 
and shares increased in number and decreased in size— to 
sixths and eighths rather than quarters and halves.
Other than for construction, Kennebunk figured
little in his scheme. It was a building locale which could
provide lower costs of construction but few opportunities
for direct shipping. Boston provided the vital link to the
foreign and coastal trades in which Lord's ships engaged.
Management centered there more and more as years passed,
even though Boston was not a preferred port of entry
especially after 1840. Boston handled much of the foreign
commerce of New England, whereas New York benefitted from
that of the rest of the nation. Lord was not an exception;
he had a large part in directing the movements of the ships
but much of the management was done at Boston by George
Callender, and in later years by Lord's son Hartley.
In the 1830's trade concentration was on two main 
. Sugar from the West Indies was carried to Balticroutes
ports, especially to Russia. Cotton was freighted to Havre, 
Antwerp, Bremen and particularly to Liverpool. Although 
some returns were made to Boston from the West Indies and 
from Europe, Lord's vessels were meant mainly for the 
foreign trades to Europe. They did not take much part in 
the cotton traffic to Hew York hut did take some part in 
the coastwise trades between Boston and New Orleans or 
Cuba to some degree.
In the 1840’s, when Lord was no longer involved with 
his store, there were changes in other factors as well. The 
West Indies sugar trade was dying, but to take its place 
the cotton trade improved after 1845. Combined with that 
was the extensive involvement beginning in the late 1840‘s 
with emigration from Europe. Coastal cotton cargos became 
more infrequent in the late 1840's; instead cotton freights 
went to Europe and general freight or passengers or both 
were returned to New Orleans. Only a few came to Boston 
on Lord’s ships. Some coal and salt were carried when 
better European return freights were not available.
Involvement as transient ships with passenger lines 
from Liverpool was common in the early 1850’s. As business 
was good, coastal passages or entries at Boston continued 
to be rare until after immigration peaked and then began 
to decline around 1853 and 1854. The apex of Lord’s owner­
ship Interests also came in 1854 when there were eight ships 
in service in which he held shares. With the decline of 
the combined cotton and passenger traffic, returns from
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cotton voyages changed somewhat. More salt and iron was 
returned, often on the owners' account. Cotton exports 
to Liverpool and Havre remained high but some sugar, staves, 
and deals were also carried to Europe. Lord constructed 
few ships in the late 1850's and those which were built 
were managed by his son Hartley. By then Boston instead 
of Kennebunlc registry was the practice for Lord vessels.
Thus Lord did take part in the major trade routes 
of the era encompassing I83O through i860. He operated in 
the foreign trades with some connection to Boston. He 
combined the beneficial aspects of low-cost Kennebunlc 
building with the advantages of involvement with Boston 
connections to become a noted local shipowner who partici­
pated in the foreign trades, and mixed that participation 
with coastal voyages as well.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
The Descendants of Nathan Lorda
Nathan Lord
b. about 1603— d, about 1690 
m. Judith Conly about 1652 
m. Martha Everett about 1660
Nathan
b. about 1655 
d. 1733a, Martha Tozier
1678
Abrahamb Marthae Sarah Samuel Anne Benjaninc
b. about b. about b. about b . about b. --
1 6 5 7 16 5O 1670 1675 d. about 1745
Martha
b. 1679 Nathan b. 1681 William b. 1682 Richard b. 1684 Judith b. 1687
Samuel 
b. 1689
Maryb. 1691 John Sarahb. 1 6 9 3 b. 1696d. 1761m. Mary Chapman in 1716
Anneb. 1 6 9 7 Abrahamb. 169 9
John 2d Thomas Tobias (Capt.) Toziere
Samuel Nathaniel Tobias 3d b. 1774 b. 1776 b. 1778
d.1851 d. 1815 d. 1854
Mehitable 
b. 1781
b. 1782
d. 1812
Abigail Hepsea 
b.1784 b.1788
d. 1848 d.1862
Betsey George 
b. 1790 b. 1791 
d. 1846 d. 1851
Ivory Lucy 
b. 1794 b. 1797 
d. 1868 d. 1823
William Francis A.b. 1799 b. 1806 d. 1873 d. 1839m, Sarah Cleaves 1820
Sarah 
b. 1821
William C. 
b. 1823
Hartley b. 1825 Robert W.b. 1828
Explanatory footnotes on following page.
Sourcet
George W.
b, 1830
Daniel C. 
b. 1833
Henry C,
b. 1636
Frederick 
b. 1838
Mary C. b. 1841 Mary Z . 2d b. 1644
Charles Edward Lord, The. Ancestors and Descendants of Lieutenant Tobias Lord (£h*PU 1 Privately Printed, I9I3 ), pp· 11-24, 1 Cl-114.
2
3
9
John (Lieut.) b. about 1745 Janeb. about17*7
Tobias 2d (Lieut.) Lydiab. 1748— d. 1808 
m· Mehitable Scammon 
1772
m. Hepzibah Conant 
1731
Betsey b. about 1756
Nathaniel
Lydia
b. 1723
Daniel 
b. 1758
Dominicus
b. 1762 Jeremiah David inomas
b. 1727b. 1?2^d. 1807 or 1809 
m. Jane Smith 
about 17^5
E xplanatory footnotes for appendix a
^George E. Lord lists Abraham as born about 1660. See George E. Lord, A History 
of the Descendants of Nathan Lord of Ancient Kittery, Mains. Arranged for publication 
from material compiled by G. C. Lord (Concord, J3.H. : The Rumford Press, 1912), pp. 1-9.
cIbid, Martha is listed as born about 1665. No Benjamin is listed as a son of 
Nathan Lord.
dIbid. George E. Lord lists birthdate of John 2d as noted on genealogical chart, 
Appendix A. Charles E. Lord in Ancestors of Tobias Lord gives no birthdate.
eGeorge S. Lord in Descendants of Nathan Lord lists no Tozier as a son of John 
Lord, nor is Lydia listed as a daughter. The five children of John Lord as noted on 
the chart, and a Mary born about 1719, are listed in "One Branch of the Kennebunk and 
Kennebunkport Lords, descendants of Nathan of Kittery: compiled from a Tabular-pedigree
of Henry D. Lord of Boston(1835) and much extended from other sources" (MSS GL884 in 
Maine Historical Society).
•pThe baptisms 
listed as August 19, 
"Records of the First 
marriages and deaths:
of Jeremiah and Thomas Lord, children of Captain Tobias Lord are 
1764 and August 1 6, 1767 respectively in Joseph Thompson (copier) 
Parish Church of Kennebunk: including records of baptisms,
1750-1890" (MSS in Maine Historical Society), pp. 19-28.
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APPENDIX В
The Descent of Nathaniel Lord Thompson
Capt. Tobias Lord = Jane Smith Benjamin Thompson = Eunice Lord
Elizabeth Lord = Benjamin Thompson Jr.
Nathaniel Thompson = Elizabeth S. Huff 
Nathaniel Lord Thompson 
(1811-1889)
Sources:
Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord, p. 127.
Margaret J. Thompson, Captain Nathaniel Lord Thompson of 
Kennebunk, Maine, and the Ships He Built, 1811-1889 (Boston:
Charles E. Lauriat Co», 1937.·, p. 1.
ro
APPENDIX C
The Children of Samuel Lord
Lieut. Tobias Lord = Mehitable Scammon
Samuel Lord
William Η. 
(1810-1838)
Tobias 4th 
(1813-1839)
George
(1816)
aSamuel Jr. did business with William Lord from Boston and New York,
Source:
Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord, pp. 25-26.
Charles
(1800-1818)
William
(1302)
John Samuel Jr,
(1803-1335) (1806-1341)
Frederick A, 
(1303-1833)
b. 1774-q . 1851 
m. Hannah Jefferds 
on Feb. 26, 1799
APPENDIX D
The Children of Nathaniel Lord
Mehitable S. 
(1798-1818)
Lieut. Tobias Lord = Mehitable Scammon
Nathaniel Lord
b. 1776-d. 1815 
m. Phoebe Walker on 
July 2, 1797
   
Daniel w.a Lois W. Phoebe Charles A.
(1800-1880) (1802-1889) (1804-1882) (1806-1878)
Nathaniel
(1808-1852)
Betsey W. 
(1810-1833)
Susan Lucy J.
(1812-1890) (1814-1815)
Nathaniel Lord and Sarah ?
William Lord, Jr. (1803-1860) 
aDaniel W. was a notable shipowner in Kennebunkport.
Source:
Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord, pp. 26-23.
ro•t-
APPENDIX E
The Children of Mehitable Lord
Lieut. Tobias Lord = Hephzibah Conant 
Mehitable Lord
Francis 0. Watts Edward Watts Augusta Watts
(1803-1860) (1806-1832) (1809-1892)
aFrancis Watts married as his second wife, Elizabeth Lord, sister of Mehitable 
Lord, on October 24, 1813. He did some business with William from Boston.
Source:
Charles E. Lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord, pp. 104-105.
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b. 1782-d. 1812 
m. Francis Watts (1780-1845)a 
on Jan 11, 1802
APPENDIX F
The Children of Abigail Lord
William 
(1804-1881)
Serena J. Charlesa Abigail Harriet Tobias L.
(1806-1881) (1807-1882) (1810-1893) (1812-1841) (1813-1849)
John H. Claudius B. Henry W.
(1817-1836) (1819-1886) (1822-1905)
Francis F.
(1824-1891)
Albert N. 
(1827-1907)
aOwned shares with William Lord in several vessels. Charles and his brother 
Claudius served as masters on several vessels.
Source:
Charles E. lord, Ancestors of Tobias Lord, pp. 105-107.
Lieut. Tobias Lord = Heohzibah Conant
Abigail Lord
b. 1734-d.134Ö
in. Charles Ti. Williams (1780-1860) 
on Dec. 25, 1303
APPENDIX G
Total Tonnage Owned, by Customs Districts 
(Registered, Enrolled, and Licensed)
Sources:
U. S., Congress, American State Papers: Documents. Legislative and Executive. of the Congress of 
the United States, 1789-1823. Class IV. Vol. II, Commerce and Navigation (Washington: Gale s  and Seaton. 
1834 ), PP. 38-40.
U . S., House, State Papers. 19th Congress, 2d Session, Vol. V, 1826-1827, Commerce and Navigation, 
Doc. No. 122, No. 2 (Washington: Gales and Seaton, 1827).
U. S., House, Executive Documents. 22d Congress, 1st Session, Vol. V, 1831-1832, Commerce and 
Navigation, Doc. No, 230, No. 13 (Washington: Duff Green, 1832), pp. 290-292.
U. S., House, Executive Documents. 26th Congress, 2d Session, Vol. V, 18^0-1841, Commerce and 
Navigation, Doc. No. 122, No. 15 (Washington: Blair and Rives, fn.dj )f pp . 29^-295.
U. S., House, Executive Documents. 31st Congress, 2d Session, Vol. VIII, I8 5 0 -I8 5 I, Commerce 
and Navigation, No. 15 ( [JiashingtonTJ: Gideon and Co., printers, ).
U. S., House, Executive Documents. 3^6h Congress, 1st Session, Vol. XVI, I8 5 5 -I8 5 6 , Commerce and 
Navigation, No. 17 (Washington: Cornelius Wendell, printer, I8 5 6 ), pp. 356-357.
U. S., House, Executive Documents. 37th Congress, 2d Session, Vol, XII, 1861-1862, Commerce and 
Navigation, Part II, No. 13 ( {Washington]: Government Printing Office, 1862), pp. 50^-505.
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APPENDIX H
Exports and Imports: 1821-1861
E x p o r t s :  1821-1861
Im ports: 1821-1861
1821 1831 1841 1851 l8 6 l
aNot representative; usually much higher through the 1830’s.
Sources:
Statistics for 1821-1851 from J. Smith Homans, Jr., An Historical and Statistical 
Account of the Foreign Commerce of the United States (New York» G. P. Putnam and Co., 
1857), pp. 9, 15. 21, 64.
Statistics for 1861 from U. S., Commerce and Navigation (1861-1862), Part II,
No. 13, P. 440.
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Value of U . S. Cotton Exports: 1821-1861 
(in millions of dollars)
APPENDIX I
a Beginning in 1850 more significant increases 
occurred through 1860, as compared to the previous 30 
years.
1861 illustrates the disastrous effects of 
the Civil War.
Sources:
Statistics for 1821-1853 from J. D. B. Debow, 
Statistical View of the United States, Being a 
Compendium of the Seventh Census (Washington:
A. O. P. Nicholson, Public Printer, 1854). p. 188.
Statistics for 185*1-1861 from U. S„, Bureau 
of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United 
States» Colonial Times to 1957 (Washington: Crun/J, 
I960) ,p. 5*17.
APPENDIX J
Compiled from Lord Collection. bSee Chapt. 2, footnote #24. See Chapt. 2, footnote #71 and appropriate text.
Sources:
S. E. Bryant (comp.), District of Kennebunk: A List of Vessels Built, From 1800 to 1873, with a supplement from 1874-1884. 
Published by the Brick Store Museum from the Original Documents (l874) Kennebunk, Maine: Press of Arundel, 1950), pp. 5-6. 
William Lord Collection (MSS in Brick Store Museum, Kermebunk, Maine), Invoices and Letters. 1830-18110, passim.
Records of the Collector of the District of Kennebunkport, Kennebunkport, Maine (1817-1862), 1 Vol, of licenses (MSS 251 of 
Marine Industries in Baker Library, Graduate School of Business, Harvard University). There are numerous time lapses in the Records; 
only the Ploughboy was recorded.
2 5 0
Summary of Captains and Vessels: 
with Dates Vessels were Acquired
APPENDIX K
Ship Neva (1832):
Thomas Lord 
Thomas Nowell 
Joshua Perkins
Brig Caroline (1833):
Captain Burnham 
Daniel Nason 
Samuel L. Bragdon 
Captain Pratt 
Cyrus Perkins 
Nathaniel Lord Thompson
Bark Diantha (1834):
Charles Williams 
Nathaniel Lord Thompson 
Samuel L. Bragdon
E. Shorey
Claudius B. Williams 
Theodore Brown
Ship Ruthelia (1837):
Nathaniel Lord Thompson
Brig Swiss Boy (1837):
Jotham Blaisdell 
John H. Perkins 
Moses C. Maling
Ship Marcia Cleaves (1839): 
John Murphy
Nathaniel Lord Thompson 
Franklin N. Thompson 
Francis W. Chadbourne 
Horace A, Wilson
Bark Finland (1840):
Charles Williams 
Daniel Nason 
Daniel Means 
Noah Nason
Ship Hartley (1845):
Hartley Lord 
Stephen Cammett 
Charles M. Morrill 
Alfred Howes
Bark Francis ’Watts (1846): 
Joshua Perkins
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Ship Mt. Washington (1847): 
Jotham Blaisdell 
William P. Stone 
Ivory Goodwin 
William Davis
Ship Ocean Star (1848):
Claudius B, Williams 
Tobias Lord 
Charles M, Morrill 
William Symonds 
Albert Williams 
George E, Browne
Ship William Lord (1849): 
Charles E. Barry
Ship Olympus (1850):
Horace A, Wilson
Ship Windermere (1851): 
John W. Fairfield 
Horace A, Wilson 
William Smith 
David G. Harding
Ship Neva (1852):
Moses C. Maling 
Theodore Brown
Ship Bostonian (1854): 
James B. King 
Moses C. Maling 
Frederick Burnham
Ship Gulf Stream (1854): 
Daniel C. Lord 
John W, Fairfield 
R, G, Higgins 
Captain Sprague
Ship Simoda (1854):
William B. Hasan
Ship Arno (1857)!
John W, Peering
Source:
William Lord Collection (MSS in Brick Store Museum, 
Kennebunk, Maine),
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